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ABSTRACT 
 
This multi-faceted ethnography focuses on a self-branded entrepreneur’s 
innovation community of practice, known as #NASF, and aims to understand the 
reasons for its birth and the trajectory of its development. More specifically I 
examine why and how this Navarrese community of entrepreneurs, while 
belonging to the European Union, appropriates Silicon Valley’s discourse and 
know-how as its frame of reference. In this sense, I mainly emphasize two 
aspects: The adoption of corporative organizational learning to build capacity in 
the civil sector together with a masterful use of the Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICTs). In this regard, I have conducted a thorough 
study of the circulation of a metaphor in a computer-mediated discourse and its 
entextualization. Also, I connect this organizational and communicative 
expression with its environment. I pay special attention to local sociability, 
#NASF’s participants’ social ties, and Navarre’s current circumstances.   
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PREFACE: 
 
EUROPE AND NAVARRE’S MODERNA PLAN 
 
Like the rest of the world participating in Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT), Navarre is immersed in a paradigm shift. This preface 
introduces informational society’s basic concepts directly related to the 
knowledge-driven economy. Also, it describes European and Navarrese strategic 
institutional guidelines aiming to accelerate adaptation to the informational 
society. However, subsequent fieldwork discovers numerous contradictions 
between theory and practice of innovation policies. 
The first works about the informational society began in the early 1970s in 
the United States with David Bell’s visionary work. Since then, other authors 
have treated this subject. Hardt and Negri’s vision is clear and direct: they 
introduce the information society as the third economic paradigm since the 
Middle Ages. Beginning with the agricultural period, followed by the industrial 
one, the third and current paradigm is one “which providing services and 
manipulating information are at the heart of economic production.”1 Thereby, 
Manuel Castells describes this progression: “informationalism is linked to the 
expansion and rejuvenation of capitalism, as industrialism was linked to its 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Michael	  Hardt	  and	  Antonio	  Negri,	  Empire	  (Cambridge,	  Mass.	  ;	  London:	  Harvard	  
University	  Press,	  2000),	  281.	  
	   xii	  
	  
constitution as a mode of production.”2 This transformation began in the 1970s. 
However, this change was approached differently according to the specificity of 
the local cultures. In this regard, what characterizes the current technological 
revolution:  
is not the centrality of knowledge and information, but the application of 
such knowledge and information to knowledge generation and information 
processing/communication devices, in a cumulative feedback loop 
between innovation and the uses of innovation.”3  
Thus, the social structure resulting from the interaction between the new 
technological paradigm and the social organization is defined as Network 
Society. 4  
 
In the last decade, public and private organizations have conducted 
considerable research on the implementation of studies on informational society 
into institutional policies. Some of them analyze the network economy, network 
organization, network sociability, countries in transition to the network society, 
communications in this new model, and the network state.5  I focus on the 
European Union innovation strategies influencing Navarre.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  Manuel	  Castells,	  The	  Rise	  of	  the	  Network	  Society,	  Second	  edition	  ed.	  (Oxford	  ;	  
Malden,	  Mass.:	  Blackwell	  Publishers,	  2010),	  19.	  
3	  Ibid.,	  31.	  
4	  If	  “under	  industrialism,	  the	  dominant	  social	  form	  has	  been	  the	  hierarchy;	  under	  
informationalism,	  it	  is	  the	  network.	  Accordingly,	  McLuhan’s	  ‘the	  medium	  is	  the	  
message’	  is	  rendered	  by	  Castells	  into	  ‘the	  network	  is	  the	  message. 	  
Felix	  Stalder,	  Manuel	  Castells	  :	  The	  Theory	  of	  the	  Network	  Society	  (Cambridge,	  UK	  ;	  
Malden,	  MA:	  Polity,	  2006),	  31.	  
5	  For	  instance	  in	  Europe,	  “governmental	  action	  relate,	  primarily,	  to	  issues	  of	  
infrastructure-­‐building,	  market	  regulations,	  and	  technological	  development	  in	  the	  
ICT	  sector,	  but	  they	  have	  also	  gradually	  started	  to	  include	  other,	  more	  diffuse,	  types	  
of	  public	  actions	  in	  the	  fields	  of	  education,	  health,	  social	  policy,	  or	  individual	  rights. 
Susan	  Borrás,	  The	  Innovation	  Policy	  of	  the	  European	  Union	  :	  From	  Government	  to	  
Governance	  (Cheltenham,	  UK	  ;	  Northhampton,	  MA:	  Edward	  Elgar,	  2003),	  131.	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In response to the Information Society’s requirements and immersion in a 
kaleidoscopic institutional framework, the European governance architecture is 
expressed as a complicated labyrinth of agencies, institutions, commissions, 
offices, networks, agreements, policies, funds, and forms. 6 This confirms global 
governance’s main characteristic: its high degree of fragmentation. Paradoxically, 
this happens in the network society’s changing environment where “successful 
organizations are those able to generate knowledge and process information 
efficiently; to adapt to the variable geometry of the global economy; to be flexible 
enough to change their means as rapidly as goals change.”7 According to some 
authors, “the self-produced, self-developed, and self-managed network becomes 
a widespread cultural ideal, providing not only an effective model of political 
organizing but also a model for reorganizing society as a whole.”8 In the 
meantime, the new European policies for innovation, currently called Smart 
Specialization Strategies for the European Regions, try to incorporate both 
systems, bureaucracy and open networks. Namely, theoretically openly designed 
smart specialization strategies attempt to bring together citizens and institutions. 
Nevertheless, the birth of a local innovation community of practice such as 
#NASF expresses that communication between local institutions and civil society 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6	  “Many	  policy	  domains	  are	  marked	  by	  a	  patchwork	  of	  international	  institutions	  that	  
are	  different	  in	  their	  character	  (organizations,	  regimes,	  and	  implicit	  norms),	  their	  
constituencies	  (public	  and	  private),	  their	  spatial	  scope	  (from	  bilateral	  to	  global),	  and	  
their	  subject	  matter	  (from	  specific	  policy	  fields	  to	  universal	  concerns).” Biermann	  
Frank	  et	  al.,	  "The	  Fragmentation	  of	  Global	  Governance	  Architectures:	  A	  Framework	  
for	  Analysis,"	  Global	  Environmental	  Politics	  9,	  no.	  4	  (2009):	  16.	  	  
7	  Castells,	  The	  Rise	  of	  the	  Network	  Society,	  188.	  
8	  Jeffrey	  S.	  Juris,	  Networking	  Futures	  :	  The	  Movements	  against	  Corporate	  
Globalization	  (Durham,	  N.C.:	  Duke	  University	  Press,	  2008),	  15.	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it is not fluid.    
It is not my purpose to provide a historical overview of European policies 
regarding the Information Society. However, two milestones should be noted: 
first, the GATS (General Agreement on Trade in Services) agreements signed in 
1995 by all WTO members which “regulates international trade arrangements 
concerning basic telecommunications, opening up a new era of a liberalized 
international market.”9 Second, the e-Europe initiative presented in the late 
1990s tried to make the most of ICTs to enhance learning, commerce, health, 
public administrational and many other issues.10 In the year 2000 and in order for 
the European Union’s countries to get adapted to the informational society’s 
framework, the European Union approved a strategy known as the Lisbon 
Agenda. Under the title -New Challenge- the Lisbon Agenda’s first point made a 
clear statement:  
The European Union is confronted with a quantum shift resulting from 
globalization and the challenges of a new knowledge-driven economy. 
These changes are affecting every aspect of people's lives and require a 
radical transformation of the European economy. The Union must shape 
these changes in a manner consistent with its values and concepts of 
society and also with a view to the forthcoming enlargement.”11  
 
The document prepares the European Union’s countries “for the transition 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9	  Susan Borrás presented an extent study covering this evolution until the year 
2000. Borrás,	  The	  Innovation	  Policy	  of	  the	  European	  Union	  :	  From	  Government	  to	  
Governance,	  126.	  	  
10	  Ibid.,	  123.	  
11	  European	  Council,	  "Lisbon	  Agenda	  2000,"	  European	  Parliament,	  
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/summits/lis1_en.htm.	  
	   xv	  
	  
to a competitive, dynamic and knowledge-based economy.”12  
Ten years after the Lisbon Agenda, on March 3, 2010, the European 
Commission presented a new effort to help adjust member states to the 
Informational Society with EUROPE 2020, a strategy for smart, sustainable and 
inclusive growth. The European Council approved this plan twenty-three days 
after its presentation. On that day, José Manuel Barroso, president of the 
European Commission, pointed out that in a changing world, Europe 2020 is the 
EU's growth strategy for the coming decade.13 In this context, the Commission 
proposed seven initiatives to promote progress:  
’Innovation Union’ to improve framework conditions and access to finance 
for research and innovation so as to ensure that innovative ideas can be 
turned into products and services that create growth and jobs. ‘Youth on 
the move’ to enhance the performance of education systems and to 
facilitate the entry of young people to the labor market. ‘A digital agenda 
for Europe’ to speed up the roll-out of high-speed internet and reap the 
benefits of a digital single market for households and firms. ‘Resource 
efficient Europe’ to help decouple economic growth from the use of 
resources, support the shift towards a low carbon economy, increase the 
use of renewable energy sources, modernize our transport sector and 
promote energy efficiency. ‘An industrial policy for the globalization era’ to 
improve the business environment, notably for SMEs, and to support the 
development of a strong and sustainable industrial base able to compete 
globally. ‘An agenda for new skills and jobs’ to modernize labor markets 
and empower people by developing their of skills throughout the lifecycle 
with a view to increase labor participation and better match labor supply 
and demand, including through labor mobility. ‘European platform against 
poverty’ to ensure social and territorial cohesion such that the benefits of 
growth and jobs are widely shared and people experiencing poverty and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12	  Ibid.	  
13	  European	  Commission,	  "Europe	  2020	  José	  Manuel	  Barroso,"	  	  
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/index_en.htm.	  
	   xvi	  
	  
social exclusion are enabled to live in dignity and take an active part in 
society.”14 
To ensure that each member state tailors the Europe 2020 Strategy to its 
particular situation the Commission proposed that the EU goals should be 
translated into national targets and trajectories, and it specified that  
the European Parliament will be a driving force to mobilize citizens and act 
as co-legislator on key initiatives. His partnership approach should extend 
to EU committees, to national parliaments and national, local and regional 
authorities, to social partners and to stakeholders and civil society so that 
everyone is involved in delivering on the vision. 15  
 
Furthermore, it is claimed that the success of the new strategy and with it 
the ability to maintain European quality of life and social models depend on the 
European Union’s institutions, member states and regions, citizens, businesses 
and their representative organizations.  
On top of this, the “Europe 2020” Strategy formulates a list of 
recommendations to each country. I have summarized the 2013 ones for Spain, 
which are the following: reinforce sustainable public finances; make the tax 
system efficient and tackle tax fraud and evasion; adjust the Spanish financial 
sector; improve the Spanish labor market; implement all the planned reforms in 
the area of education; fix poverty and social exclusion situations on the rise in 
Spain; speed up reforms to address weaknesses in the business environment, 
such as competition in product and services markets, and barriers to do 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14	  "Communication	  from	  the	  Commission	  Europe	  2020	  a	  Strategy	  for	  Smart,	  
Sustainable	  and	  Inclusive	  Growth	  "	  	  http://eur-­‐
lex.europa.eu/Notice.do?mode=dbl&lang=es&lng1=es,en&lng2=bg,cs,da,de,el,en,es,
et,fi,fr,hu,it,lt,lv,mt,nl,pl,pt,ro,sk,sl,sv,&val=509103:cs.	  	  
15	  Ibid.	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business; Spain needs to urgently complete the reform of the energy and 
transport sectors; the highly decentralized structure of this country calls for 
enhanced coordination between the various public administrations, both to 
reduce costs and to limit the administrative burden on companies and 
households.16 It might be useful to know that the European Commission has a 
number of graphics, which compare member states according to the “Europe 
2020” Strategy’s key areas. 17  
In the year 2012 the CEPS,18 Center for European Policy Studies’ Task 
Force, published a Report19 in which suggestions to improve Europe 2020 were 
made. This think tank was founded in Brussels in 1983 and is a forum for debate 
and in-house research on EU affairs. The Task Force report guided by Maria 
Anvret and written by Massimiliano Granieri and Andrea Renda claims that 
innovation desperately needs a functioning EU internal market and an integrated 
and comprehensive approach. It points out that innovation is a transversal 
concept cutting across all sectors of economic, social and political activity but 
reinforcing that demand-side measures should be developed. This report also 
assures current institutional governance of innovation policy is not satisfactory 
since institutional competences are too fragmented, triggering a lack of 
synchronization. In summary, the Task Force says there is a lack of leadership, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16	  "Europe	  2020	  in	  Spain,"	  	  http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/europe-­‐2020-­‐in-­‐your-­‐
country/espana/index_en.htm.	  
17	  "Europe	  2020	  Key	  Areas:	  Comparing	  Member	  States'	  Performances,"	  	  
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/making-­‐it-­‐happen/key-­‐areas/index_en.htm.	  
18	  CEPS,	  "About	  Ceps,"	  	  http://ceps.be/content/about-­‐ceps.	  
19	  Massimiliano	  Granieri	  and	  Andrea	  Renda,	  A	  New	  Approach	  to	  Innovation	  Policy	  in	  
the	  European	  Union	  (2010).	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insufficient ownership and limited accountability. As a consequence, the EU 
should only stimulate innovation where there is an evident EU added value, to be 
clearly demonstrated through an impact assessment. One other recommendation 
is that public-private partnerships should be extended and promoted, and that 
financial instruments should be used more efficiently. In particular, public-private 
partnership becomes relevant to cross-border venture capital and technology 
transfer support. Nevertheless,  
every region in the EU is covered by two of three main objectives of 
cohesion policy (convergence, regional competitiveness and employment, 
and European territorial cooperation). Most of the funds are targeted 
where they are most needed: at regions with a GDP per capita under 75% 
of the EU average.20 
 
The European Union uses two basic mechanisms in the field of innovation 
to stimulate and support research, technological development, and thus fulfill the 
objectives mentioned above. These objectives are the Seventh Framework 
Program for Research and Technological Development (FP7,) and the Structural 
Funds.  
The FP7 has two main strategic objectives: One is to strengthen the 
scientific and technological base of European industry. The other one is to 
encourage its international competitiveness while promoting research that 
supports EU policies.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20	  European	  Commission,	  "Is	  My	  Region	  Covered?,"	  European	  Commission,	  
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/how/coverage/index_en.cfm.	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The Structural Funds seek to promote a balanced development of the 
European Union through orientation research and innovation. This boost of R & 
D policies is carried out through the European Social Fund (ESF) and European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF). In Spain, the Ministry of Finance and 
Public Administration, through the General Direction of Community Funds, is the 
organ of the General Administration of the State responsible for examining, 
evaluating and coordinating management structural funds.  
Methods of analysis used by, for instance, the proponents of Lisbon 2000 
and Europe 2020, such as CEPS’ Task Force Report, must be mentioned. After 
all, these measurement values build innovation and European funds will be 
designed based on these values. Since 1996 the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development Statistical Office of the European Communities 
has published three editions of the Oslo Manual.21 Despite Oslo Manual’s 
framework acceptance, innovation surveys follow different models across 
countries. According to a member of the OECD,22 there has been a major, effort 
to harmonize different methodologies in Europe: The Community Innovation 
Survey (CIS).23  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21	  This	  is	  a	  guideline	  for	  collecting	  and	  interpreting	  innovation	  data	  since	  as	  they	  say	  
in	  their	  foreword	  “it	  has	  been	  long	  understood	  that	  the	  generation,	  exploitation	  and	  
diffusion	  of	  knowledge	  are	  fundamental	  to	  economic	  growth,	  development	  and	  the	  
well	  being	  of	  nations.	  Central	  to	  this	  is	  the	  need	  for	  better	  measures	  of	  innovation.” 
Eurostat	  and	  Oecd,	  Oslo	  Manual:	  Guidelines	  for	  Collecting	  and	  Interpreting	  Innovation	  
Data,	  3rd	  Edition	  (OECD	  Publishing,	  2005),	  3.	  
22	  Vladimir	  López-­‐Bassols.	  
23	  This	  last	  one	  is	  based	  on	  the	  Oslo	  manual	  and	  the	  Regulation	  1450/2004.	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Both the Innovation Union Scoreboard and the Regional Innovation 
Scoreboard use CIS methodology for their analysis.24The Innovation Union 
Scoreboard, an instrument of the European Commission to revise and build 
Europe 2020 Strategy, “provides a comparative assessment of the research and 
innovation performance of the EU27 Member States and the relative strengths 
and weaknesses of their research and innovation systems.”25 The Regional 
Innovation Scoreboard26 does the same with the regions of the European Union.
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24	  Vladimir	  López-­‐Bassols,	  "Innovation	  Surveys	  and	  Indicators:	  Some	  Experiences	  
from	  the	  Oecd,"	  	  
http://www.hsrc.ac.za/uploads/pageContent/360/SomeExperiencesZAF_Innovatio
n_Lopez.pdf;	  "Innovation	  Surveys	  and	  Indicators:	  Some	  Experiences	  from	  the	  Oecd"	  
(paper	  presented	  at	  the	  CeSTII	  workshop	  on	  the	  Review	  of	  Innovation	  Measurement	  
in	  South	  Africa,	  Pretoria,	  South	  Africa	  2011).	  
25	  European	  Commission,	  "Innovation	  Union	  Scoreboard	  Index,"	  	  
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/innovation/facts-­‐figures-­‐
analysis/innovation-­‐scoreboard/index_en.htm.	  
26	  "Regional	  Innovation	  Scoreboard	  2012,"	  European	  Union,	  
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/innovation/files/ris-­‐2012_en.pdf.	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Figure 1: Measurement Framework of the Innovation Union Scoreboard27 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27	  The	  Measurement	  Framework	  to	  study	  innovation	  in	  states	  and	  regions.	  
Evaluated	  will	  be	  ranked	  according	  to	  the	  values	  gain	  in	  each	  field. "Innovation	  
Union	  Scoreboard	  2013,"	  European	  Union,	  
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/innovation/files/ius-­‐2013_en.pdf. 
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Table 1: Innovation Union Scoreboard Indicators28 
 
The fact of classifying countries by these new hierarchical values is an 
extensive and complicated issue. An insightful comment on these hierarchies 
observes that “in some cases individual countries or regions may be able to 
change their position in the hierarchy, but the point is that, regardless of who fills 
which position, the hierarchy remains the determining factor.” 29  
At the Union Innovation Scoreboard, the Member States fall into four 
performance groups: Innovation leaders, innovation followers, moderate 
innovators and modest innovators. In the year 2013, Spain showed a 
performance “below the EU27 (i.e. between 50 percent and 90 percent of the 
performance of the E27,)”30 and was considered a moderate innovator. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28	  Ibid.	  
29	  Michael	  Hardt	  and	  Antonio	  Negri,	  Empire,	  Jc359	  .H279	  2000	  (Cambridge,	  Mass.	  ;	  
London:	  Harvard	  University	  Press,	  2000),	  283.	  	  
30	  Commission,	  "Innovation	  Union	  Scoreboard	  2013."	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Figure 2: Progress since the Launch of the Europe 2020 Strategy31 
However, as confirmed at the Regional Union Scoreboard 2012,32 
Navarre’s innovation performance has been superior to the Spanish one. 
Accordingly, Navarre is included in the innovation followers group, showing a 
manner of functioning closer to that of the EU27 (i.e. less than 20 percent above 
but more than 10 percent below that of the EU27.)  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31	  Ibid.	  
32	  At	  present,	  2013	  year’s	  report	  has	  not	  yet	  been	  published	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Figure 3: Regional Performance Group RIS 201233 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33	  European	  Commission,	  "Regional	  Innovation	  Scoreboard	  2012,"	  ed.	  Enterprise	  
and	  Industry	  (Brussels:	  European	  Union,	  2012).	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Figure 4: Regional Performance Group RIS 201434 
 
 Within the institutional framework, there are also interregional organizations 
fostering innovation. For instance, from 2007 until the end of 2013, Navarre has 
received about 20 million euros in European funds through the Working 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34	  "Regional	  Innovation	  Scoreboard	  2014,"	  ed.	  Enterprise	  and	  Industry	  
(Belgium2014).	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Community of the Pyrenees.35   
EU Commissioner Janez Potočnik, in an attempt to reinvigorate the Lisbon 
Strategy, established in 2005 a group of economists called the Knowledge for 
Growth (K4G) Expert Group.36 This group operates as an independent advisory 
body and it has published a number of reports and policy briefs. The one titled, 
“The Concept,”37 introduced the concept of "Smart Specialization" which led to 
the idea of “Regional Policy contributing to smart growth in Europe 2020.” The 
K4G group agreed that for regions and countries that are not leaders in any of 
the major science or technology domains, the issue of specialization in research, 
development and, innovation remains crucial. That is why the document 
encourages regions to invest in programs that will complement other productive 
assets, creating in this way future domestic competency and interregional 
advantage. This should not be, the K4G claims, a top-down industrial policy and 
neither a “foresight exercise, ordered from a consulting firm.”38Quite the contrary, 
they suggest an entrepreneurial process of discovery in which entrepreneurial 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35	  International	  Plan	  of	  Navarre,	  "Navarra	  Has	  Received	  About	  20	  Million	  Euros	  in	  
Eu	  Funds	  for	  Regional	  Development	  from	  2007	  through	  the	  Working	  Community	  of	  
the	  Pyrenees,"	  PIN	  (International	  Plan	  of	  Navarre),	  
http://www.navarra.es/home_es/Gobierno+de+Navarra/Organigrama/Los+depart
amentos/Economia+y+Hacienda/Organigrama/El+departamento/Internacionalizac
ion/PIN/Actualidad/Noticias/Fondos+europeos+CTP.htm.	  
36	  European	  Commission,	  "Expert	  Group	  "Knowledge	  for	  Growth","	  European	  
Commission,	  http://ec.europa.eu/invest-­‐in-­‐
research/monitoring/knowledge_en.htm.	  
37	  Dominique	  Foray,	  Paul	  A.	  David,	  and	  Bronwyn	  Hall,	  "Smart	  Specialisation:	  The	  
Concept	  "	  (Knowledge	  for	  Growth:	  prospects	  for	  science,	  technology	  and	  innovation:	  
selected	  papers	  from	  Research	  Commissioner	  Janez	  Potočnik’s	  Expert	  group.,	  
November	  2009).	  
38	  Ibid.,	  2.	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actors will be indispensable in discovering areas of future specialization. Local 
actors are the ones who know their own environment best and it is easier for 
them to build social capital assets. Thus,  
policy makers should accept that their role in ‘selecting the right areas for 
specialization’ may be a more modest one than is usually envisaged when 
support for infant industries and support for technology start-ups are under 
discussion.39  
Once the areas of specialization are decided, regions that are at the 
scientific and technological frontier (known as leader regions) will become 
specialized in basic inventions, inventions of General Purpose technology (GPT.)  
Those less advanced regions will invest in specific application areas of the basic 
inventions. According to the K4G, by so doing, these regions and the firms within 
them become part of a competitive environment. For the implementation of the 
“Smart Specialization,” governments have three main responsibilities, according 
to this expert group’s policy brief: One is to encourage entrepreneurs and other 
organizations to participate; the other is to evaluate effectiveness of capability 
lines; a third identifies emerging specializations. 
      Consequently, following the communication “Regional Policy contributing to 
smart growth in Europe 2020,” the S3 Platform was established in 2011. Its 
function is to assists EU countries and regions to develop, implement and review 
their Research and Innovation Strategies for Smart Specialization (RIS3). This 
Platform has developed its own tailored methods for reviewing RIS3. But, what 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39	  Ibid.	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exactly is RIS3? This is the methodology proposed at “The Concept,” at the end 
of which regional/national strategies should identify activities in which an 
investment of resources is likely to stimulate knowledge-driven growth.40  
According to the Community Research and Development Information 
Service (CORDIS) of the European Commission, agents of the science and 
technology system that depend on the public administration in Spain include the 
following: Foundations, University-Enterprise Foundations, Public Research 
Organisations (PROs), Industrial Liaison Offices (ILOs), and bodies and agencies 
promoting Innovation. Scientific and Technological Parks, Technological Centres 
and Technological Innovation Support Centres, European Business and 
Innovation Centres are included within the non-to-profit institutions. (I do not take 
into account the private sector.) However, it is noteworthy that the Spanish also 
follow the State Innovation Strategy E21, constituting the framework of action for 
government policy on innovation.  
Just as the European Union designed Europe 2020 Strategy, and Spain 
developed the Strategy E21, the government of Navarre initiated and promoted 
the Moderna Plan in 2008. However, almost since the Lisbon 2000 agenda 
started, Navarrese institutions and the economic, and social agents of the region 
have led and conducted a number of initiatives such as the 2012 Navarre Plan, 
Technology Plan III, Navarre Social Agreement for Sustainable Development, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40	  Smart	  Specialization	  Platform,	  "About	  S3	  Platform,"	  European	  Commission,	  
http://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/activities.	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and the Diversification Plan for Business network. The Moderna Plan is a long-
term (2010-2030) economic development strategy for Navarre constructed from 
an agreement between the most powerful political parties of Navarre, the Union 
del Pueblo Navarro (UPN) and the Partido Socialista de Navarra (PSN) with the 
help of the minority party, Convergencia Democratica de Navarra (CDN.)  They 
came to an agreement apart from the Navarrese parliament as early as 
December 2007. 41 Intense discussion about Navarre’s economic future took 
place. In October, Carlos Solchaga, Navarrese economist and former minister of 
Economy who now works as a consultant, 42 gave a talk to the members of the 
Foundation for Diversification about the new challenges of being competitive in a 
globalized world.43 Afterwards, the Government of Navarre called him to 
participate as one of the 32 experts for Plan Moderna.  
In autumn 2007, the economist Cernín Martínez Yoldi44 was called by the 
councilor of the Government of Navarre to lead the General Direction of Politics 
and Economic Promotion of the government. His task was to analyze Navarre’s 
economic situation and propose measures to confront the new challenges, in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41	  Moderna	  Navarra,	  "Dossier	  De	  Comunicación:	  Modelo	  De	  Desarrollo	  Económico	  
De	  Navarra,	  Moderna.,"	  [Communication	  Dossier:	  Economic	  Development	  Model	  of	  
Navarre,	  Moderna.],	  no.	  18	  (2008):	  7.	  	  
42	  Carlos	  Solchaga	  among	  many	  other	  activities,	  works	  as	  an	  extern	  consultant	  for	  
the	  Ace	  Automotive,	  an	  international	  company,	  which	  has	  a	  number	  companies	  in	  
Navarre. 	  
43	  I	  found	  this	  news	  in	  a	  Navarrese	  institutional	  website	  called	  Navactiva.com,	  which	  
disappeared.	  The	  title	  of	  the	  news	  was	  “Iniciativas	  como	  la	  Fundación	  Navarra	  para	  
la	  diversificación.”	  
44	  Cernín	  Martínez	  worked	  for	  seven	  years	  at	  Idom	  Ingeniería	  Consultoría	  in	  Bilbao,	  
also	  taught	  at	  the	  private	  University	  of	  Navarre	  before	  he	  was	  appointed	  director.	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other words, to accomplish Moderna Plan. 45  
I must note that, along with the general director of Politics and Economic 
Promotion, the Navarrese Agency for Innovation and Technology (ANAIN, 
Agencia Navarra de Innovación y tecnología S.A,) and the Navarre Foundation 
for Diversification (FND, Fundación Navarra para la Diversificación) were the 
agents responsible for Plan Moderna’s planning and execution. They were 
supported by Monitor-Deloitte (Michael Porter consultant’s company in Spain) 
and AFI (International Financial Analyst,) hired by the government of Navarre. 
These two consultancies won in a tender launched in March 2008 to develop this 
new model.”46 Moderna Plan was the first plan of its kind in Spain.47 
  In September 2008, the president of Navarre presented the Moderna Plan 
to the public. Miguel Sanz promoted this plan with the support of the political 
parties mentioned above and the Navarrese Businessmen’s Confederation 
(CEN, Confederation de Empresarios Navarros), the Workers’ General Union 
(UGT, Unión General de Trabajadores) and Workers’ Commissions (CCOO, 
Comisiones Obreras), and the presidents of both public and private universities 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45	  Diario	  de	  Navarra,	  "La	  Inquietud	  Por	  Encontrar	  El	  Lado	  Humano	  De	  La	  
Economía,"	  La	  Información,	  http://www.diariodenavarra.es/20080824/navarra/la-­‐
inquietud-­‐encontrar-­‐lado-­‐humano-­‐
economia.html?not=2008082400575982&dia=20080824&seccion=navarra&seccio
n2=economia.	  
46	  Navarra,	  "Dossier	  De	  Comunicación:	  Modelo	  De	  Desarrollo	  Económico	  De	  
Navarra,	  Moderna.,"	  6.	  	  
47	  Navarra.es,	  "Navarra	  Pone	  En	  Marcha	  El	  Plan	  Moderna	  Y	  La	  Fundación	  Que	  
Gestionará	  Su	  Desarrollo,"	  [Navarra	  launches	  Plan	  Moderna	  and	  the	  Foundation	  to	  
manage	  its	  development.]	  	  (2011).	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of Navarre.48 From this point on, these political parties, unions, organizations, 
and universities are referred to as Promoting Entities. Later, these will be the only 
actors in the Foundation Moderna, as the managerial body of the Moderna Plan.   
According to the documentation provided by Moderna, this plan has three 
general objectives:  
To create more prosperity, placing Navarre among the top 20 European 
regions in GDP per capita; to place Navarre among the top 10 European 
regions in Human Development Indicators (HDI) through top quality 
healthcare and an excellent education system, and to achieve greater 
environmental sustainability, placing Navarre among the top 20 European 
regions.”49 
Following DAFO methodology,50 the objectives mentioned above are 
materialized by means of nineteen indicators belonging to four clusters: basic, 
strategic, future commitments, and Complementary or Leverage Clusters. 
   “1. Basic (automobiles electric vehicles and sustainable construction -
green economics-  and healthcare services -health care economics): 
essential clusters for maintaining employment in Navarra at target levels 
(those that provide direct and indirect employment constituting the main 
core of Navarra’s economy, those that are embedded in the region). 
Moderna intends to reinvent them to make them more efficient.  
  2. Strategic (renewable energies, agro-food industries -green economics): 
clusters that benefit from significant global growth trends, where Navarra 
has a clear initial competitive advantage. Moderna intends to invest in the 
development of significant clusters.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48	  Confederación	  de	  Empresarios	  de	  Navarra,	  "Se	  Pone	  En	  Marcha	  El	  Plan	  Moderna	  
Que,	  Definirá	  El	  Nuevo	  Modelo	  De	  Desarrollo	  Económico	  De	  Navarra,"	  	  
http://www.cenavarra.es/index.php?pad=101&modulo=73&id=177&det=.	  
49	  Moderna	  Fundation,	  "Fundación	  Moderna,"	  Moderna	  Fundation,	  
http://www.modernanavarra.com/en/.	  
50	  DAFO	  methodology	  was	  created	  by	  the	  American	  economist	  Michael	  Porter	  who	  
also	  is	  the	  founder	  of	  the	  Monitor-­‐Delotte,	  one	  of	  the	  two	  consultancies	  in	  charge	  of	  
developing	  Navarre’s	  economic	  diagnosis.	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  3. Future commitments (biomedicine, medical appliances, customer 
service -health care economics, sustainable tourism, environment and 
waste -green economics, and mechatronics, design and creativity, safety -
talent economics): a cluster that seems to benefit from major global 
growth trends, and where Navarra has an emerging presence and 
significant capabilities. Moderna wants to establish new roots for the 
future, consisting of new business opportunities as yet underdeveloped in 
the region.  
  4. Complementary or Leverage Clusters (business services, education 
and generation of knowledge -talent economics): clusters whose 
development is essential for securing a competitive position in the 
previous clusters. Clusters that could benefit from the development of the 
chosen clusters.”51  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51	  Raquel	  Ortega-­‐Argilés,	  "Economic	  Transformation	  Strategies.	  Smart	  Specialisation	  
Case	  Studies.,"	  ed.	  Smart	  Specialisation	  Platform	  (Sevilla	  	  
Groningen:	  Institute	  for	  Prospective	  Technological	  Studies,	  University	  of	  Groningen,	  
2012),	  21.	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Figure 5: Modena Plan’s tree52 
In addition to the diagnosis mentioned above, this plan proposes a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52	  Plan	  Moderna,	  "Resumen	  Ejecutivo	  Del	  Plan	  Moderna,"	  ed.	  Plan	  Moderna	  
(Plamplona:	  Government	  of	  Navarre,	  2011),	  41.	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roadmap to maintain and increase Navarre’s sustainability and wealth. The 
executive summary of Moderna Plan sets the agenda for different areas as 
education, talent and human capital, public administration, R&D+I, 
infrastructures, entrepreneurship, and internationalization.  
Two years after the design, structuring and diagnosis of Moderna Plan, on 
October 1, 2010, the Parliament of Navarre approved53 the Moderna Plan 
Regional Strategic Plan. Only the Basque Nationalist party Nafarroa-Bai (Yes to 
Navarre,) voted against it.54 In the days that followed, Navarrese politicians 
brought Moderna Plan to Brussels, exactly at the “8th European Week of Regions 
and Cities 2010 Open Days.”55 Yet they waited five months for the second public 
presentation of it in Navarre.56 On this occasion, besides Moderna Plan, the 
president of Navarre also presented the Moderna Foundation.  
Basically, Moderna Plan’s practical implementation in society resulted in 
financial support for businesses. This is achieved through several mechanisms: 
Moderna Certificate, a qualification given by the Moderna Foundation that 
confirms the  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53	  Diario	  de	  Navarra,	  "All	  Groups	  of	  Parliament,	  except	  Nafarroa	  Bai,	  Endorse	  
Moderna	  Plan,"	  Diario	  de	  Navarra	  2010.	  
54	  It	  must	  be	  taken	  into	  account	  that	  back	  then,	  a	  third	  political	  power	  of	  Navarre,	  
which	  is	  leftist	  and	  Basque	  separatist	  was	  not	  allowed	  to	  stand	  for	  election.	  
Otherwise,	  it	  might	  be	  expected,	  also	  it	  would	  have	  voted	  against	  this	  plan.	  
55	  Diario	  de	  Navarra,	  "Navarre	  Presents	  in	  Brussels	  the	  Outlines	  Of	  moderna	  Plan,"	  
Diario	  de	  Navarra	  2010.	  
56	  Government	  of	  Navarre,	  "Mañana	  Se	  Presenta	  El	  Nuevo	  Modelo	  De	  Desarrollo	  De	  
Navarra	  "	  Navarre,	  Government,	  
http://www.navarra.es/home_es/Actualidad/Sala+de+prensa/Noticias/2011/03/0
8/Previa+lanzamiento+Plan+Moderna.htm.	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alignment of business projects with the economic development strategy of 
Navarra, in its three priority areas: green economics, health economics 
and talent economics. The Moderna Certificate permits access to the EIB-
Moderna Credit Line, and to all the other financing tools of the Plan.57  
As of today,58 275 businesses have obtained a Moderna 
Certificate.59 
The second tool is the Investors’ Moderna Forum, which is a meeting 
place for private investors and entrepreneurs. Moderna Forum aims to achieve 
what Moderna defines as “smart financing” for innovative companies in Navarre. 
This is accomplished through private investors’ capital, networking, as well as 
know-how, and experience sharing. Since February 2011, seven forums have 
been held in which Navarrese entrepreneurs presented thirty-eight projects. 
These projects have generated investments of more than 1.6 million euros.  
The third tool offered by Modena Plan is the EIB-Moderna credit line. The 
point is that  
The Government of Navarre, through the Society for Navarre’s 
Development (SODENA, Societal para el DeBartolo de Navarra,) and with 
the coordination of the Moderna Foundation, signed an agreement with 
the European Investment Bank to create a fund of 250 million Euros 
earmarked for financing projects in keeping with the strategic sectors and 
commitments of the Moderna Plan.60  
These lines of financing conditions are for small and medium enterprises 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57	  Moderna	  Foundation,	  "Fundación	  Moderna,"	  Moderna	  Foundation,	  
http://www.modernanavarra.com/en/.	  
58	  21st	  of	  November,	  2013	  
59	  Foundation,	  "Fundación	  Moderna."	  
60	  Ibid.	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with fewer than 250 workers, who have the Moderna Label awarded by the 
Foundation.  
The fourth instrument for implementation is the Moderna bank guarantee 
for businesses financing, “This is a public-private collaboration instrument, where 
the interest of investments in Moderna strategic sectors and the necessary 
efficiency and feasibility of these investments are balanced.”61  
The Entrepreneur Moderna Grant is another means of implementation. 
This is a support program to launch business projects. This grant “enables 
entrepreneurs to exclusively engage in the development of their business project 
thanks to the monthly endowment of 2,000 Euros for nine months.”62 The 
Government of Navarre finances this program, and the European Center of 
Businesses and Innovation of Navarre (CEIN, Centro Europeo de Empresas e 
Innovación de Navarra) manages it.   
The last tool offered by Plan Moderna to business enterprises is the 
Moderna Co-Invest Funds, which is a network of agreements with various private 
investors and venture capital funds to attract capital to the strategic sectors of the 
Plan. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
61	  Ibid.	  
62	  Fundation,	  "Fundación	  Moderna."	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As I have introduced above, the Moderna Foundation manages Moderna 
Plan. The object and purpose of this Foundation is the promotion of regional 
economic development strategy contained in Moderna Plan, through the 
implementation, monitoring, evaluation, adaptation and updating of its strategy, 
and action plan. According to the statutes of the foundation, this organ has full 
capacity to act and develop economic activities of all kinds, to make their ends or 
resources for that purpose; it also can acquire and dispose of all the assets and 
rights for any reason, and celebrate all types of events, business, and contracts. 
Also, it can exercise any action in accordance with its statutes and laws.63   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
63	  Plan	  Moderna,	  "Fundación	  Moderna	  Estatutos,"	  ed.	  Plan	  Moderna	  (Pamplona:	  
Government	  of	  Navarre,	  2011),	  3–5.	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Figure 6: Organizational Structure of Moderna Plan64  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
64	  Moderna	  Foundation,	  "Management	  and	  Financial	  Model,"	  ed.	  Plan	  Moderna	  
(Pamplona:	  Navarre.es,	  2011),	  7.	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The Moderna Foundation comprises thirty-one members. One seat is for 
the president of the Government of Navarre; three are filled by the Government 
of Navarre, from among its own counselors; seven members are nominated by 
each of the Promoting Entities appointed by the Government of Navarre; five 
members are chosen by the Parliament of Navarre; and fifteen members are 
named by the Promoting Entities, on a proposal of the Navarre Foundation for 
Business Diversification and the Promoting Entities themselves  from among 
renowned local, national, and international professionals and entrepreneurs.65 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
65	  Moderna,	  "Fundación	  Moderna	  Estatutos,"	  11.	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Figure 7: Board of Trustees of Moderna Foundation, 201066 
Figure 8: Moderna Foundations Board’s General Proportions, by author 
The presence of political parties on the Board of Trustees of the Moderna 
Foundation in 2010 does not correspond to the representation of political parties 
in the Parliament of Navarre after the elections of 2007. Thus, UPN increases its 
presence significantly on the board while Nafarroa Bai hardly has any 
representation and Unified Left of Navarre (IUN, Izquierda Unida de Navarra) 
disappears completely. Moreover, the Board of Trustees do not reflect the 
change of representation at the Parliament of Navarre after the elections of 2011. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
66	  I	  found	  this	  information	  from	  this	  link	  
http://www.navarra.es/NR/rdonlyres/202FB318-­‐420C-­‐441E-­‐92C5-­‐
2E0C8F362872/178730/CuadroPatronatoFundaciónMODERNA.pdf	  to	  which	  I	  
arrived	  through	  this	  other	  one	  
http://www.navarra.es/home_es/Actualidad/Sala+de+prensa/Noticias/2011/03/09/Lanzamiento+M
ODERNA+y+Fundacion.htm . At	  the	  moment,	  the	  first	  linked	  is	  encrypted.	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Figure 9: Moderna Foundation Board’s Political Parties’ Representation, 
by author 
The next figure represents the Board of Trustees after the autonomic 
elections of 2011. These elections are important because on the one hand, the 
Popular Party (PP) and the Navarrese People’s Union (UPN) stand for elections 
separately, and the Popular Party obtained four seats. On the other hand, the 
leftist separatist political party was allowed to participate in the elections and 
achieved seven seats. As I said, none of these changes was  reflected in the 
representativeness of the Moderna Foundation’s Board of Trustees.  
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 Figure 10: Moderna Foundation’s Board of Trustees 201367 
The second managerial body of the foundation is the Permanent 
Committee68 and it consists of nineteen members. According to Moderna Plan’s 
articles, the nomination of the Permanent Committee’s members by the Advisory 
Board shall respect the following rules: Two members will be appointed directly 
by the government of Navarre. One will hold the position of chairman of the 
Permanent Committee and will have at least the rank of General Director. 
Representing the Promoting Entities, seven members will be appointed by each 
of the mentioned entities. On behalf of the parliament of Navarre: Two trustees 
appointed directly by the parliament itself. Entrepreneurs and professionals’ 
representatives will be proposed by the Navarrese Foundation for Diversification 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
67	  Modernanavarra.com,	  "Moderna	  Foundation's	  Board	  of	  Trustees,"	  (Moderna	  
Foundation,	  2013).	  
68	  Plan	  Moderna,	  "Moderna	  Foundation's	  Articles	  ",	  ed.	  Plan	  Moderna	  (Pamplona:	  
Government	  of	  Navarre,	  2011),	  16.	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(FND, Fundación Navarra para la Diversificación) and chosen by the promoting 
entities. The vice president of the Moderna Foundation will be the vice president 
of the Permanent Committee. The Permanent Committee shall appoint a 
secretary, although the latter may not be a member of this committee. These are 
the names of the Permanent Committee’s first members, namely the ones of the 
2010.69  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
69	  Moderna	  Foundation,	  "Comité	  Permanente	  Fundación	  Moderna,"	  ed.	  Plan	  
Moderna	  (Pamplona:	  Navarra.es,	  2010).	  
COMITÉ PERMANENTE  FUNDACIÓN MODERNA 
1. D. Álvaro Miranda Simavilla  (Consejero de Economía y Hacienda) Gob. Navarra. Presidente Comité 
2. Dª. Mª José Ballarín Domeque  (Grupo OBENASA) Vicepresidenta Comité 
3. D. Alberto Catalán Higueras  (Consejero de Educación) Gobierno de Navarra 
4. D.ª Carmen González García  (Unión del Pueblo Navarro) Parlamento de Navarra 
5. D.ª María Victoria Arraiza Zorzano  (Partido Socialista de Navarra) Parlamento de Navarra 
6. Dª Yolanda Barcina Angulo  (Unión del Pueblo Navarro) Entidades Promotoras 
7. D. Roberto Jiménez Alli  (Partido Socialista de Navarra) Entidades Promotoras 
8. D. Javier Martinena  Bergasa (Confederación de Empresarios de Navarra) Entidades Promotoras 
9. D. Jesús Santos Pérez (Unión General de Trabajadores de Navarra) Entidades Promotoras 
10. D. Manuel Rodríguez Rodríguez (Comisiones Obreras de Navarra) Entidades Promotoras 
11. D. Alfonso Carlosena  García (Universidad Pública de Navarra) Entidades Promotoras 
12. D. Alfonso Sánchez Tabernero  (Universidad de Navarra) Entidades Promotoras 
13. Dª. Ana Garrués Íñiguez (ACSolar XXI, S.L.L.) Empresarios 
14. D. Gorka Jiménez Sánchez (INCITA, S.L.) Empresarios 
15. D. David Luquin Urtasun (Centro de Diagnóstico Radiológico de Navarra, S.L.) Empresarios 
16. D. José Andrés Palacios Ferrer (Unión Agricultores y Ganaderos de Navarra) Empresarios 
17. D. Juan Miguel Sucunza Nicasio (BERKELIUM, S.A. -ICER Brakes-) Empresarios 
18. Dª. Ana Ursúa Lasheras (Asociación Industria Navarra) Empresarios 
19. Dª. Marta Vera Janin (Cámara Navarra de Comercio e Industria)  Empresarios 
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Table 2: Moderna Foundation’s Permanent Committee 
 
As I have done with the Moderna Foundation, I compare the 
representation on the Permanent Committee with the one at the Parliament of 
Navarre.  Thereby, I reconfirm that UPN and PSN continue to increase their 
representation in the Permanent Committee.  
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Figure 11: Moderna Foundation’s Permanent Committee’s general proportions, 
by author. 
 
Figure 12: Moderna Foundation Permanent Committee’s Political Parties’ 
Representation, by author. 
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Figure 13: Moderna Foundation’s Permanent Committee’s Business Sectors, by 
author. 
The third management body of Moderna Foundation, chosen by the 
Permanent Committee, is the Coordination Team. This consists of a group of 
eight people whose general manager should be appointed by the Permanent 
Committee’s General Director, this is, Alvaro Miranda (UPN.) The Coordination 
Team is “composed of a small number of professionals, selected based on 
predefined personal and professional profiles. This is regardless of whether they 
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are individually assigned to different public or private companies.”70 At present, 
the Coordination Team’s general manager is Cernín Martínez Yoldi, the same 
person who, in 2007, was called to be General Director of Politics and Economic 
Promotion of the Government. Luis Goñi is sub-director and responsible for the 
Management and Financing of the Plan Moderna. In 2012, this team’s 
expenditure increased to 383, 000 euros, which is more than half of the Moderna 
Foundation’s total budget. However, Moderna Foundation still has some more 
management bodies: the Advisory Committee, and the Moderna Teams about 
which I have not found much information.  
Regarding the financing of Moderna Plan, some actions should be funded 
privately or through public-private partnerships. 71 If these actions were involving 
impact on the general conditions of the Navarre’s economic context then the 
government of Navarre should take the necessary measures.  
Since the implementation of the Moderna Plan, Navarrese governmental 
departments have been transformed. Thus, from 2011 on, governmental 
departments’ programs are connected to a Moderna Plan’s objectives72 and the 
Economy and Finances Department’s programs are a good example of it.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
70	  "Modelo	  De	  Gestión	  Y	  Financiación,"	  ed.	  Plan	  Moderna	  (Pamplona:	  Navarre.es,	  
2011),	  6.	  
71	  Ibid.,	  18.	  	  
72	  Studying	  the	  report	  of	  the	  2011	  budget	  the	  section	  called	  Programs	  Descriptions	  
specifies	  these	  links.	  Government	  of	  Navarre,	  "Memoria	  Y	  Descripción	  De	  Programas	  
De	  Los	  Presupuestos	  Generales	  De	  Navarra	  Del	  Año	  2011,"	  ed.	  Department	  of	  
Economy	  and	  Finances	  (Pamplona:	  Navarra.es,	  2011).	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Also, since 2010, some public Navarrese companies have been 
restructure, unified or have disappeared. In the year 2011 the Government of 
Navarre completed the Plan of Arrangement and Restructuring of Public 
Business Sector.73 The number of Navarrese public companies got reduced from 
38 to 13. In the case of economic promotion and investment, the result of this 
merging is SODENA, Navarra Management for Administration (NGA), Young 
Entrepreneurs Fund and Nafinco (Navarra Finance and Control). In regard to 
innovation and entrepreneurship, after the restructuring, there is a single public 
company formed by the integration of existing public companies such as the 
Navarra Innovation Agency and Technology (ANAIN, Agencia Navarra de la 
Innovación y tecnología), the European Business and Innovation Center (CEIN, 
Centro Europeo de Empresas e Innovación), Start Up Capital Navarre and 
Navarre Legal Verifications (NAVELSA, Navarra de Verificaciones Legales.) 
These last are the agencies that for the last twenty years have been helping the 
small and medium businesses in Navarre. SODENA now manages them. CEIN 
has been an important hub for #NASF participants. Many of them meet in this 
“business incubator.”74  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
73	  "Corporación	  Pública	  Empresarial	  De	  Navarra	  Reduce	  El	  Número	  De	  Empresas	  
Públicas	  De	  38	  a	  13	  Y	  Ahorrará	  28	  Millones	  Anuales.,"	  ed.	  Department	  of	  Economy	  
and	  Finances	  (Pamplona:	  Navarra.es,	  2010).	  
74 I	  wanted	  to	  reflect	  CEIN’s	  impact	  in	  the	  Navarrese	  new	  born	  business,	  however,	  on	  
the	  2014	  SODENA	  has	  prohibited	  public	  access	  to	  them.  
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The Moderna Plan has not been without its critics. Thus, in September 
2012, the Board of Spokespersons in the Parliament of Navarre, in accordance 
with the request made by the Basque parliamentarian Group Bildu-Nafarroa, 
agreed to ask the Chamber of Comptos of Navarre75 for an audit report about 
Plan Moderna’s activities, organization, and management. Following its analysis, 
the first recommendation this institution presented in its report was to change the 
private nature of Moderna’s Foundation into a public one. After all, it adds, 
Moderna Foundation’s main objective typically belongs to the public sector; it is 
mostly formed by public organizations; its board’s members are chosen by these 
same entities; and it is mainly funded with public money. In this regard, some 
specific information illustrates Chamber of Comptos’s recommendation such as 
the fact that since 2008 Navarre’s public budget expenses in developing and 
managing Plan Moderna exceeded 3,2 million euros. Moderna Foundation’s 
initial budget, in 2012, and not the whole Plan Moderna, amounted to 1,1 million 
euros, one million of which came from the Government of Navarre. As a result of 
the crisis the budget was reduced to 906,000 euros. At the end of this fiscal year, 
Moderna Foundation has spent 637,000 euros, most of which has come from the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
75	  This	  is	  the	  oldest	  Chamber	  of	  Accounting	  in	  Spain,	  which	  was	  created	  in	  1365	  by	  
Carlos	  II	  of	  Navarre.	  Since	  then	  until	  1836	  when	  abolished,	  exercised	  control	  over	  
the	  responsible	  for	  collecting	  taxes	  for	  the	  kingdom’s	  treasury	  administered	  the	  
kingdom's	  assets	  and	  advised	  the	  crown	  on	  financial	  matters.	  In	  the	  year	  1980	  it	  
was	  re-­‐established	  and	  entrusted	  with	  the	  supervision	  of	  spending,	  budget	  
management	  and	  advises	  Parliament	  on	  financial	  issues.	  Although	  it	  has	  become	  the	  
first	  autonomous	  institution	  with	  jurisdiction	  over	  the	  public	  sector's	  finances,	  the	  
Cámara	  de	  Comptos	  is	  not	  a	  completely	  sovereign	  entity;	  Its	  president	  is	  elected	  by	  
the	  Parliament	  of	  Navarre,	  theoretically,	  it	  does	  not	  represent	  any	  political	  parties'	  
interests.	  It	  comprises	  a	  general	  secretary,	  lawyers,	  and	  auditors	  with	  their	  personal	  
auditing	  teams,	  financial	  advisers	  and	  office	  personnel.	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public purse of Navarre. In this regard, expenditures for staff, i.e., for the eight 
people who work at the foundation, amounts 383,000 euros.  
According to the Spanish Association of Foundations, which refers to Law 
50/2002, there is only one type of foundation: “this is configured as a non-profit 
entity, pursuing objectives of general interest and having private legal personality 
and whose founding purpose must benefit generic collectives people, never their 
own founders or employers, nor their relatives.”76 Nevertheless, adds this 
association, “some types might be set, one of which is the Foundations of the 
Public State Sector, defined in the XI Chapter of the Law 50/2002.”77 As the 
Chamber of Comptos of Navarre points out, Moderna Foundation meets the 
requirements to be defined as one of them. Also, this 45 article adds that creation 
of this type of foundations must be authorized by resolution of the Council of 
Ministers and must specify their public input after presenting a report explaining 
why a foundation of these characteristics is necessary. It should be needless to 
say that according to this law these foundations must present an economic 
memorandum. The limits attached to the Foundations of the Public State Sector 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
76	  Asociación	  Española	  de	  Fundaciones,	  "Asociación	  Española	  De	  Fundaciones,"	  	  
http://www.fundaciones.org/es/faq#2_2.	  	  
77	  Jefatura	  General	  del	  Estado,	  "I.	  Disposiciones	  Generales,	  Ley	  50/2002,"	  ed.	  
Agencia	  Estatal	  Boletín	  Oficial	  del	  Estado	  (Boletín	  Oficial	  del	  Estado:	  Gobierno	  de	  
España,	  2002),	  45–504.	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are the following: They cannot exercise public powers and may only perform 
activities related to the scope of the founders.78  
Another major criticism that the Chamber of Comptos presented is related 
to the BEI-Moderna Credit Line. In the year 2011 the Navarrese executive, 
through the public company SODENA, underwrote an agreement with the 
European Investment Bank. The Bank lent SODENA 250 million euros to 
facilitate new business financing. Comptos recommended following financed 
projects’ evolution. This audit institution also wondered if, in the current negative 
economic situation, Moderna Plan should offer other kinds of services in order to 
palliate, for instance, unemployment. It also proposed to include Moderna 
Foundation in the long-term public budget and asked private entities to commit to 
financial support. Finally, Comptos realized that for the new projects to obtain 
BEI-Moderna credit line it was not enough to acquire the Moderna Label since 
they also needed the other financing entities’ support. This is why Comptos 
recommended studying other financing alternatives in order to have an impact on 
the financial market.  
 In September 2013, the Parliament of Navarre voted to ask SODENA to 
change the agreements between this public company and the financial entities.79 
At the end of 2012 only 20 from the 250 million were lent, while the Navarrese 
public purse has continued paying the interest on the total asked. This is why 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
78	  However,	  Navarre	  has	  ability	  to	  legislate	  certain	  areas	  and	  foundations	  
apparently	  are	  one	  of	  them.	  
79	  Diario	  de	  Noticias	  de	  Navarra,	  "El	  Parlamento	  Pide	  Cambiar	  Los	  Convenios	  Entre	  
Sodena	  Y	  Las	  Entidades	  Financieras	  "	  Diario	  de	  Noticias	  de	  Navarra	  2013.	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almost the entire membership of the Parliament of Navarre, except UPN and 
Bildu,80 agreed it was necessary to change the method of financing. 
When Plan Moderna was first discussed in the parliament of Navarre, the 
political parties conducted a series of criticisms that I considered worth collecting. 
It is important to note what what was recorded in the minutes of that day.81 
However, first of all I want to recall that Moderna Plan was ratified on October 1, 
2010, with 36 votes in favor (UPN, PSN, IU, CDN) and 11 against (NaBai.) In this 
sense, since it was not a real approval it did not have legal transcendence 
neither was it published in the Official Newsletter of Navarre.  
Maiorga Ramírez Erro, parliamentarian of Nai-Bai, argued that during 
Moderna Plan’s definition, diagnosis, and structure, UPN and PSN let out Na-Bai.  
Back then Na-Bai was the second most voted political party in the parliament. 
Ramírez argued that, a few months before, Nafarroa-Bai asked to Moderna 
Plan’s direction for explanations at the parliament. According to the Basque-
Navarre parliamentarian, the counselor of Economy and Finances at that time 
answered the question by saying that “he was Plan Moderna’s spokesman” and 
thereby forbidding the occurrence of the foundation’s directors. Ramírez added 
that the whole Moderna Plan process was carried out without the parliament, and 
also that 33% of the Navarrese union’s representation wasn’t allowed in the plan. 
He asked for a plan, which included all Navarrese voices as happens in Norway 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
80	  These	  two	  political	  parties	  voted	  the	  same	  due	  different	  reasons.	  	  
81	  Parlamento	  de	  Navarra,	  "Sesión	  Plenaria	  Num	  60	  Celebrada	  El	  Día	  1	  De	  Octubre	  
De	  2010,"	  ed.	  Parlamento,	  Diario	  de	  Sesiones	  del	  Parlamento	  de	  Navarra	  (Pamplona:	  
Parlamento	  de	  Navarra,	  2010).	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or France. Ramírez denounced that through the Moderna Foundation, UPN and 
PSN wanted to perpetuate them in power despite what polls said. This fact it is 
confirmed by a juridical report written by the parliament. This same report 
considers that it is difficult to legitimate the duplicity of this foundation’s roles. 
Ramírez Erro underlined this plan’s sexism and women’s absence in it as the 
total absence of the Basque language both in the writing and the planning. Plan 
Moderna, said Ramírez, proposes an economistic view of reality when the 
concept of development is a human, social, and political phenomenon. 
Even if Convergencia Democrática de Navarra voted for this plan, this is 
what José Andrés Burguete Torres (president of the mentioned political party) 
said when parliamentarians had a chance to give their opinions about it. Thus, in 
his words, CDN’s support to Moderna Plan was a critical one. One of the reasons 
for it was that since its elaboration this plan has been exclusionary in general but 
mostly with the parliament. This parliamentarian specifies this fact could even be 
contrary to the grounding and guidelines of the new European governance that 
clearly and strongly is committed to social participation. Also, according to 
Burguete’s party Modena Plan lacked some more thought about some, for 
instance, local administration, and infrastructure. Referring to the representation 
of political parties this parliamentarian says that an undesirable and legally 
improper matching between the government and party and between 
parliamentary representation and partisan representation can be identified. 
Ion Erro Armendariz, United Left -IU-NEB representative, agrees with the 
fact that the parliament has been left out in the elaboration of the plan. This party 
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doesn’t agree with the management of the plan through a private foundation.	  
Therefore, establishing that in the next twenty years a particular political party is 
going to be a member of the management of such an ambitious and important 
plan this is a mistake that needs to be resolved. As one last negative aspect, 
Erro pointed out the low presence of women in the definition and management of 
this plan. Afterwards, Na-Bai, CDN and IU-NEB proposed some motions for 
resolutions that resulted in the inclusion of the parliament in the foundation with 
more representatives. 
Partido Popular obtained parliamentary representation in the 2011 
autonomic elections and CDN lost it. According to my data, at the moment, both 
parties have representatives in the managerial bodies of the Moderna Plan. 
Under these circumstances, it is important to clarify the opinion of the Moderna 
Plan formed by the former president of Partido Popular in Navarre and #NASF’s 
founder, Santiago Cervera.82 Thus, even if he considers it to be a good 
instrument to improve Navarre’s economy, he criticized Moderna Foundation’s 
designation of trustees. In his opinion, they are not entrepreneurs or 
representatives of the real economy. 
Finally, a critique outside Navarre policy is the one made by Raquel 
Ortega-Argilés. In her comparative study of economic transformation strategies in 
eleven European regions through their smart specialization case studies, Ortega-
Argilés adds that Navarre’s Moderna “is committed to the on-going strengthening 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
82	  Populars	  Of	  Navarre,	  "The	  Ppn	  Proposes	  Selling	  Sodena	  Shares	  to	  Iberdrola	  and	  
Create	  an	  Investment	  Fund,"	  PP	  Navarra,	  
http://www.ppnavarra.es/emprendimiento/.	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of the socially-oriented free market economy that Navarra shares with the rest of 
Europe.”83 However, Ortega-Argilés points out an interesting conflict in the 
expected outcomes of this regional plan. Taking into account that the new 
economic model for Navarre must be more productive and sustainable, work 
output in traditional sectors must be improved, and also clusters with the greatest 
productivity must be selected. Then,  
The economic impact of the boost to production can be summarised by 
annual growth in employment of 1% once the recession is over, a mean 
annual growth in productivity of 1.5% (which entails a mean annual growth 
of 2.5% in regional wealth up to 2030) and achieving more than 32,000 
million Euros GDP.  From a demographic point of view, it is important to 
point out that, if Navarra maintains the current overall employment rates 
(taking into account the entire population and population growth rates), the 
resulting 77,000 new jobs will require an increase in the population of 
approximately 155,000 people. This means that almost 124,000 people 
from other regions or countries need to be attracted to Navarra.84 
Therefore, concludes Ortega-Argilés, although this prediction depends on 
the regional employment rate, this plan would urgently need to attract qualified 
talent from outside Navarre, as well as to develop birth promotion policies, and 
work-family reconciliation measures.
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
83	  Ortega-­‐Argilés,	  "Economic	  Transformation	  Strategies.	  Smart	  Specialisation	  Case	  
Studies.,"	  19.	  	  
84	  Ibid.,	  15.	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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The central goal of this study is to understand the reasons for the birth and 
development of an entrepreneurial community of practice known as #NASF. 
More specifically I examine why and how this Navarrese community of 
entrepreneurs, while belonging to the European Union, appropriates Silicon 
Valley’s discourse and know-how as its frame of reference. In this sense, I mainly 
emphasize two aspects: The adoption of corporative organizational learning to 
build capacity in the civil sector together with a masterful use of the Information 
and Communication Technologies (ICTs). Also, I connect this organizational and 
communicative expression with its environment. I pay special attention to local 
sociability, #NASF’s participant’s social ties, and Navarre’s current 
circumstances.   
For the last four years I have conducted a multi-faceted research project, 
combining insights and methods of different disciplines, such as cultural and 
linguistic anthropology, communication, organization, and discourse studies. This 
has been a real-time research into a newly created innovative local community. 
Thus, I have been able to understand the implementation of a new organizational 
model through participant observation, monitoring, and tracking their document 
production and then contrasting my findings with readings and experiences in the 
entrepreneurial community. That is how I came upon the notion of community of 
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practice, a successor of Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of practice85 and Emile 
Durkheim’s professional groups.86  
Monitoring the social media content and discourse of #NASF’s 
participants, I seek to explain why these Navarrese individuals have appropriated 
and reproduced the Californian entrepreneurial discourse. I argue that it has 
been done through performative strategies such as entextualization. This	  is	  about	  
discovering	  “empirically	  what	  means	  are	  available	  in	  a	  given	  social	  setting,	  to	  whom	  
they	  may	  be	  available,	  under	  what	  circumstances,	  for	  making	  discourse	  into	  text.”	  87 
As a consequence, #NASF’s participants have performed a self-branded 
entrepreneurial self-narrative adapted to current communication practices and 
mass self-communication.88   
These are the fundamental analytical tools used to explore data collected 
during the last four years. I conducted thirty-two semi-structured interviews with 
twenty-six key informants; I engaged in participant-observation during twenty-two 
events of a different nature; I consulted documentary sources such as the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
85	  Pierre	  Bourdieu,	  Outline	  of	  a	  Theory	  of	  Practice	  (New	  York:	  Cambridge	  University	  
Press,	  1977).	  
86	  Emile	  Durkheim,	  The	  Division	  of	  Labor	  in	  Society	  (New	  York:	  Free	  Press,	  2014).	  
87	  Richard	  Bauman	  and	  Charles	  L.	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	  as	  Critical	  
Perspectives	  on	  Language	  and	  Social	  Life,"	  Annual	  Review	  of	  Anthropology	  19	  
(1990),	  76.	  
88	  “With	  the	  diffusion	  of	  the	  Internet,	  a	  new	  form	  of	  interactive	  communication	  has	  
emerged,	  characterized	  by	  the	  capacity	  of	  sending	  messages	  from	  many	  to	  many,	  in	  
real	  time	  or	  chosen	  time,	  and	  with	  the	  possibility	  of	  using	  point-­‐to-­‐point	  
communication,	  narrowcasting	  or	  broadcasting,	  depending	  on	  the	  purpose	  and	  
characteristics	  of	  the	  intended	  communication	  practice.	  I	  call	  this	  historically	  new	  
form	  of	  communication	  mass	  self-­‐communication.”	  Manuel	  Castells,	  Communication	  
Power	  (Oxford	  ;	  New	  York:	  Oxford	  University	  Press,	  2009),	  Kindle	  Edition.	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mainstream local press, television, and official documentation which I mostly 
found on official web pages; and I monitored synchronous and asynchronous 
social media (blogs, Twitter, Linkedin). To this end, I have manually gathered and 
classified more than two thousands tweets, eighty-seven blog posts, and twenty 
Linkedin discussions.  
The opening chapter contextualizes Navarre’s recent history, presenting 
some important actors, cultural background, work-values and an overview of the 
tumultuous period from 2009 to 2013. The timeframe encompassed by my 
research is one of change, in which administrative structures are being 
questioned by a large part of the population and social, and cultural institutions 
are in a similar process of transformation. A particularly striking example is the 
disappearance of Caja Navarra, a formerly powerful local bank with nearly 100 
years of history.  
The second chapter delves into #NASF’s genesis, its main players and 
raison d’etre. At first, it was just a group of people gathered around the practice 
of a social network,89 which later got configured as a self-branded entrepreneurs 
community of practice. A long this chapter, I delve deeply into the characteristics 
of this group of people, adding other theoretical resources such as, Lave and 
Wenger’s contributions on Situated Learning and Legitimate Peripheral 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
89	  Initially	  Twitter	  was	  the	  main	  excuse	  that	  brought	  together	  the	  group	  of	  people	  
who	  months	  later	  would	  form	  NASF.	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Participation, closely related to communities of practice.90  
Thus, certain circumstances gave rise to the formation of #NASF as a self-
branded entrepreneurial community of practice. First, a foreigner, charismatic 
man activated the social synergy in the local landscape of innovation and 
communication. Second, there was an implicit disagreement with the local 
economic policy and at least at discourse level, a vindication of emancipation 
from the public grant system; And third, these entrepreneurs’ professional 
interest in improving and learning the above-mentioned know-how, together with 
new business techniques, boosted #NASF’s foundation.  
In the third chapter I consider the figure of the entrepreneur in the 
academic studies. I closely examine the biographies of #NASF’s main actors and 
the blogs they create. This first longlasting, asynchronous communication 
product, namely, a blog, has been online since August 2010.91 It “permits the 
realm of the social to be placed on an equal footing with the realm of the 
documentary trace,”92 and therefore, it generates a common documented story 
for, with and between the participants of the community I am referring to. I test 
the importance of the hashtags in this communicative environment, recovering 
the term “Boundary Object.” Also, I gather these Navarrese entrepreneurs’ 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
90	  Jean	  Lave	  and	  Etienne	  Wenger,	  Situated	  Learning	  :	  Legitimate	  Peripheral	  
Participation	  (New	  York:	  Cambridge	  University	  Press,	  1991),	  34.	  
91	  This	  concept	  is	  used	  by	  Sirpa	  Leppänen	  et	  al.,	  "Entextualization	  and	  
Resemiotization	  as	  Resources	  for	  (Dis)Identification	  in	  Social	  Media.,"	  Tiburg	  Papers	  
in	  Culture	  Studies,	  Paper	  57	  	  (2013):	  4.	  
92	  Heather	  Urbanski,	  Writing	  and	  the	  Digital	  Generation:	  Essays	  on	  New	  Media	  
Rhetoric	  (Jefferson,	  N.C:	  McFarland	  &	  Co,	  2010),	  Kindle	  Edition.	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opinions about Moderna Plan, the Navarrese economic development model. 
#NASF emerged at almost the same time as the presentation of this plan in 
Navarrese society. In this section, I also explore their expectations and 
perceptions of Silicon Valley. 
The fourth chapter focuses on the evolution of #NASF. It started as a 
business-oriented trip which, due to IDEO’s inspirational influence, aimed to 
become an innovative community of practice.93 Then, #NASF evolved into an 
established local entrepreneurial hub. Thus, I first describe the community-based 
corporative organizational approach “applied to build capacity in the civil 
sector.”94 Among others, I follow the guidelines to nurture a community that 
Etienne Wenger, Richard A. McDermott, and William Snyder give when studyng 
different communities of practice.95 Secondly, I study the implementation of the 
initial idea, namely, #NASF’s actual practice.96 I pay attention to #NASF’s events, 
sociability, and its impact upon its environment. Also, I argue that local sociability 
is an important reason why #NASF emerged from the civil society, survived 
without sponsors, and continues in time. I also examine the opinions of #NASF 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
93	  “Innovation	  communities.	  All	  communities	  innovate	  by	  encouraging	  individuals	  to	  
develop	  and	  contribute	  practices.	  But	  the	  specific	  intent	  of	  some	  communities	  is	  to	  
foster	  unexpected	  ideas	  and	  innovations.	  They	  are	  similar	  to	  helping	  communities,	  
but	  they	  intentionally	  cross	  boundaries	  to	  mix	  members	  who	  have	  different	  
perspectives.”	  	  Etienne	  Wenger,	  Richard	  A.	  McDermott,	  and	  William	  Snyder,	  
Cultivating	  Communities	  of	  Practice	  :	  A	  Guide	  to	  Managing	  Knowledge	  (Boston:	  
Harvard	  Business	  School	  Press,	  2002),	  Kindle	  Edition.	  
94	  Ibid.	  
95	  Ibid.	  
96	  	  Practice	  in	  the	  sense	  of	  “a	  set	  of	  frameworks,	  ideas,	  tools,	  information,	  styles,	  
language,	  stories,	  and	  documents	  that	  community	  members	  share.”	  Ibid.	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formed by three Silicon Valley-based men. The first one is a venture capitalist, 
the second is a design company’s senior program leader in IDEO, an enterprise 
highly admired by #NASF. The third man was one of this company’s founders. 
To complete this chapter, I include graphics illuminating the quality of the 
projects presented at the “Superdías,” which are the events that #NASF’s has 
been organizing for the last years. I also offer a sample of the criticism received 
by #NASF during the past three years.  
In the fifth and final chapter of this dissertation, I employ Richard Bauman 
and Charles L. Briggs’ concept of entextuality,97 alongside the uses of identity 
articulated by Rogers, Brubaker and Frederick Cooper,98 and studies of the 
speech act made by Roman Jakobson, John L. Austin and, John R. Searle.99 I 
aim to uncover the resources used to strengthen the entrepreneurial public 
identity in a computer-mediated discourse. My study is based on the content 
analysis of tweets gathered for three years at #NASF’s Twitter’s hashtag and it 
also takes into account this same community’s blog. Among other means, 
through entextualization the #NASF community and its participants gain 
legitimacy and authority as self-branded entrepreneurs. Consequently, their 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
97	  Entextualization	  is	  “the	  process	  of	  rendering	  discourse	  extractable,	  of	  making	  a	  
stretch	  of	  linguist	  production	  into	  a	  unit	  –	  a	  text-­‐	  that	  can	  be	  lifted	  out	  of	  its	  
interactional	  setting.”	  Bauman	  and	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	  as	  Critical	  
Perspectives	  on	  Language	  and	  Social	  Life,"	  73.	  
98	  Rogers	  Brubaker	  and	  Frederick	  Cooper,	  "Beyond	  "Identity","	  Theory	  and	  Society	  
29,	  no.	  1	  (2000).	  
99	  J.	  L.	  Austin,	  How	  to	  Do	  Things	  with	  Words.	  The	  William	  James	  Lectures	  Delivered	  at	  
Harvard	  University	  in	  1955	  (New	  York:	  Oxford	  Univ.Pr.,	  1965),	  52.	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identity gets manifested in what Brubaker and Cooper understand as, on the one 
hand, particularistic self-understandings of it; namely, these Navarrese adjust 
their new expectations to their projected self. On the other hand #NASF’s 
participants’ identity is enhanced by emphasizing their sameness among 
entrepreneurs, as a collective phenomenon of identity.  
More specifically, I find that the metaphor “be a horse, not a carriage” has 
been entextualized in the #NASF network appearing in several media, used by 
different people, and different discursive resources. In this regard, the term 
“endurable object”100 coined by R. Jakobson inspires the idea of this metaphor as 
an ethos-holder. “The very conditions of production of the ethos, necessity made 
into a virtue, are such that the expectations to which it gives rise tending to 
ignore the restriction to which the validity of any calculus of probabilities is 
subordinated.”101 This ethos-holder, being prepared for detachability, circulates in 
a hybrid (online/online) local community’s social media channels and offline 
events bringing within it the Californian Dream.  
The final chapter brings together some conclusions drawn from this work’s 
previous sections.  
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
100	  Roman	  Jakobson,	  "Closing	  Statement:	  Linguistics	  and	  Poetics,"	  in	  Style	  in	  
Language,	  ed.	  Thomas	  A.	  Sebeok	  (Cambridge,	  Mass:	  MIT	  Press,	  1960),	  366.	  
101	  Bourdieu,	  Outline	  of	  a	  Theory	  of	  Practice,	  77–78.	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CHAPTER II 
 
INTRODUCTION TO THE RECENT HISTORY OF NAVARRE 
 
Navarre is divided in two parts; one belongs to France and the other one 
to Spain, which is officially known as the Chartered Community of Navarre.102 In 
this dissertation I am focusing on the latter. In spite of its relatively small size of 
some 4,050 square miles, Navarre is a land of striking geographical contrasts. It 
shares a stretch of 101 miles on the Franco-Spanish border, covering the 
Pyrenees to the east, and foothills of this mountain range to the west.103 Although 
today Navarre has no outlet to the sea, the oceanic climate influences large 
areas of its north territory. To the south, the humid and forested landscape 
merges with drier domains where vineyards, cereals and vegetables grow. The 
majestic Ebro River, one of the largest of Spain, marks Navarre’s southern 
border. On January 1st, 2013, this region had a total population of 643,864, of 
which approximately one-third lives in the capital, Pamplona-Iruñea, and one-half 
in the capital's metropolitan area, which relies on industry and services.  
In words of Juan Cruz Alli, lawyer and former president of Navarre, this 
community “is a historical nation. Therefore, Navarre is a political community and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
102	  This	  is	  an	  autonomous	  community	  in	  northern	  Spain.	  	  
103	  However,	  the	  region	  across	  de	  border	  is	  mainly	  the	  Lower	  Navarre,	  a	  Basque	  
region	  of	  the	  present	  day	  Pyrénées	  Atlantiques	  Departament	  of	  France.	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owns its original rights for self-government, which are respected and protected by 
the 1978 Spanish Constitution.”104 
Culturally, the Chartered Community of Navarre is birthplace for the 
ancient Vasconic culture. At the moment, the Basque merges with Trans-
Pyrenean, Mediterranean and global population and influences. 
After the First Carlist war, Navarre lost most of its Fueros.105 The 
traditional way of life abruptly changed and among other things, many municipal 
commons passed into private hands which increased the existing large property 
or estates and therefore, social inequality. Back then, Navarrese life depended 
on agricultural resources. Historian Jose María Jimeno Jurio asserts that a 
“distressing situation was created in the rural population due to the commons’ 
privatization and wars forced emigration of thousands of families for the next two 
centuries.”106	  For those who stayed in the old country these were tumultuous 
years. Even if the “new Navarre was organized in the bourgeoisie’s interests,”107 
as Jurio says, thirty years after the first defeat, Carlists tried to gain control over 
Madrid and again, failed. However, Carlist ideology was well rooted in Navarre 
and continued to be so until the mid-twentieth century. 	  
I would argue that even today, a Carlist mindset shapes the Navarrese 
identity. Anthropologist Jeremy MacClancy’s work examines Carlist ideology 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
104	  Juan	  Cruz	  Alli	  Aranguren,	  Navarra,	  Comunidad	  Política	  Diferenciada	  (Burlada:	  
Sahats,	  1999),	  320.	  
105	  The	  First	  Carlist	  War	  from	  1833	  to	  1840.	  Fueros	  is	  a	  compilation	  of	  the	  old	  laws	  
of	  Navarre.	  
106	  José	  María	  Jimeno	  Jurío,	  La	  Segunda	  República	  En	  Navarra	  (1931-­‐1936)	  (Iruña:	  
Udalbide	  :	  Pamiela	  :	  Euskara	  Kultur	  Elkargoa,	  2005),	  234.	  
107	  Ibid.,	  229–33.	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according to which a “traditionalist form of Roman Christianity is advocated 
together with maximum degree of local autonomy (based on the idea of ancient 
Fueros) while remaining within the frame of the Spanish state.”108  
While studying the Navarrese entrepreneurial community #NASF, more 
than one reference was made to this topic. Thus, at one point, an interviewee 
and member of this community, laughing remembered how at #NASF’s creation 
they had an inside joke: their blog would be named after a song dedicated to San 
Francisco Javier, a Navarrese Jesuit saint especially revered by Carlists. 
En el eco de tus montes 
Vibre eterna esta canción 
Al cruzado que vencía 
Con la fuerza del amor; 
Por enseña el Crucifijo 
Donde expira y gime Dios, 
Donde Cristo da a los hombres 
Un abrazo de perdón; 
En el solar de nuestra fe, 
Cantemos todos a Javier. 
 
Al entrar en tu Castillo, 
Santo apóstol del Japón 
Te pedimos nos enciendas 
En el fuego de tu amor; 
Y, abrasados de tu celo, 
Con tu mismo corazón 
Que entreguemos nuestra vida 
Por llevar almas a Dios; 
Por nuestro Dios y ante tu altar 
Antes morir que desertar.109 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
108	  Jeremy	  MacClancy,	  The	  Decline	  of	  Carlism	  (Reno:	  University	  of	  Nevada	  Press,	  
2000),	  7.	  
109	  Ecequiel	  Barricart	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Youmedia,	  Pamplona	  
(Navarre,)	  September	  10th,	  2012.	  The	  song	  Himno	  de	  Navarra	  a	  San	  Francisco	  Javier	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For millennia, the Navarrese economy has mainly been agricultural. 
However, throughout history, Navarrese men and women have also shown other 
abilities. Social organization, economic practice, herewith cultural and religious 
particularities, made renowned anthropologist Julio Caro Baroja assert that 
Navarrese and Basques have developed a particular culture of work. In the  
seventeen and eighteen century Navarrese influenced significantly the Spanish 
finances. Thus, Caro Baroja stresses that “from years gone by, northern Spanish 
have a fondness for Industry: the iron industry and especially boat building. And 
Basque-Navarrese for high scale trade.”110Caro Baroja adds that Navarrese were 
influenced by the French politician Jean-Baptist Colbert,111 but also by the Dutch 
economic model of the time. At one point he brings up the discussion about the 
Protestant and Catholic work ethic. Caro Baroja recovers several documents, 
which show the archetypal images of French and Castilian merchants. The first 
group represents the organized, well-established capitalist. The second 
represents bad administration and lack of control.112 Caro Baroja recovers some 
Navarrese merchant’s history settled in Madrid. These, unlike the Castilians,  
“were distinct by their rigor, which could almost be defined as puritan, even if 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
o	  En	  el	  eco	  de	  Mis	  Montes	  was	  written	  on	  1922	  by	  the	  Navarrese	  musician	  Joaquín	  
Larregla	  (1865-­‐1945)	  and	  lyrics	  of	  Navarrese	  poet	  Alberto	  Pelairea.	  	  	  
110	  Julio	  Caro	  Baroja,	  La	  Hora	  Navarra	  Del	  Xviii	  :	  Personas,	  Familias,	  Negocios	  E	  Ideas,	  
2a	  ed.,	  Historia	  (Navarra:	  Comunidad	  Foral	  de	  Navarra	  Departamento	  de	  Educación	  
y	  Cultura	  Institución	  Principe	  de	  Viana,	  1985),	  Government	  publication	  (gpb),	  31.	  
111	  Ibid.,	  13–394.	  	  
112	  Ibid.,	  40–43.	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they were Catholic.”113 However, the Navarrese golden age in Madrid ended after 
the Independence War (1808-1814), when most Navarrese merchant settled in 
Madrid were bankrupt due the war.114	  
 In the 19th century Navarre suffered a succession of wars that deeply 
affected its economic development and forced thousand of people to leave their 
homeland. Those who stayed mainly worked mainly the land, which by the end of 
the century, began to attract most of the regional investments and to develop as 
an industry through cereals, wine and distillates, sugar, and vegetable 
processing manufacture. Nevertheless, with the advent of the 20th century the 
dynamism of the Navarrese timber industry is remarkable,  not to mention the 
case of Portland Cements, Spain’s third largest cement company at that time.115 
Thus, “Portland business’s success is an example of Navarrese mid-classes 
willingness to invest in local industry.”116 Industrialization in Navarre began in the 
first third of the 19th century, namely, in the Restoration (1874-1931.) For 
instance, in 1888 public lighting was installed in the city of Pamplona, the second 
illuminated city117 in Spain. Institutional stability pushed Navarre to reach the 
European industrialization process and as in Europe, this new economic model 
brought new social conflicts. Conversely, Navarrese passage toward liberal 
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  Ibid.,	  47.	  	  
114	  Ibid.,	  389.	  	  
115	  Josean	  Garrués	  Irurzún,	  "Luces	  Y	  Sombras	  De	  Una	  Region	  Agrarian:	  Navarra	  
Entre	  Finales	  Del	  Siglo	  Xix	  Y	  Mediados	  Del	  Xx	  "	  in	  En	  Torno	  a	  La	  Navarra	  Del	  Siglo	  Xx	  
:	  Veintiún	  Reflexiones	  Acerca	  De	  Sociedad,	  Economía	  E	  Historia,	  ed.	  José	  Miguel	  Lana	  
Berasain	  (Pamplona:	  Universidad	  Pública	  de	  Navarra,	  2002),	  160–67.	  	  
116	  Ibid.,	  169.	  
117	  José	  Javier	  Sánchez	  Aranda,	  Los	  Comienzos	  Del	  Diario	  :	  Navarra	  En	  1900	  
(Pamplona:	  Ediciones	  y	  Libros,	  1983),	  38.	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capitalism did not erase old social conflicts. Thus, peasants continued to claim 
rights to their common land. “Commoners, certainly, did not intend to end the 
capitalism as a system but to transform the diminished leeway option they had on 
it. To a lesser extent they wanted to guarantee some collective uses that were 
questioned or cast aside.”118  
In 1910, the Social Catholic Agrarian Federation (Federación Católico 
Social Agraria,) was born. This cluster of associations formed by little rural 
banks, Catholic unions, and agricultural cooperatives helped increasing the 
income and living conditions of the small peasantry. It also promoted a constant 
rejection of rural socialism. This was key for the settlement of the agrarian 
Catholicism In Navarre’s middle area, included Pamplona’s basin.119 However, 
urban workers who in many cases were already federated founded the first 
socialist unions, which in 1913 even obtained representation in Pamplona’s city 
council.120  
Since 1918, Manuel Aranzadi was Pamplona’s representative at the 
Diputación of Navarre for the Basque party. 121 Anarchist and Catholic unions 
also entered the scene. The way of thinking among Navarrese people at the 
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  Emilio	  Majuelo	  Gil,	  "Movimientos	  Sociales	  Y	  Protesta	  Social	  En	  Navarra	  Durante	  
El	  Siglo	  Xx,"	  in	  En	  Torno	  a	  La	  Navarra	  Del	  Siglo	  Xx	  :	  Veintiún	  Reflexiones	  Acerca	  De	  
Sociedad,	  Economía	  E	  Historia,	  ed.	  José	  Miguel	  Lana	  Berasain	  (Pamplona:	  
Universidad	  Publica	  de	  Navarra,	  2002),	  292.	  	  
119	  Ibid.,	  296.	  
120	  Ibid.,	  298–99	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  Victor	  Manuel	  Arbeloa,	  "Historia	  Contemporánea,"	  in	  Primer	  Congreso	  General	  De	  
Historia	  De	  Navarra	  :	  Ponencias,	  ed.	  Navarra	  Congreso	  de	  Historia	  de	  and	  Viana	  
Institución	  Príncipe	  de	  (Pamplona	  Spain:	  Institución	  Príncipe	  de	  Viana,	  1987),	  242.	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beginning of the 19th century (as in the precedent years) was marked by:  
its tendency to defend reformist attitudes and at the same time 
conservative, with a clear attachment to what they consider traditional 
which does not go together with a particular political stance. Nevertheless, 
above all Navarre’s first historical feature it has been its religiosity.”122  
At the end the 18th century Navarre lost its specialized educational 
centers and even its universities; So much so that, Pamplona’s university closed 
its doors in 1771.123 There were several attempts to found a new one. However, 
Navarrese intellectuals could not cope with obstacles. From 1902, Navarre’s 
education system, as the rest of the Spanish provinces, depended on a 
Provincial Board of Public Instruction. “However, the Diputación helped 
economically, something that did not happen in the rest of Spain.”124 Anyway, the 
ones who could go to the university went to Zaragoza or to Madrid. 
In regard to the media, the first newspaper125 published in Navarre was 
released in 1810. By 1878 there was a magazine written in the Basque language. 
126 On February 25th 1903, La Información publishing house put out the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
122	  Luis	  Javier	  Fortún	  et	  al.,	  Historia	  De	  Navarra,	  vol.	  5	  (Pamplona	  Spain:	  Gobierno	  de	  
Navarra	  Departamento	  de	  Presidencia,	  1993),	  37.	  	  
123	  José	  Salvador	  y	  Conde,	  La	  Universidad	  De	  Pamplona	  (Instituto	  Jerónimo	  Zurita,	  
1949),	  206.	  
124	  Fortún	  et	  al.,	  Historia	  De	  Navarra,	  48.	  	  
125	  This	  first	  Navarrese	  newspaper’s	  name	  was	  in	  French	  “Gazette	  de	  la	  Navarre”	  
then	  changed	  to	  “La	  Gaceta	  Oficial	  de	  la	  Navarra.	  “Viana	  Institución	  Príncipe	  de,	  La	  
Imprenta	  En	  Navarra	  (Pamplona:	  Editorial	  Gomez,	  1974),	  349.	  	  
126	  Maria	  González	  Gorosarri,	  Euskal	  Herriko	  Prentsa:	  Xviii.	  Mendetik	  1945era,	  ed.	  
Udako	  Euskal	  Unibertsitatea,	  Euskara	  Mintzagai	  (Vitoria-­‐Gasteiz:	  Eusko	  
Jaurlaritzaren	  Argitalpen	  Zerbitzu	  Nagusia,	  2008),	  15.	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newspaper Diario de Navarra.127 Thirty per cent of the population was illiterate.128 
Twenty-five years after Diario de Navarra’s first release, in 1928, Joaquín Garjón, 
one of its founders, explained the reasons for the newspaper’s birth.  
Along with the finale of the 19th century the ideas that had prevailed in 
Navarre seemed to die and helped by exotic press dissolvent ideas began 
to enter into our beloved land. This foreign press enjoys of great impunity 
and it wanders freely thanks to the divisions produced between the local 
order elements and due to its best information and variety of reading than 
the local newspapers. In these circumstances, Navarre ran a serious risk 
of falling into the hands of a venture, which could fill readers’ curiosity with 
the wrong orientation, and thus, the noble ideals that hitherto reigned until 
then in the vast majority of Navarre would suffer."129  
Diario de Navarra filled a minor gap for the right wing, existing in the 
Navarrese newspapers of the time. Thereby, since its foundation this publication 
has always defended social order, family, and private propriety.130 Among other 
issues, the statutes of the commercial association, La Información, indicated the 
amount of its social capital, which was divided into 400 shares. Aiming to 
preserve founding editorial principles, a share’s transmission must be done 
according to some preferential rights: first to the company and second to the 
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  Institución	  Príncipe	  de,	  La	  Imprenta	  En	  Navarra,	  384.	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  Sánchez	  Aranda,	  Los	  Comienzos	  Del	  Diario	  :	  Navarra	  En	  1900,	  13.	  
129	  Ibid.,	  50.	  Original	  text:	  “Terminado	  el	  siglo	  decimonono	  con	  los	  ideales	  que	  
habian	  imperado	  en	  Navarra,	  comenzaban	  a	  introducirse	  en	  nuestra	  querida	  tierra	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  disolventes	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elementos	  de	  orden,	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  Navarra,	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  circunstancias,	  corría	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  peligro	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  manos	  de	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  curiosidad	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  los	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  Ibid.,	  62.	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shareholders who pass them by acts of will.131 At the moment, several heirs of 
the original owners retain its shares, as well as overight of editorial policy. This 
newspaper, still in operation, has exerted great influence on the people of 
Navarre. Likewise, it has been an important element in the object of my research.  
In Spain, the proclamation of the Second Spanish Republic was 
proclaimed on April 14, 1931. Navarre’s main towns celebrated this change of 
regime, hoping for improvements to their way of life and solutions for their 
perennial problems. During this time socialist unions were reinforced both in the 
city and in the countryside. The first Basque nationalist union was also born. 
Even if 1931’s constitution proclaimed press freedom, in that same year 
Pamplona’s newspapers and magazines were suspended: Diario de Navarra, La 
Tradición Navarra and El Pensamiento Navarro, La Esperanza, and Amayur. 132 
However, these were also the years when the radio arrived in Navarre. In 1933 
Navarre’s southern city of Tudela fostered Radio Muskaria, the first experimental 
radio of Navarre. That same year, on May 27th Radio Navarra-EAJ6 was first 
broadcast in Pamplona. Back then, only 690 Pamplona’s houses had a radio 
receiver, less than 2% of Pamplona’s inhabitants.133 The civil war also brought  
new propagandistic techniques, and this radio station became Radio Requeté, 
the official voice of the Carlists, a section of the coup makers.       
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On July 17th 1936, certain right-wing factions of the Spanish army attacked 
the democratically elected republican government who defended its right to 
govern. Armed confrontation extended over the country, leading to a civil war, 
which ended on April 1st 1939. During these three years, terror spread across 
Spain and Navarre. In addition to soldiers, thousands of civilians were killed. In 
the last democratically held elections at the beginning of 1936, 69,1% of 
Navarrese’134 votes were for the right wing, mostly for the ultra-Catholic 
traditionalist Carlists, which in many cases understood leftism as synonymous 
with the old Liberals135. When Francisco Franco’s insurgent troops rose up, 
Navarrese Carlists supported them. That is why “in November 1937, 
Generalissimo Franco, in a rare gesture, granted the province of Navarre Spain’s 
highest military honor, the laureate Cross of Saint Ferdinand.”136  
Many of those who from sheer necessity asked for “land, work, bread, 
culture, justice, and freedom,”137 ended up in ditches, killed by Franco’s regime.  
Associations for historical memory estimate that insurgent militias in Navarre 
killed around 3,000 civilians.138 General Francisco Franco, who was proclaimed 
head of state at the beginning of the war, continued leading Spain until 1975 
when he died at age 82 years in Madrid. However, on the one hand the Basque 
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  Gabriel	  Imbuluzqueta,	  Navarra	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  1921-­‐1996	  (Pamplona:	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de	  Ahorros	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  In	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  previous	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organizations and the workers’ movement reorganized in clandestinity. This war 
broke Navarrese society and left deep wounds still unhealed.     
The postwar years brought desolation, penury and hunger.  
From its inception, the Nationalist regime intended to foster a unified, 
broadly diffused neotraditionalist culture that would reanimate Spain’s 
spiritual life and inculcate in the younger generation a strong sense o 
(Spanish) nationalism, religion, and tradition.139  
Franco’s pro fascist regime erased the free market and imposed an 
extremely controlled and autarkic economy, and local savings banks were the 
perfect instrument to do it.140 Also, a government supervised black market, which 
was controlled by a speculative minority, pushed a “brutal capital accumulation in 
the hands of few.”141  
In spite of Spain’s official neutrality in the Second World War, its 
population also suffered its effects. Thus, Navarrese industry began to revive 
only after 1946, always under strict government control. By 1948 it existed 7,821 
companies existed, most of them small and artisanal.142 The 1940s also brought 
Navarrese chemical and mechanical enterprises such as, Inquinasa and 
Imenasa, both founded with Navarrese capital. These companies provided a 
springboard for the creation of many other Navarrese enterprises and 
professional training centers. In the 1950s of last century, the agricultural sector 
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continued to be Navarre’s main economic column.143 However, local capital 
invested and founded some successful industries such as Agni appliances, 
Azkoyen “proto” vending machines and San Martin and Salanueva 
Constructions.144 “In the middle of the 20th century, the structure of investments 
in Navarre did not change substantially to the prewar period.”145 Politically, 
Carlism was weakened and divided Falangists managed the main Navarrese 
institutions. Regardless of partisan politics, “in 1951 the first strike after the war 
was conducted as a response to commodity shortages and a protester was 
killed, and many workers arrested.”146 Population was still migrating, mostly to 
Bizkaia, Gipuzkoa and Zaragoza. At the end of the 1950s, the “technocrats” took 
command of Franco’s regime and put on the 1963’s Developmental Plans. 
However, this was not the only transformation, “there was also a remarkable 
change in the Navarrese mindset as, for instance, a religious crisis, multiplication 
of consumption goods, and the reconstruction of the political parties.”147 Thus, 
from then on, “Navarre’s economic modernization was driven by two men: Miguel 
Javier Urmeneta, major of Pamplona since 1958 and the entrepreneur Félix 
Huarte.”148 Both were elected as deputies and Felix Huarte promoted 
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industrialization first through the Industrial Promotion program in 1964 and 
second, with the Navarrese’s Regional Plan in 1972, which later on was 
integrated to the Third National Developmental Plan.149  
During the 1950s, educational opportunities expanded in Navarre. 
Professional training came first, followed by the formalization of musical studies, 
and the establishment of the school General Study of Navarra in 1952.150 Eight 
years later, “making use of an Erundundae decree, which was promulgated by 
the Holy See this center received a Church’s University rank.”151 Under the 
tutelage of Opus Dei, the General Study of Navarre was the first completely 
developed Catholic University in Spain. José María Escrivá de Balaguer founded 
Opus Dei in 1928 and its mission is the sanctification of the secular world.152  In 
this way, “between 1963 and 1967, Pamplona’s city hall gives freely to the Opus 
Dei’s estate agents, 300,000 m2 and promotes an expropriation dossier of 
900000 m2 more.”153 In 1973, with Franco still acting as Spain’s Caudillo, “the 
minister of education was Julio Rodríguez; former professor of the University of 
Navarre and member of Opus Dei. In this year the Spanish Cabinet Council 
approved the Project of Facilities, Services and Access to the campus of the 
University of Navarra, declaring this work of “social interest,” therefore, forcing 
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expropriation from Madrid.154     
  
 
Over the past 50 years, Navarre has changed into a region in which 
multinational-corporations own agricultural lands and a regional car industry. 
Also, the region has changed from being an emigrant region to a host 
community. Until now, Navarre has been considered to have a comparatively 
high social cohesion and territorial structure.155 This region, together with Araba, 
Bizkaia and, Gipuzkoa, the other Basque Spanish provinces, are the only 
jurisdictions that have a decentralized tax system, due to their historical Fueros, 
in Spain. Nevertheless, the twenty-first century’s rapid transformations, which 
include an immeasurable economic crisis, originated in the field of international 
finance in 2008, are undermining the creation and maintenance of wealth in this 
community. Moreover, this crisis it is being especially hard with Spanish 
economy, among other reasons, due the end of real estate bubble burst and 
political elites’ corruption.  
According to Eurostat Regional Yearbook 2013, in 2010 Navarre, was 
above the EU’s average regarding the most extended value to measure a 
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country’s or region’s wealth and development in a given period o time.156 This is 
despite a significant decline in the Navarrese Gross Domestic Product in 2009.  
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Figure 1: Gross Domestic Product per Inhabitant in the EU, 2010157 
Lifelong learning is an ideal for any democratic society, a culture that 
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fosters and rewards curiosity and knowledge moves toward self-criticism, and 
improvement. For instance, the number of students enrolled in a university or 
similar institution relative to the number of residents aged 20-24 gives a sense of 
how attractive each region might be to college students. At the moment, Navarre 
has four university centers in its territory: UPNA (Public University of Navarre,) 
UN (University of Navarre,) UNED (National University of Distance Education) 
with two headquarters. It is possible that some students are not resident where 
they study and this can be a reason for some regions to show very high values: 
(especially those of more than 100%.) Navarre’s number of students enrolled in a 
university relative to the number of residents aged 20-24 is the same or higher 
than 75 percent. It must be taken into account that the percentage of foreign 
students in this region is 3,3 percent.158 However it might be a receptor of other 
regions’ students, as well, though I have not found data pertaining to this. 
The next figure gives an indication of recent tertiary educational 
attainment levels among those aged 30–34.  
In 2011, for the EU-27 as a whole, just over one third (34.6 %) of 30- to 
34-year-olds had completed tertiary education. These figures support the 
premise that a rising proportion of the EU’s population is studying to a 
higher level — in keeping with one of the Europe 2020 targets.”159  
Navarre is one of the few regions in the EU where more than half of the 
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population aged 30–34 had attained a tertiary education level.  
 
 
Figure 2: Total Number of Students in Tertiary Education in the EU, 2011. 160 
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Figure 3: Person Aged 30-34 with Tertiary Education in the EU, 2011.161 
Structural business statistics (SBS) is a field that describes the structure, 
conduct, and performance of businesses. European Union’s regions show 
significant disparities between different activities’ importance within their non-
financial business economies. The main statistical findings in this regard, shows 
that there were approximately 21.8 million enterprises active in the EU-27’s non-
financial business economy in 2010. Being Spain an important tourist destination 
some of its regions have a very low share of industry in the non-financial 
business economy workforce. However, Navarre is the region in Spain that 
employs more people in the industrial economy. 
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Figure 4: Employment in the Industrial Economy in the EU, 2010.162  
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Employment rates for the 20–64 age group in the EU-27 increased from 
66.5 % in 2000 and peaked at 70.4 % in 2008. This was the year in which the 
effects of the financial and economic crisis began to expand through Europe. 
This is why in subsequent years employment rates suffered successive 
reductions to 69.1% in 2009 and 68.5% in 2010,and almost the same percentage 
for the year 2011 at 68.6 %. As the statistics institute states, “the employment 
rate in 2011 remained well below one of the Europe 2020 headline indicators, 
namely that at least 75 % of the population aged 20–64 should be in employment 
by 2020.”163 Paying closer attention to the Navarrese situation in this issue, at the 
beginning of 2008 Navarre had more than 292,000 working people, 60,13% of 
the population, which month after month, have lost their jobs. Thus, in the first 
quarter of 2013 the Economically Occupied Population was 247,100, i.e., 
59’73%.164 In other words, at the beginning of the year 2013 the unemployment 
rate in Navarre was 19.02%, not as desperate as Spain’s overall rate 27.16%, 
still devastating.  
 
Access to ICTs is at the heart of the digital divide. Therefore, this is one of 
the main aspects to pay attention to when studying Navarre’s adaptation to 
Information Society’s requirements. Geographic location, age and household and 
access to needed equipment are some of the aspects of this local and global 
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divide. Comparing Navarre’s data with the Spanish one, the former shows that its 
households have a higher average in computer equipment and 
telecommunications (Internet access, broadband connection and disposal 
landline). Navarre is slightly below the national average only in the disposition of 
mobile phone and computer. At the end of the year 2012, 84.6% of the 
households in Navarre had a telephone landline and in 95.4% of cases, at least 
one member of the family also had a cellular telephone. Probably due to 
economic difficulties, in the last year, landline implementation has increased yet 
cellular phone has decreased. Personal computers have a significant presence in 
Navarrese society and at least one computer can be found in three out of four 
households. If at the household includes a child between 10 and 15 years old, 
the proportion rises to 90.6%. Regarding professional status, students and 
employed workers are those with the highest percentages, registering 100.0% 
and 88.8% respectively. On the other hand, Internet access increased in Navarre 
and 68.7% of households had it in 2012. 165    
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Figure 5: Broadband Connection in European Households in the EU, 2011.166 
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Nevertheless, in 2012 the investment in research and development in 
Spain has suffered the largest drop in a decade. Public researches are the ones 
suffering the hardest financial cutback. However, enterprises developing R&D 
have kept the investment in innovation.167 Europe 2020 Strategy for smart, 
sustainable, and inclusive growth hasn’t yet been able yet to repair the 
consequences of the economic crisis. 
 
 
Figure 6: Investment in Research and Development decreases in Spain in 
2012.168 
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Concerning the political life of Navarre, for the last 18 years, from 1996 to 
the present, the UPN (Navarre People’s Union) has governed Navarre. UPN was 
founded in 1979, four years after Francisco Franco died. In its statutes this 
political party defines itself as a Christian Humanist organization.169 They also 
claim to be part of Spain, yet still assume that the Navarrese are the true 
Vasconic people. The UPN seeks to gain more political competences by 
understanding Navarrese customary law (the Fuero) as the legitimate basis for 
Navarrese autonomy and freedom. The party advocates private initiative and the 
market economy to gain full employment and implicitly claims to be Catholic.170  
In the 2011 elections to the Navarrese parliament, the UPN lost almost 8% 
of the votes they had four years before and with them, the absolute majority. 
However, 34,5% of the Navarrese voters still support the party. The second main 
political force is the Socialist Party of Navarre (PSN,) the Navarrese section of 
the Spanish Socialist party. The PSN lost almost 7% of the voters and currently 
have the support of 15,9% of them. The third most voted party is the Basque 
nationalist coalition, Na-Ba,i with 15,4% of the Navarrese votes. Bildu was the 
fourth one, a more radical Basque nationalist party with 13,3%. Fifth was the 
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Popular Party of Navarra (PP,) with Santiago Cervera, founder of #NASF leading 
it. 
Because of the lack of majority, the two most important formations, the 
right wing UPN and the social democrat PSN decided to sign up a coalition pact. 
Nevertheless, this pact did not last even a year and in June 2012, UPN and PSN 
broke up. Two weeks before, without previous consultation to its government 
partner, PSN presented an amendment to a Foral law. However, Roberto 
Jimenez, PSN’s president’s, statements ended definitively the pact. According to 
Jiménez, Navarre’s debt was not 132 million Euros, as the Governmental 
Finances department said, but significantly higher. He asked for explanations 
from Yolanda Barcina, the Navarrese Government’s president.171 Before the end 
of the day, Barcina, removed Jimenez from Navarre’s vice-presidency, 
reproaching him for disloyal behavior.172 The three departments in PSN’s hands 
also went back to UPN’s management: Justice, Interior and Local Administration, 
Public work, Territorial Administration and Housing; and Social welfare, Sport 
and Youth.   
 
These last four years have been so turbulent that the most important 
institutions in Navarre have come under extreme pressure. For instance, a few 
months before the end of UPN-PSN’s pact the Navarrese icon of stability, Caja 
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  Naiz.info,	  "The	  Cessation	  of	  Jiménez	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  of	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(Pamplona),"	  Naiz	  2012.	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  DN.ES	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  "The	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  Diario	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de Ahorros de Navarra-CAN (the local savings bank) disappeared due to bad 
management by politicians and administrators. 
CAN was founded in 1921 in the era of important social and economical 
changes in Navarre, as I pointed in the first chapter. Since it birth this local 
savings bank developed an intense program of social activity and promoted the 
regional economy and culture.173 As it was ironically said in a national 
newspaper, “if in the 1950s every Navarrese family had a member in the Catholic 
church, in the 21st century something similar happened with the CAN, when 
every Navarrese had his/her money in this local bank.”174  
 
Thus, #NASF’s birth must be understood within the context of this 
scenario of collapse and in the search for collective and individual solutions to 
serious economic issues and a new narrative in which to believe. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE GENESIS OF #NASF 
 
“Structure is more the variable outcome of action than its invariant 
precondition. And structures may be significantly reconfigured in the local context 
of action.”175 
 
In the first part of this chapter my primary aims are to explore the birth of a 
self-branded entrepreneur’s innovation community of practice.176 I consider the 
use of ICTs as an adoption of an innovation; such channels include the social 
media platforms as Twitter. Social media is defined as an “online environment, 
which enables social interaction.”177  
Certain circumstances gave rise to the formation of #NASF as a self-
branded entrepreneurial community of practice. First, Guzmán Garmendia’s 
arrival in Navarre activated the social synergy in the local landscape of 
innovation and communication. As a result new ideas were transmitted, existing 
networks got strengthened and enriched by new contacts, and with an update in 
the public utilization of the ICTs, the know-how improved. Also, I place Guzmán 
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  Lave	  and	  Wenger,	  Situated	  Learning	  :	  Legitimate	  Peripheral	  Participation,	  17–18.	  
176	  Self-­‐branded	  entrepreneur	  is	  a	  classification	  within	  entrepreneurs	  by	  Alice	  E.	  
Marwick,	  "Status	  Update:	  Celebrity,	  Publicity	  and	  Self-­‐Branding	  in	  Web	  2.0"	  
(Steinhardt	  School	  of	  Culture,	  Education,	  and	  Human	  Development	  New	  York	  
University,	  2010),	  297–329.	  Community	  of	  Practice	  is	  a	  term	  coined	  by	  Lave	  and	  
Wenger,	  Situated	  Learning	  :	  Legitimate	  Peripheral	  Participation,	  47–58.	  
177	  Sirpa	  Leppänen	  et	  al.,	  "Entertextualization	  and	  Resemiotization	  as	  Resources	  for	  
(Dis)Identification	  in	  Social	  Media.,"	  Tiburg	  Papers	  in	  Culture	  Studies,	  Paper	  57	  	  
(2013):	  4.	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Garmendia in Everett Roger’s adopter categories, which is a classification of 
members of a social system on the basis of innovativeness. “The measure of 
innovativeness and the classification of a system’s members into adopter 
categories are based upon the relative time at which an innovation is adopted.”178 
I see Garmendia as an individual who represents many of the attributes that 
#NASF’s founders also share. However, Garmendia is noticeably self-confident, 
sociable man with an extent professional experience in the ICT at the national 
level. Also, his executive skills are remarkable. The social relations of this person 
are an example of the importance of the weak ties, which can be defined as 
acquaintances, in the diffusion of innovations.  
“Thus the set of people made up of any individual and his or her 
acquaintances comprises a low-density network (one in which many of the 
possible relational lines are absent) whereas the set consisting of the same 
individual and his or her close friends will be densely knit (many of the possible 
lines are present.)” 179  
Mark Granovetter argues that individuals with few weak ties will be 
deprived of information from distant parts of the social system and will be 
confined to the provincial news and views of their close friends. 
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  Everett	  M.	  Rogers,	  Diffusion	  of	  Innovations,	  (Free	  Press,	  2003),	  
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/bios/simon052/2003049022.html,	  Materials	  specified:	  
Contributor	  biographical	  
informationhttp://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/bios/simon052/2003049022.html.	  Kindle	  
edition.	  
179	  Both	  quotes	  belong	  to	  the	  same	  article,	  which	  presents	  facts	  and	  bibliography	  
about	  it	  the	  importance	  of	  weak	  ties	  in	  the	  flow	  of	  information.	  Mark	  Granovetter,	  
"The	  Strength	  of	  Weak	  Ties:	  A	  Network	  Theory	  Revisited,"	  Sociological	  Theory	  1	  
(1983):	  201–02.	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Second, I have identified two main reasons for their wanting to create 
#NASF: On the one hand an implicit disagreement with the local economic policy 
and at least at discourse level, a vindication of emancipation from the public 
grant system; On the other one a professional interest in improving and learning 
the above-mentioned know-how, together with new business techniques which 
would enable #NASF to face a complicated economic situation. In sum, #NASF’s 
founders aim to avoid or take advantage of new conditions imposed by the 
Informational society in which “the global overwhelms the local - unless the local 
becomes connected to the global as a node in alternative global networks 
constructed by social movements.”180 Third, local cultural factors provide 
favorable conditions for #NASF to become a long-lasting community. These 
include sharing a similar upbringing, traditions, values, and the fact that in some 
cases #NASF founders were already acquaintances. Also the excellent 
education level allowed them to have early and first hand information about the 
economically profitable uses of the ICT, advanced skills in its usage, and the 
economic changes to which Navarrese society has been exposed. 
  
In 2008, Guzmán Garmendia began to work for LINC, a local online 
communication company, which belonged to Grupo La Información. This group 
also owned Diario de Navarra, the most widely read local newspaper. Before 
arriving in Pamplona, Garmendia was a Classified Marketing Director at Vocento, 
one of the most important multimedia communication groups in the general press 
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  Castells,	  Communication	  Power,	  26.	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market of Spain. As he defined himself in an interview with me "in the land of the 
blind, the one-eyed person is king,"181 referring to his experience and training on 
the Internet. Garmendia can be considered an innovator,182 because he had 
worked in the Internet field since the end of the 1990s. As the son of a Basque 
father and a mother from the Canary Islands, he was raised in a suburb of 
Madrid called Pozuelo de Alarcon and attended a German school. Many of the 
people he was with in #NASF saw themselves as “life long from Pamplona” 
(PTV,) which Garmendia was not. In the interviews I had with him, I perceived he 
was freer than the rest to criticize some government policy and certain dynamics 
of Navarrese society, such as its his traditionalist mentality. In this regard, 
according to him, he could perceive some stagnation especially from 
governmental circles of Navarre. This is one of the characteristics that 
distinguishes Garmendia from his #NASF partners, and it is well known how 
complicated the relationship between Basques-Navarrese and outsiders has 
been historically.183 Garmendia can also be considered an opinion leader. “This 
is the degree to which an individual is able to influence informally other 
individuals’ attitudes or overt behavior in a desired way with relative 
frequency.”184  An opinion leader	  who is involved in authority innovation-
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  Guzmán	  Garmendia	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  the	  author,	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  La	  Perla,	  
Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  October	  27,	  2012.	  	  
182	  Innovators	  are	  active	  information	  seekers	  about	  new	  ideas.	  They	  have	  a	  high	  
degree	  of	  mass	  media	  exposure,	  and	  their	  interpersonal	  networks	  extend	  over	  a	  
wide	  area,	  reaching	  outside	  their	  local	  system.	  Rogers,	  Diffusion	  of	  Innovations.	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  Sandra	  Ott,	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  Judgment,	  and	  Memory	  in	  the	  Basque	  Borderlands,	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(Reno:	  University	  of	  Nevada	  Press,	  2008),	  7–19.	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decisions, which are choices to adopt or reject an innovation that are made by 
relatively few individuals in a system who possess power, status, or technical 
expertise.185 By 2011, he had been promoted to be General Manager of Open 
Government and New Technologies at the Government of Navarre. He belonged 
to the political party Socialist Party of Navarre (PSN,) a position Garmendia was 
forced to leave one year and three months later due to the rupture of the 
government’s pact between the political parties Navarrese People’s Party (UPN) 
and PSN. At present, Guzmán Garmendia works as a technology representative 
in the public sector for the company Oracle, Spain.  
Garmendia brought with him new specialized weak ties and, thus, 
facilitated access to them. “Weak ties have a special role in a person’s 
opportunity for mobility -that there is a structural tendency for those to whom one 
is only weakly tied to have better access to job information one does not already 
have. Acquaintances, as compared to close friends, are more prone to move in 
different circles than oneself.”186 Further investigation would be needed in regard 
to #NASF’s and its members network structure. However, with a simple glance at 
Guzmán Garmendia’s social media platforms (such as Linkedin, Twitter, and 
Facebook’s high number of connections, followers or friends,) it can be said that 
he qualifies as a connector. This is somebody with a truly extraordinary knack of 
making friends and acquaintances. “Connectors are an extremely important 
component of our social network. They create trends and fashions, make 
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  Granovetter,	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important deals, spread fads, or help launch businesses.”187 Further on, I 
describe specific instances in which weak ties’ positive influence can be 
observed in #NASF’s activities.  
In addition, Garmendia played the role of facilitator in creating synergy 
between LINC’s managers. This gave rise to the creation of an important event 
called #PacharanAndTwitts, which is an important precursor of #NASF. By the 
end of 2009, Guzmán Garmendia, Oscar Matellanes, Javier Abrego, and Juantxo 
Zabalo organized an event called #PacharanAndTwitts.188  At that time Guzmán 
Garmendia worked for LINC as general manager, Javier Abrego as marketing 
and new developments manager, Oscar Matellanes as strategy and business 
development manager. The other one, Juantxo Zabalo, worked for the defunct 
Navarrese local bank, Caja Navarra. As with Guzmán Garmendia, these men 
can also be considered innovators, according to Everett’s coordinates.  
This first long-lasting Navarrese exercise of local “hybrid public space” 
presented some organizational and content prosumtion patterns that afterwards 
were repeated by the entrepreneurial community, #NASF. 189 The aim of this 
event was to promote face-to-face encounters between local early adopters of 
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  Albert-­‐Laszló	  Barabási,	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  Everything	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  What	  
It	  Means	  for	  Business,	  Science,	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  #PacharanAndTwitts	  to	  WordPress,	  2009,	  
http://pacharanandtwitts.wordpress.com.	  #PacharanAndTwitts	  is	  a	  hashtag	  
created	  with	  binding	  of	  two	  words:	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  local	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  Manuel	  Castells,	  Networks	  of	  Outrage	  and	  Hope	  :	  Social	  Movements	  in	  the	  Internet	  
Age	  (Cambridge,	  UK:	  Polity,	  2012),	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Twitter. These often knew each other only from the cyber-sphere. At the same 
time, the organizers also wanted to promote the practice of this social media 
platform. Therefore, this offline encounter was simultaneously extended to the 
online sphere through the hashtag #PacharanAndTwitts.190 I regard promoters of 
this event as innovators and its participants as early adopters who  
“are a more integrated part of the local social system than are innovators. 
Whereas innovators are cosmopolites, early adopters are localities. This adopter 
category is generally sought by change agents as a local missionary for speeding 
the diffusion process.”191  
The second meeting got news coverage in Diario de Navarra’s online 
edition, which helped it promote the gathering as a social event.192 This 
newspaper article had twelve pictures attached to it in which at least seven of the 
sixteen #NASF founders appeared. In this respect, Marta Borruel, one of #NASF 
founders, was also the communication officer of the Food Quality Institute of 
Navarra -(ICAN) company that sponsored #PacharanAndTwitts.193 On top of this, 
the documentation I have gathered from the Internet, as blog-posts, pictures, 
videos, and tweets, show that this event brought together many who later on 
participate and support #NASF.194 One of my interviewees pointed out that at the 
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  are	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  to	  your	  tweets.	  
191	  Rogers,	  Diffusion	  of	  Innovations.	  	  
192	  "Twitter	  Users	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  to	  a	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  Diario	  de	  Navarra.es	  February	  04-­‐
2010	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beginning, many of the same people195 were joining #NASF and 
#PatxaranAndTwitts.196  
Events like #PacharanAndTwitts were being held already in Catalonia, 
one of which was known by the name #CavaAndTwitts. The Catalan organizers 
gave advice to the Navarrese group. These meetings were non-profit open to the 
public and often entailed free food and pacharán, and it included a short speech 
given by a local expert in the ICT. In Pamplona, #PacharanAndTwitts happened 
to be in one of the most popular bars of the city. It is not a coincidence that in 
both cases a local liqueur was chosen as a representative of the local identity. 
Certain patterns of alcohol consumption have been a traditional way to express 
identity in the Basque Autonomous Community and Navarre, providing culturally 
recognizable and safe space to Twitter’s neophytes. 197 So much so, it recalls 
one of the most popular socializing activity of Pamplona, txikiteo which entails 
drink small glasses of wine, going from bar to bar, repeatedly making the same 
tour and eating delicious morsels.198 According to the stages in the innovation 
process proposed by Everett, this could be considered a redefining or 
restructuring moment which  “occurs when the innovation is re-invented so as to 
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  Puy	  Trigueros	  (#NASF	  founder),	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  author,	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  Thomas	  M.	  Wilson,	  Drinking	  Cultures	  :	  Alcohol	  and	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  (Oxford	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  New	  York:	  
Berg,	  2005).	  
198	  Txikiteo,	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  to	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  friends,	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almost	  daily	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  the	  members	  of	  this	  group	  together.	  Nowadays	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done	  by	  adult	  people,	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  less	  alcohol	  and	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  pintxos.	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accommodate the organization’s needs and structure more closely, and when the 
organization’s structure is modified to fit with the innovation.”199 
Figure 7: The innovation process by Everetts Rogers  
While these events were in keeping with local cultural practices, they also 
fed the expected model for Twitter users, as simultaneously broadcasting the 
event through a smartphone, and knowing how to use Twitter’s features. In 
addition, this “cocktail party” was offering an educational workshop about the 
ICTs. Also, from the second event on, the interventions of the ICT speakers had 
to conform to a limited time. Thus, the rapporteur had a limit speaking time of 10 
minutes. One of the speakers, Rafa Aguilera one of #NASF’s main promoter, 
hosted a debate about the Manifesto in defense of fundamental rights on the 
Internet.200A few months later, #NASF created and published a Manifesto for 
entrepreneurship. In sum, they learn by appropriation and subsequent 
adaptation, through practice, of what they have learned. Besides, this 
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  Rogers,	  Diffusion	  of	  Innovations.	  
200	  “to	  Manifesto	  in	  Defense	  of	  Fundamental	  Rights	  on	  the	  Internet,	  2009,	  
http://www.internautas.org/html/5871.html.	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performance might indicate the emergence of a new culture since “both long-
lived communities of practice and more ephemeral affinity spaces can offer their 
participants deeply meaningful arenas for shared social practice as part of a 
participatory, active ‘prosumer’ (producer + consumer) culture.”’201 In these type 
of spaces “new meanings and values, new practices, new significances and 
experiences are continually being created.”202  
An important reason for these innovators and early adopters to attend 
#PacharanAndTwitts and later on #NASF was to strengthen professional 
networking and with it professional status. In this sense, this is also an early 
expression of their own self as a business, “the US neoliberal self is one that 
uses market rationality to manage its self as though the self was a business that 
attempts to balance risks and responsibility appropriately in its alliances with 
other selves/businesses.”203 This performance of oneself will be refined over 
time.  As I have mentioned above referring to #PacharanAndTwitts offline event, 
mainstream media covered it, and more than once, its participants were 
photographed. These pictures are the graphic representation of 
#PacharanAndTwitts attendant’s social media competence, inasmuch as skilled 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
201	  Leppänen	  et	  al.,	  "Entertextualization	  and	  Resemiotization	  as	  Resources	  for	  
(Dis)Identification	  in	  Social	  Media.,"	  4.	  	  
202	  Richard	  Bauman,	  "Verbal	  Art	  as	  Performance,"	  American	  Anthropologist	  77,	  no.	  2	  
(1975):	  306.	  He	  quotes	  Raymond	  	  Williams	  “Base	  and	  Superstructure	  in	  Marxist	  
Cultural	  Theory”	  in	  New	  Left	  Review	  (1973)	  82:3-­‐16.	  
203	  Ilana	  M.	  Gershon,	  "Un-­‐Friend	  My	  Heart:	  Facebook,	  Promiscuity,	  and	  Heartbreak	  
in	  a	  Neoliberal	  Age,"	  Anthropological	  Quarterly	  Vol.	  84,	  4,	  no.	  The	  Ethics	  of	  
Disconnection	  in	  a	  Neoliberal	  Age	  (2011):	  873.	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are photographed. I argue that, in its local mediatic and cultural context, these 
pictures are directly related to event and personal narrative performance “as a 
basic requirement for circulating in networks.”204  Nevertheless, I will explore in 
depth in the section devoted to #NASF’s events and actions. 
Although Twitter is one of the most popular social media platforms, it 
would be expected to change, evolve or die in the future. This is why I consider it 
appropriate to introduce this platform’s main features and also the degree of 
acceptance of this platform in Spain. Twitter is an online social networking site 
(SNS), which offers a microblogging service. Tweets are its text-based posts 
whose 140 characters limit allows a fast and headline-like communication. These 
tweets can have any kind of documents attached, too. So, if Twitter is the 
platform, and a tweet is a post, “hashtags are a community-driven convention for 
adding additional context and metadata to your tweets. Hashtags were 
developed as a means to create “groupings” on Twitter, without having to change 
the basic service.”205 Twitter was created in 2006 and according to Statisticbrain, 
2014 it had 645,750,000 users on February 3rd.206Several authors refer to it as 
being at the core of the Web 2.0 phenomenon. A research was carried out to 
determine if the adoption of Twitter in a country was related to the socio-
economic status of the country’s population, and how the elite of Twitter users 
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  Christian	  Salmon,	  Storytelling	  :	  Bewitching	  the	  Modern	  Mind,	  English	  ed.	  (London:	  
Brooklyn,	  NY,	  2010),	  57.	  	  
205	  Twitter	  Fan	  Wiki	  to	  Twitter	  Fan	  Wiki,	  2011,	  
http://twitter.pbworks.com/w/page/1779812/Hashtags.	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  http://www.statisticbrain.com/twitter-­‐statistics/	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was distributed across different countries. 207 I found it interesting to extract 
Spain’s data and therefore, contextualize the Navarrese Twitter users in a 
broader context. Back in 2009, Twitter users were distributed across 231 
countries; however, only 13 had 100,000 users or more. First in the ranking was 
the US, followed by the UK. Spain was number 14 and it was preceded by Italy. 
Regarding the relation between the socio-economic status of the country and 
Twitter users, this study “suggests a high correlation between HDI208 and per 
capita Twitter user population.”209 Also it brings more enlightening information 
and asserts that “a small number of Twitter users, elites, account for a 
disproportionately large number of followers and tweets consumed on Twitter.”210 
Furthermore, “the distribution of elite users across the countries is even more 
skewed than the distribution of Twitter users themselves.”211  
Thereby, most of the top users are in the US and the “ten countries with 
the most users account for more than 95% of the top 0.1% elites, even though 
they represent only 85% of the user population.”212 Although I am aware that this 
information is outdated, I believe the conclusions remain valid. However, in 2012, 
China was the country with more active Twitter users, USA was third and, Spain 
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  Juhi	  Kulshrestha	  et	  al.,	  "Geographic	  Dissection	  of	  the	  Twitter	  Network,"	  In	  
Proceedings	  of	  the	  6th	  International	  AAAI	  Conference	  on	  Weblogs	  and	  Social	  Media	  
(ICWSM)	  	  (2012):	  203.	  
208	  The	  first	  Human	  Development	  Report	  introduced	  a	  new	  way	  of	  measuring	  
development	  by	  combining	  indicators	  of	  life	  expectancy,	  educational	  attainment	  and	  
income	  into	  a	  composite	  human	  development	  index,	  the	  HDI.	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  Kulshrestha	  et	  al.,	  "Geographic	  Dissection	  of	  the	  Twitter	  Network.",	  204	  
210	  Ibid.	  205.	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  Ibid.	  205.	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  Ibid.	  205.	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eighth.213  
 
 
Figure 8: Active Twitter Users in Select Countries, Q2 2012  
I argue that back in 2009-2010, #PacharanAndTwitts gathered some of 
the Twitter elite users of Navarre and even of Spain. For instance, at the time, 
one of #PacharanAndTwitts promoters was co-hosting the first Spanish TV show 
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  All	  Techie	  News,	  "Twitter's	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  Is	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  Techie	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about Twitter on the national channel Veo7. A few months later, Javier Abrego 
traveled to Silicon Valley with #NASF. Also, to defend this argument I rely on 
Twitter’s trending topic. “Twitter currently employs a proprietary algorithm to 
display trending topics, consisting of terms and phrases that exhibit “trending” 
behavior. While Twitter’s trending topics sometimes reflect current events (e.g., 
the World Cup in soccer), they often include keywords for popular conversation 
topics (e.g., “#bieberfever,” “getting ready”.)”214 As #PacharanAndTwitts 
participants placed on record in their blog after their third meeting, Twitter’s 
algorithm identified #PacharanAndTwitts as one of the trending topics of the 
moment in Spain, “even if it was for a short period of time”215 they clarified. 
Consequently, it can be understood this hashtag was one of the most popular 
ones in Spain.  
Garmendia’s friend, Bernardo Hernández, can be considered the third 
trigger circumstance for #NASF’s birth. 216 He knew Hernández “from the 
beginning of the internet in Madrid,”217 in the late 1990s, and he is one of the 
most renowned entrepreneurs of Spain. In November 27th, 2009, Guzmán 
Garmendia and Javier Abrego went to Vitoria-Gasteiz to listen to Hernández talk 
in an event organized by Empresa Digitalia. Back then Hernandez was Google 
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  Hila	  Becker,	  Mor	  Naaman,	  and	  Luis	  Gravano,	  "Beyond	  Trending	  Topics:	  Real-­‐
World	  Event	  Identification	  on	  Twitter,"	  in	  Columbia	  University	  Computer	  Science	  
Technical	  Reports,	  ed.	  Columbia	  University	  Computer	  Science	  Technical	  Reports	  
(New	  York:	  Columbia	  University,	  2011),	  439.	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  #PacharanAndTwitts.	  April,	  19,	  2010	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  Guzmán	  Garmendia	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  the	  author,	  Hotel	  La	  Perla,	  
Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  October	  27,	  2012.	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Inc.’s Worldwide Director of Marketing for Consumer Products. However, among 
many other businesses he was also the founder of StepOne, a company that 
“focuses on helping high-potential Spanish tech companies with their entry into 
the American market.”218 After the event mentioned above, Guzmán Garmendia 
and Bernardo Hernández went to eat dinner. This is when Hernández told 
Garmendia about a trip StepOne was organizing with some enterprises from the 
Basque Autonomous Community to Silicon Valley.  
After this encounter Guzmán Garmendia tried to arrange a tour emulating 
the journey organized by Hernandez’s StepOne. He wanted to gather a number 
of Navarrese business representative companies and travel to Silicon Valley with 
the local institutional help of the Navarre Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 
and CEIN.219 These negotiations were not successful, according to my 
interviewee, due to a delayed answer and conditions imposed by the institutions. 
Seven months later, on June 5th, 2010, the Spanish television broadcasted the 
report “A la Conquista de Silicon Valley” (Out to the Conquest of Silicon 
Valley)220 addressing a tour to Silicon Valley organized by Bernardo Hernandez’s 
StepOne with some Spanish companies.   
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  StepOne,	  "We	  Help	  Companies	  from	  Spain	  Succeed	  in	  the	  Us,"	  StepOne,	  
http://www.stepone.com.	  
219	  Navarre	  Chamber	  of	  Commerce	  and	  Industry	  is	  an	  associative	  entity	  under	  public	  
law,	  which	  aims	  to	  represent,	  defend	  and	  promote	  the	  interests	  of	  its	  members,	  
companies	  located	  in	  Navarre.	  The	  Navarrese	  European	  Business	  Innovation	  Centre	  
(CEIN)	  is	  a	  service	  at	  the	  disposal	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  entrepreneurs	  in	  Navarra	  that	  seek	  to	  
consolidate	  and	  diversify	  the	  region’s	  economic	  and	  industrial	  environment.	  We	  
nurture	  entrepreneurial	  spirit,	  identify,	  promote	  and	  develop	  business	  projects.	  
220	  RTVE.es	  Informe	  Semanal,	  A	  La	  Conquista	  De	  Silicon	  Valley,	  Informe	  Semanal	  
(RTVE.es:	  RTVE.es,	  2010).	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It happened that many LINC, #PacharanAndTwitts and Pamplona’s ICT’s 
prosumers saw it. While this TV program was being broadcasted, and according 
to #NASF’s most accepted story, somebody sent a tweet with the challenge to 
organize a journey to Silicon Valley. 221 That tweet was answered:   
 
Figure 9: Challenging Tweet   
English translation: “We should organize it on our own”, “Ok, lunch on 
Thursday, but until 4pm, then I will give a speech to Ribera’s entrepreneurs” 
 
This is the only tweet of that conversation I could rescue from Twitter’s 
archive since the moment this happened I wasn’t streaming and collecting them, 
yet.222 In this Tweet, five of #NASF’s founders intervened. Some of them 
appeared portrayed in Diario de Navarra’s news months before in the news 
about #PacharanAndTwitts. When interviewing #NASF’s travelers to Silicon 
Valley many of them quoted this tweet as the trigger for that trip. In fact, this 
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  Probably	  Rafa	  Aguilera.	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  It	  is	  still	  hard	  to	  retrieve	  old	  tweets,	  more	  so	  if	  the	  one	  sharing	  them	  has	  written	  
and	  posted	  more	  than	  3.200,	  then	  it	  becomes	  very	  arduous.	  That	  is	  why	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  consider	  
this	  last	  one	  a	  precious	  piece	  of	  digital	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version or story was publicly exposed in the first online meeting #NASF’s 
founders organized after their return from Silicon Valley. This first event was 
videotaped and then posted on #NASF’s blog.223 It should be noted that, “blogs 
permit the realm of the social to be placed on an equal footing with the realm of 
the documentary trace.”224 This has been a determining factor to generate a 
common story for, with and between the participants of the community I am 
referring to. However, this tweet is also proof of their will to organize the travel by 
their own outside institutions.  
Another reason for #NASF’s creation has come to me gradually, by 
innuendos, opinions and, sometimes, unexpectedly, finding public statements 
while looking for some other information. In the interviews, #NASF founders 
explained explicitly to me their disagreement with the governmental economic 
strategy. However, only a thorough study of innovation policy of the government 
of Navarra has led me to understand their complaints and differences and not 
only about past actions but also with those of the future such as Plan Moderna. 
Nevertheless, despite the widespread perception, this disagreement has never 
been made public in their official blog or LinkedIn’s discussions. It is true that, in 
the last elections, some #NASF members organized a Twitter campaign to 
collect opinions and contributions expressing what local entrepreneurs needed in 
order to be able to undertake new businesses. This campaign was called 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
223	  #NASF	  to	  #NASF,	  2010,	  http://nasf.es/2011/01/.	  First	  Video,	  min	  4:35	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  Urbanski,	  Writing	  and	  the	  Digital	  Generation:	  Essays	  on	  New	  Media	  Rhetoric.	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#EmprenderiaMejor.225 Thousands of tweets were gathered and then delivered to 
each candidate for the presidency of the Government of Navarre. More than 
once the #NASF hashtag appeared next to #EmprenderiaMejor. However, the 
fact of creating a separate hashtag makes explicit the intention of differentiating 
both initiatives. In any case, one of the informant said: “it is Kafkaesque to hear 
politicians talking about entrepreneurship, the public sector has cornered the 
private one;” “we needed to emancipate ourselves from the politicians;” and “after 
the political failure, we wanted to take the torch in our hands.”226  
#NASF’s members disagreed with this plan not only because they 
considered it to be promoted by politicians but also because its organizational 
structure and representation was not open. When this plan was presented in the 
parliament of Navarre, on October 1st 2010, it was strongly criticized by political 
parties in the opposition.227 In short, it was said that Plan Moderna’s elaboration 
and management body were exclusionary, being even contrary to the basis and 
guidelines of the European governance that clearly and strongly is committed to 
social participation. In this regard, it should be stressed that, back then, Santiago 
Cervera, who appears in the tweet mentioned above, and went to Silicon Valley 
with #NASF, was president of the Partido Popular of Navarre. According to his 
statements, published on the Partido Popular’s official web page, and made at 
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  #IWouldUndertakeBetter	  
226	  J.M	  Izcue	  (#NASF	  founder)	  interview	  conducted	  by	  the	  author	  at	  
Izcue&Asociados,	  Pamplona	  (Navarre),	  December	  9,	  2012;	  	  Ecequiel	  Barricart	  
interviewed	  at	  Youmedia,	  Mutilva,	  (Navarre,)	  September	  27,	  2012;	  and	  Oscar	  
Matellanes	  interviewed	  at	  a	  restaurant	  close	  to	  Quomai,	  Tajonar	  (Navarre,)	  
November	  11,	  2012.	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  Navarra,	  "Sesión	  Plenaria	  Num	  60	  Celebrada	  El	  Día	  1	  De	  Octubre	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the end of 2010, even if Plan Moderna was a good instrument to improve 
Navarre’s economy, he criticized Fundación Moderna’s trustee’s designation. 
This is understandable since the Partido Popular did not have any representation 
in Fundación Moderna, the managing body of Plan Moderna. Moreover, in 
Santiago Cervera’s opinion, Plan Moderna’s representatives and promoters were 
nor entrepreneurs neither representatives of Navarre’s real economy.228 	  
As Pamplona is not a very large city, LINC attracted many local clients 
interested in the ICT who later on joined #NASF. The Navarrese European 
Business Innovation Centre (CEIN) had also been a hub for many of #NASF 
founders. I have also identified #NASF’s first participants’ presence in several 
meetings related to ICT, management, and business before the trip to Silicon 
Valley. Furthermore, these concentric circles also converged in these men and 
women similar upbringings. In some cases, they attended the same elementary 
school, Pamplona’s Jesuits private catholic school, and the same university. In 
every case, this could be a case of homophily, “as the degree to which two or 
more individuals in a system talk with others who are similar to them.”229 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE BEGINING OF #NASF 
 
This chapter traces the birth of a Navarrese self-branded entrepreneurs’ 
community and also offers an approach to academic studies of the entrepreneur. 
Moreover, this ethnography documents the vision that #NASF’s members had of 
their region and of Silicon Valley. While the first one was immersed in an 
economic and political crisis, the second one excelled through its techno 
innovative power.  I pay attention to the interpretation that from an entrepreneur’s 
point of view, members of this community made of Navarre’s economic and 
social situation, as well as their expectations deriving from Silicon Valley, and 
their mission to evangelize Navarre with the values of the “entrepreneurial 
culture.” In this regard, I offer a reflection interlacing the folksonomy,230 utilization 
of hashtags in the social media, such as #Entrepreneur, with Pierre Bourdieu’s 
interpretation of the use of indeterminacy,231 and the notion of boundary 
object.232 Thereby, I propose one possible explanation for the adoption of a self-
definition, which will lead to the creation of a community of practice.  
During the last few years, academics have researched entrepreneurship 
intensely. Some of these works describe current and historical notions of 
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entrepreneurship and seek to offer a complete description of it. Richard 
Pfeilstette compiles several analysis about post-industrial society and modernity 
of authors such as Ulrich Beck, Richard Sennett, Anthony Giddens, Niklas 
Luhman, and Pierre Bourdieu.233 Pfeilstette summarizes it by saying that the 
entrepreneur, “as a social subject ideal type,” is the ultimate expression of 
modern man. “The entrepreneur as a category to describe actors and innovative 
action is both product and producer of a new social organization called 
modernity.”234 Then, he explores subjectivist theories, rational action, and 
“economism.” He concludes that this last one is the dominant paradigm in this 
field of study. However, Pfeilstette also provides what he defines as more 
peripheral points of views. Within these the first one he mentions are the theories 
about type entrepreneurs or generic entrepreneurs such as agricultural, social 
and belonging to different ethnicities. Often, he says, these studies involve some 
ideological sympathy or rating for the group or activity being described, stressing 
implicitly the utmost importance of these entrepreneurs’ greater legitimacy over 
others. Pfeilstette comments that these studies lose their focus on the processes 
of social change while overestimating the definition of perfectly distinct 
entrepreneurial units. This author also offers an anthropological view of the 
entrepreneurial action, according to which the entrepreneur, as an agent of social 
change, responds to specific historical and social contexts whose implications 
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must be reflected upon. Thus, anthropology should employ the concept of 
entrepreneurship in the broadest sense and not only in the strictly economic one. 
“The economic-material world is intimately linked to the ideatic-socio-cultural 
world.”235 In conclusion Pfeilstette provides a broader definition of the term 
entrepreneur as “individuals and groups who promote random institutional 
processes, which are able, in some cases, to transform, in a developmental 
sense, small territories.”236  
In her recent study of the San Francisco tech scene, Alice Marwick 
defines it as an entrepreneurial techno-culture of Northern California. She 
reviews the role of the entrepreneur and also theorizes about the branded 
entrepreneur. Marwick places the entrepreneurial figure in the status structures, 
social media, and the technology scene in California.237 Then, this author 
examines the entrepreneur in the American mythology.  
Alice Marwick explains how American culture places a high value on the 
“self-made man” by quoting Orvis F. Collins and David G. Moore, Horatio Alger 
and J. Ogbor. Moreover, since in American mythology the image of the 
entrepreneur is persistent in time, Marwick uses Everett M. Rogers, Judith K. 
Larsen and Po Bronson’s description of the Entrepreneur during the personal 
computer boom of the mid-1980s. Steve Jobs can be considered the paradigm of 
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the computer boom’s entrepreneur. Alan Deutschman pays special attention to 
this entrepreneurial impact and illustrates how after failing in his first important 
business Jobs rebuilt a company and unexpectedly gained remarkable financial 
success. This fact made the self-made entrepreneur once again rise to fame and 
with it, renewed the strength and validity of the American Dream.238 According to 
Alice Marwick, the entrepreneur is also a key figure in the neoliberal paradigm. 
Thus, this author mentions Sarah Banet-Weiser and Marita Sturken’s study, in 
which “the entrepreneur is presented as a subject position which anyone can and 
should step into while the actual laboring acts of capitalism, like factory work, are 
made invisible.”239 She concludes her argument by stating “the emphasis on the 
entrepreneur obscures inequalities and exploitation within the neoliberal system 
of labor.”240  
Alice Marwick’s dissertation also contextualizes the entrepreneur in the 
frame of American status structures, social media, and the technology scene. 
The entrepreneur is the highest status individual in the tech scene, namely, the 
main actor in the environment of the “mythology of success.” However, she 
criticizes this fact by bringing up what Richard Pfeilstette identifies as the “theory 
of rational action.” This prioritizes free will over social conditions. Marwick adds 
how the entrepreneurs she studied denied that money was their main motivation 
“cloaking their ambitions in idealistic language,” but also giving importance to 
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“community citizenship, generalized reciprocity, moral obligation, and pro-social 
behavior.”241  These tech entrepreneurs “personify the values of individualism, 
technological innovation, creativity, and intelligence that reinforce the sense of 
the tech scene as a meritocracy,” which “creates a sense of celebrity that 
compounds people’s interest in them.”242 Most members of the tech scene were 
working on multiple personal projects simultaneously. According to Marwick, life 
itself is treated as a project. Since entrepreneurialism is so highly valued, working 
for a large company, even a well-regarded and wealthy company like Google, is 
less impressive than performing the same role at a “hot startup.” Alice Marwick 
also offers a comprehensive study about the difficult relationship between gender 
and the myth of entrepreneurship, concluding that women are systematically 
excluded from the highest levels of the technology scene.243This author also 
explores the self-branded entrepreneur figure that I will explore later.  
When talking about the entrepreneur it is mandatory to heed Barry 
Wellman’s and Manuel Castells’ thoughts in this regard. Thus, Wellman’s quote 
brings together both authors’ ideas in one paragraph:  
“Entrepreneurs… have been the ones who moved the diffusion of 
the internet into society at large, mostly from their Silicon Valley lairs south 
of San Francisco. Their chief cultural legacy to the online world has been 
their reverence for making money— preferably outlandish sums of it— out 
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of ideas about the future. “The foundation of this entrepreneurial culture is 
the ability to transform technological know-how and business vision into 
financial value, then to cash some of this value to make the vision a reality 
somehow,”244 said Castells. The increasing public awareness of what the 
internet can do for them whets their appetite for more. Tech entrepreneurs 
have made the commercial build-out of the internet possible. Their 
approach infuses online culture with the spirit of individualism exercised 
through looser networks.”245   
Hence, in order to understand the differences in entrepreneurial potential 
between German and American entrepreneurs, Gerhard Raab, Yvonne Stedham 
and Michael Neuner conducted an investigation. These authors explain Joseph 
A. Schumpeter’s contribution in this field according to which “the entrepreneur is 
an innovator who disrupts the economic equilibrium and thus initiates economic 
development. The Entrepreneur is the ‘creative destructor’ who initiates and 
implements changes that are necessary for economic advancement and 
success.”246 In this sense, Raab, Stedham and Neuner define entrepreneurs as 
“individuals who are motivated to be innovative and can manage the innovation 
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transfer process from idea to market.”247  
As noted these researchers, they themselves constitute a third party to 
determine first, who is an entrepreneur, what kind of entrepreneur he or she is, 
and the optimum psychological factors needed to become a successful 
entrepreneur. Also they define the degree of entrepreneurial favorable or 
negative conditions a territory offers in social, political or economical areas. 
However, what happens when the individual or the community is the one who 
defines itself as an entrepreneur? Furthermore what happens when this 
individual or community it is not located in a high tech region? How do they 
understand the world around them according to this chosen identity? And also 
what is their ideal entrepreneur type? How do they perform it?  
I am framing the above within Manuel Castells’ explanation of social 
movements in the network society, which, I believe, helps us to understand  
#NASF’s development within its glocal environment.       
“Humans create meaning by interacting with their natural and social 
environment, by networking their neural network with the networks of 
nature and with social networks. This networking is operated by the act of 
communication. Communication is the process of sharing meaning 
through the exchange of information. For society at large, the key source 
of the social production of meaning is the process of socialized 
communication. Socialized communication exists in the public realm 
beyond interpersonal communication. The ongoing transformation of 
communication technology in the digital age extends the reach of 
communication media to all domains of social life in a network that is at 
the same time global and local, generic and customized in an ever-
changing pattern. The process of constructing meaning is characterized 
by a great deal of diversity. There is, however, one feature common to all 
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processes of symbolic construction: they are largely dependent on the 
messages and frames created, formatted, and diffused in multimedia 
communication networks. Although each individual human mind 
constructs its own meaning by interpreting the communicated materials on 
its own terms, this mental processing is conditioned by the communication 
environment. Thus, the transformation of the communication environment 
directly affects the forms of meaning construction, and therefore the 
production of power relationships.”248 
 
I recapture the tweet that acted as the catalyst for #NASF’s birth. It 
belonged to a Twitter conversation that took place in June 5th, 2010, and 
launched a challenge to go to Silicon Valley, without any economic assistance 
from public institutions. This conversation promoted a lunch, which took place at 
“El Mercado,” a restaurant where politicians, businessmen, and businesswomen 
used to meet.249 This restaurant is in Mutilva, Pamplona’s industrial zone and 
hosts many of the companies owned by #NASF’s participants. After this first 
lunch a group of four people took charge of the journey’s organization: Oscar 
Matellanes, Ecequiel Barricart, Guzman Garmendia and David Luquin. In the 
following weeks they met several times. According to their testimonies, these 
meetings had a strong cooperative character, and reminded them of the Basque-
Navarrese traditional mutual-aid institution, auzolan.250 This is an ancient Basque 
tradition, still in use, which can be convened by the municipality or council or by 
convention for neighborhood services and thus, the Common Good. These four 
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men decided who would go to the trip and those who do not. The reason only 
sixteen people went to Silicon Valley is because sixteen is the number of people 
who can still talk and understand each other at one table.251 
Many of the sixteen were entrepreneurs in the ICT and others work as 
community managers or journalists. Hence, many of them work in the 
communication field. So far I have written about five of them, Guzman 
Garmendia, Santiago Cervera, Marta Borruel, Javier Abrego and Oscar 
Matellanes. Guzman Garmendia is a member of the board of directors of the 
branch that the non-for-profit Open Knowledge Foundation (OKFN) has in Spain. 
He studied journalism at the Complutense University of Madrid and is married to 
a woman from Pamplona. Santiago Cervera, former number one of the Spanish 
conservative party Partido Popular in Navarre, at the moment is no longer a 
professional politician. At the end of 2012 he was involved in a strange case of 
electronic e-mails and bribes with one of the officers of the defunct local bank of 
Navarre. Both men accused each other of blackmail. However, the judge in the 
case has not yet made any decision on the matter. Cervera studied medicine at 
the private University of Navarre. Marta Borruel, communication director of 
@Reyno-Gourment, is now chief of staff of the Department of Health of the 
Navarrese Government. Borruel studied journalism at the private University of 
Navarre and is married to a man working at Diario de Navarra. In 2010 Javier 
Abrego worked with Garmendia at LINC and co-hosted several television show 
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about Twitter. He also had a radio shows252 and now has his own companies: 
Tweet Binder and Tweet Category. Abrego studied law at the private University 
of Navarre. Oscar Matellanes studied engineering at the public University of 
Navarre and extended his training in France and Sweden. He worked at LINC 
and then founded Quomai, a company that delivers mobile applications and 
marketing technology. He is its chief executive officer (CEO). 
The other eleven people who went to Silicon Valley are: David Luquín, 
founder of several Navarrese technological companies and at the moment CEO 
at Tecnigral. This company is located in Brazil and it is a subsidiary of a Spanish 
one with the same name. Andres Pascual is a writer and musician from a 
province near Navarre. However, he studied law at the private University of 
Navarre, and played in the same music band, Catorce de Septiembre, as did 
Ecequiel Barricart, who was the singer. The latter also studied at the private 
University of Navarre and owns a communication agency called, Youmedia. 
Barricart is also known in Pamplona because for several years he led the 
Catholic Radio Station COPE. Eduardo Valencia studied Basque philology at the 
public University of the Basque Country and worked for the Royal Academy of 
the Basque Language; in recent years he has created companies focusing on the 
new technologies applied to communication and languages. At the moment his is 
the founder and CEO of Playing for Learning, Marque and DOT. Enrico Berttelli 
was born in Italy. He went to Silicon Valley after being in Pamplona only for a 
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year. Back in Italy he worked for Nexse, a software house focused on IT 
solutions and professional services. Now Berttelli works in Pamplona for the 
company he founded called Digipea, which is a technology startup company. He 
is married to a woman from Pamplona and that is why they decided to move from 
Italy to Navarre. Another traveller was María Sanz de Galdeano, who in 2010, 
was CEIN’s chief of the entrepreneurial motivation program and an 
entrepreneur’s trainer at the Navarrese European Business Innovation Center 
(CEIN.) This institution aims to foster creativity and innovation in education, 
business, and society. Sanz de Galdeano studied at the public Basque 
University’s Business School and at the moment, she is CEIN’s chief for 
entrepreneurial development. José Manuel Izcue studied economics at the 
private University of Navarre. As it happened with some other founders of 
#NASF, Izcue’s professional life began at Cederna-Garalur. This is a non-profit 
association to promote economic and social development of a region known as 
the Mountain Area of Navarre. After this, he created a consultancy called Izcue & 
Asociados Consultores. According to his testimony, this was a profitable 
company until 2008, when the economic crisis arrived. Now Izcue has 
internationalized his business and besides working in Navarre he also works in 
Colombia. He is a recognized entrepreneur having represented Navarrese young 
entrepreneurs in their association (AJE). Puy Trigueros was born in Bizkaia. She 
studied journalism at the private University of Navarre and for the last twelve 
years has worked as marketing manager for the governmental tourism 
department of a neighboring province. She has been the primary caretaker of 
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#NASF’s social media and also the organizer of this community’s offline events. 
Along with Trigueros, Rafael Aguilera is the other person who has assumed 
responsibility of maintaining  #NASF activity over time. Among other things, he 
has been hosting every NASF’s offline event. Aguilera is from Pamplona and 
studied journalism at the private University of Navarra. He is also a radio 
broadcaster of the local football team for the Basque radio station (Eitb). Pablo 
Frauca holds a degree on Economics from the private University of Navarra. His 
career has been linked to consumer marketing companies and for the last three 
years he has been working for La Information Group as marketing general 
manager. I couldn’t interview Pablo Frauca neither “number sixteen,” the 
mysterious last minute passenger who, according to the travellers’ testimonies, 
was not an acquaintance of theirs.  
These sixteen people share some similarities. Most of them have had a 
permanent professional and educational trainy in the business and 
communication areas, often achieving complementary degrees in foreign 
universities. #NASF founders are multilingual. However, only one of them speaks 
the Basque language fluently. Many of them have been rewarded for their 
professional successes.253 Moreover, their similar interests and upbringing 
facilitate their participation in the same circles, such as the private University of 
Navarre, Diario de Navarra or Grupo La Información, CEIN and, as I have 
explained above, #PacharanAndTwitts. Therefore, #NASF’s initiator group 
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contradicts Barry Wellman’s assertion when he says that “most people in 
developed countries do not operate in tightly bounded, densely knit, group-
centered worlds.”254 The society Barry Wellman’s describes is definitely different 
than the Navarrese one, logically more similar to other southern European 
developed regions.  
Since the beginning of #NASF, some other Navarrese participated in this 
initiative. Diana Gonzalez, Natalia Sara, and Aitor Gonzalez are important 
participants that share characteristics with the starter group. Also there are those 
who criticize #NASF publicly while participating in it: Emilio Huerta, chair of 
economics in the Public University of Navarre, and “Patxangas” who defines 
himself as an internet craftsman and is one of the founders of the company 
Interzonas.info specializing in Internet software development. In addition to these 
individuals, I am also including the opinions of the people who, a year after the 
trip to Silicon Valley, traveled to Israel: Alex Castellarnau, a Catalan working at 
Silicon Valley’s IDEO, and Pitch Johnson, a recognized venture capitalist and 
former teacher at Stanford Business School.   
After the legendary first tweet came the first lunch at “El Mercado” 
restaurant, and the subsequent meetings where it was decided who would go to 
Silicon Valley In August 2010, four months before their journey to Silicon Valley, 
#NASF’s blog began operating. This asynchronous online space became the first 
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setting in which #NASF participants began to share their entrepreneurial 
narrative.  
The first post published at #NASF’s blog was titled “The Idea,” although it 
can be considered this group’s first self-definition. It also had attached the tags: 
“San Francisco,” “Emprendedores,” and “Twitter.” Consequently, #NASF’s 
participants were using the collaborative tagging systems, also known as 
folksonomy. This term was coined by Thomas Vander Wal whose definition is 
“the result of personal free tagging of information and objects (anything with a 
URL) for one's own retrieval. The tagging is done in a social environment (usually 
shared and open to others). Folksonomy is created from the act of tagging by the 
person consuming the information.”255 Online tagging facilitates participation in 
the Electronic Networks of Practice. The concept of Electronic Network of 
Practice256 (ENP) might be relevant to understand the wide online connection 
#NASF shares with similar communities since “participation within these 
electronic networks allows geographically dispersed individuals to gain access to 
new information, share expertise, and discuss ideas that are often not available 
locally or through their social networks of friends, contacts, and colleagues.”257 
However, I extend this idea towards the diffusion of discourse over the 
knowledge contribution, a function primarily stressed by Molly MacLure Wasco. 
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Therefore, it could be said that in a post-industrial society ruled by the 
mass self-communication paradigm, “entrepreneur” is an effective tag. However, 
as happens with tagging systems “since users are not under a centralized 
controlling vocabulary, no coherent categorization scheme can emerge at all 
from collaborative tagging.”258 Furthermore, these tagging systems follow the 
power law distribution where there are a relatively small number of tags that are 
used with great frequency and a great number of tags that are used infrequently.  
I argue that even if all around the world people identify themselves as 
entrepreneurs the attributes attached to this word are being understood and 
performed differently. This is possible because the word entrepreneur works as a 
boundary object allowing identification with it while maintaining the specific 
characteristics of each. Boundary objects, a notion coined by Susan L. Star, 
make use of indeterminacy. Originally this notion was referring to the moment 
when scientific actors’ different scientific disciplines intersect. Thus, boundary 
objects would act as a knowledge integration mechanism. In this regard, “the 
new objects and methods mean different things in different worlds, actors are 
faced with the task of reconciling these meanings if they wish to cooperate.” 259 
Pascal Trompete and Dominique Vinck add that these artifacts “incorporate an 
invisible infrastructure where the boundary object transports a set of conventions, 
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standards and norms indexed to a community of practices, this property which 
facilitates reporting on activity delegation processes.”260 Like Susan L. Star, 
Pierre Bourdieu pays also attention to indeterminacy in the Outline of a Theory of 
Practice. In this case, indeterminacy helps in the success of a certain ritual 
action.261 Bourdieu explains how “the hesitations of magical practice, far from 
being troubled by these ambiguities, take advantage of them.” In this regard, in 
an endnote he complements this discussion through the anthropological case of 
the “usefulness of the almost empty notion of Baraka.” One definition for the term 
Baraka is “like grace in that it is a divine quality, not answerable to the mundane 
logic of social relations utilized by men in their struggle for supremacy, but to the 
will of God.”262 Accordingly, it belongs to the “general category of concepts that 
hold a society together morally.” 263 Bourdieu argues that due to Baraka’s 
ambiguity in its interpretation, “though useful in social practice, it does not play a 
very important part in the economy of the symbolic system.” In contrast to 
Baraka, I argue that the social practice of the entrepreneur it is not extended. 
However, at the moment, the entrepreneur is strong in the economy of the 
symbolic system. Bourdieu understands the symbolic system as:  
“The practical operators which constitute the habitus and which function in 
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their practical state in gesture or utterance reproduce in a transformed 
form, inserting them into the structure of a system of symbolic relations, 
the oppositions and hierarchies which actually organize social groups, and 
which they help to legitimate by presenting them in a misrecognizable 
form.”264 
#NASF’s entrepreneurs are immersed in post-industrial social structures, 
they are practitioners of mass self-communication, and therefore, are also 
embedded in its subsequent habitus: “the source of these series of moves which 
are objectively organized as strategies without being the product of a genuine 
strategic intention – which would presuppose at least that they are perceived as 
one strategy among other possible strategies.”265 
Thereby, #NASF participants are in the glocal entrepreneurial habitus, 
which must affect the analysis they do of the current situation of Navarre, Spain, 
and Europe. This analysis includes some of the categories used by the Global 
Entrepreneurial Monitor (GEM) report such as local characteristics, fear of failure, 
and social status of successful entrepreneur. Among others, their opinions 
expressed concern and awareness of change. 
Thus, despite Navarre’s educative infrastructure, public subventions, and 
high quality of life, many informants consider Navarre and its inhabitants as 
provincial. In this sense, their natives are described as conservative, traditional, 
fearful to try new things, lacking curiosity, and always choosing stability. 
”Navarrese always wanted to work at Diario de Navarra or Caja de Ahorros de 
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Navarre,”266 one of my informants explained. Another one described this same 
feeling by saying that Navarrese society is “extremely myopic.”267 I also noted 
complaints about Navarrese prejudice. Nevertheless, one of #NASF’s founders 
pointed out that Navarrese are people of action.268 
On other occasions when asked about Navarre, my informants talked 
about Spain and Europe. Hence, one of these argued that “in the Spanish culture 
rhetoric and discourse are cultivated but taking them into practice does not 
happen as often as would be desirable.”269 They also understand Navarre’s 
current situation as if there were a before and an after to the crisis. Accordingly, it 
was also said “Navarra just woke up to a big lie. Thus, Navarre’s future has to 
face the challenge of reality. Things have been made very badly, now everything 
is blurred. At the moment we must use every resource to retrieve leadership. 
Anyway, we are freaking out.”270 In different words but showing a similar set of 
feelings, another of #NASF’s founders said that Navarre cannot live apart from 
the world and other economic models since, according to him, Navarre is at a 
turning point.271 
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It is helpful to delve deeper into the local characteristics and mention  
#NASF’s participants’ rejection of public economic policies. In this regard, one 
informant made the following observations: 
“The public sector has failed.  It has been many years since public 
companies occupied the private sphere. For instance, Navarra Factori272 
is an annihilator of private initiatives. And in a higher scale, Moderna’s 
Investment Forum it is not a real solution since they only look for high 
impact business that will create fifty jobs in five years. However, here, 
there are numerous small projects that are not sufficiently helped. Also, 
when organizing this forum its executives do not even ask if the alleged 
investor is sufficiently solvent. This forum cannot work under these 
conditions.”273  
 
In another point of view offered by a #NASF participant, the informant 
explained that Sodena public company helps only entrepreneurial projects 
planning to create jobs in Navarre and pushes aside local projects based on 
internationalization. This same informant proposed a hypothetical case according 
to which “the government would get scared if somebody intending to create a 
business instead of asking for public money would demand the help of a strong 
private company…The role of government is outdated. The matter is not to hand 
out money and provide moral support and love. We need that money to become 
part of the action, we need contacts, languages.”274 Another #NASF’s member 
shared with me his own experience with Moderna. He said: “for Moderna 
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intangible innovations do not count as innovations. Likewise, to create an 
intangible is not a creation for them.”275  
A woman who participated in #NASF pointed out how, in her opinion, “too 
much public money is being spent on plans and studies which afterwards do not 
create any product. The companies are being helped with public money because 
of the contacts they have with a public institution, otherwise, these are very 
difficult to obtain. Also, there are some public debts that we will be paying for a 
long time, as for instance, Baluarte.276 I wish I could believe in Moderna and 
Sodena but are they generating anything? However, I am sure this time is the 
start of many things.”277  
In this context, a Catalan who worked at IDEO and has been greatly 
influential since the beginning of #NASF shared his point of view about Europe 
and entrepreneurship. He talked about the changing environment we live in, that 
is why he does not understand institutional strategic plans, which try to cope with, 
what he considers, a mainly ambiguous frame. “At the moment, the plan and 
processes don’t work anymore, now we must think in terms of goals and 
principles. Therefore, which ones are Navarre’s goals and principles? Having a 
plan is useless, we need to be agile.”278  
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Leaving aside #NASF’s members’ opinions about public institutional 
policies, one of my interviewees explained Navarrese culture and its relation to 
entrepreneurship. He stressed that there is a marked fear of failure because: 
“In the Mediterranean culture failure is morally penalized, this is related to 
Christianity. It seems like entrepreneurial development needs to be 
oriented to success and in turn, success needs to be maintained over 
time. This fact is probably related to having the family as a constant 
reference. Then there is the differential use of time. Americans devote 100 
percent of their time to their businesses. In Navarre, we have other 
matters, family, friend, in sum our personal environment.”279   
 
Hence, another two informants emphasized Navarrese society’s high self-
criticism, which gets expressed as suspicion among acquaintances when various 
ventures fail. Regarding the status of successful entrepreneurs in Navarre I 
received matching answers. Two of my informants complained about the current 
entrepreneur’s high status while the traditional “empresario” businessman is 
socially looked down upon. It must be taken into account that, in Navarre, 
traditionally the most common word referring to a businessman/woman, 
employer, manager, small businessman/woman was “empresario.” Entrepreneur, 
“emprendedor” in Spanish, was mostly used as an adjective to qualify a noun as 
enterprising, go-ahead, pushy, and aggressive. In any case, from #NASF’s 
participants’ perspective, entrepreneurship in Navarre is a socially risky choice. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
279	  Santiago	  Cervera	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Starbucks,	  Madrid,	  10-­‐
27-­‐2012.	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However, the 2013 Global Entrepreneurship M contradicts some of my 
informants’ views. For instance, according to the entrepreneurial attitudes and 
perceptions in the GEM economies, by geographic regions, the fear of failure in 
Spain is slightly below the European average. By contrast, the entrepreneurial 
intention in Spain is remarkably lower than in other European countries. 
Regarding entrepreneurship as a good career choice, Spain remains slightly 
below Europe. The high status of successful entrepreneurs in Europe is notably 
higher than in Spain. Media attention to successful entrepreneurs in Europe is, 
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again, higher than in Spain.280
 
Table 1: Entrepreneurial Attitudes and Perceptions in the GEM Economies in 2013 by 
Geographic Region (% of Population Aged 18-64)  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
280	  José	  Ernesto	  Amorós	  and	  Niels	  Bosma,	  "Global	  Entrepreneurship	  Monitor	  2013	  
Global	  Report,"	  in	  Global	  Reports	  (London:	  Global	  entrepreneurship	  research	  
association,	  2014),	  27.	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Therefore, apparently not finding their entrepreneurial place in Navarre, 
the founders of #NASF organized their trip to Silicon Valley. Accordingly, these 
sixteen travellers hoped to fulfill some expectations in California. This group 
wanted to become acquainted with Californian entrepreneurs and thus, share 
their interest in entrepreneurship and the ICTs with them. In a post published in 
August on #NASF’s blog one of them said to me: “I want to go to the place where 
everything began, this is almost an anthropological search. I want to understand 
but above all, I want to be understood. I'm an Ewok in a human land and I need 
to spend a week in the country of the Ewoks; see my tribe, see where they live, 
how they get educated, how their authorities work, how they are funded.”281 
 Also, they were looking for “the genuine sources, as the one who goes to 
Jerusalem or Mecca.”282 In this sense, one of them told me he wanted to escape 
from the false innovation since he was looking for the original innovation 
environment. He added, “let’s go where they can teach us.”283 Somebody else 
explained this was his first “technological trip,” and linked it to the idea of “not 
only looking but also acting.”284 Several people mentioned inspiration as a motive 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
281	  David	  Luquín	  to	  #NASF	  Se	  Caballo,	  No	  Carroza,	  2010,	  
http://nasf.es/2010/08/20/por-­‐que-­‐quiero-­‐ir-­‐a-­‐san-­‐francisco/.	  
282	  David	  Luquin	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interviewed	  by	  the	  author,	  Gorraiz	  (Navarre,)	  
August	  25th,	  2012.	  
283	  Ecequiel	  Barricart	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interviewed	  by	  the	  author,	  Youmedia,	  
Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  September	  10th,	  2012	  and	  María	  Sanz	  de	  Galdeano	  (#NASF	  
founder,)	  interviewed	  by	  the	  author,	  Navarra	  Factori,	  Noain	  (Navarre,)	  October	  10th,	  
2012.	  
284	  Enricco	  Bertelletti	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author	  through	  Skype,	  
December	  21st,	  2012.	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to go to Silicon Valley.285 Actually, in the first post of #NASF’s blog Silicon Valley 
is their source of inspiration for new projects and management innovative ways.  
As I said, another expectation of many #NASF’s participants was the need 
to confirm that, as a group, they were able to organize an action related to the 
business area without any institutional sponsorship. Thus, by getting involved in 
this trip they claimed that civil society was taking the lead. As one of them 
remarked, “the importance of this trip was not the journey itself but the way it was 
done.” 286 In addition, one of them explained that the United States opened their 
eyes: “if it was possible for us to be there, it meant that everything is possible.”287 
Therefore, they expected Silicon Valley would help them to meet their equals, 
learn from them, find a way through constructive actions to increase an 
entrepreneurial positive attitude, and by default, point out their disagreement with 
the Navarrese institutional innovation policy.  
The much sought-after inspiration is “something that makes someone 
want to do something or that gives someone an idea about what to do or create: 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
285	  Guzmán	  Garmendia	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Hotel	  La	  Perla,	  
Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  October	  27,	  2012;	  Oscar	  Matellanes	  interview	  by	  author	  at	  a	  
restaurant	  close	  to	  Quomai	  (his	  company),	  Tajonar	  (Navarre,)	  November	  11,	  2012	  
and	  Javier	  Abrego	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  LUC	  (David	  Luquin’s	  
office,)	  Mutilva	  (Navarre,)	  October	  31st,	  2012.	  	  
286	  Guzmán	  Garmendia	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Hotel	  La	  Perla,	  
Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  October	  27,	  2012;	  Oscar	  Matellanes	  interview	  by	  author	  at	  a	  
restaurant	  close	  to	  Quomai,	  Tajonar	  (Navarre,)	  November	  11,	  2012	  and	  Ecequiel	  
Barricart	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Youmedia,	  Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  
September	  10th,	  2012.	  
287	  Javier	  Abrego	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  LUC	  (David	  Luquin’s	  office,)	  
Mutilva	  (Navarre,)	  October	  31st,	  2012.	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a force or influence that inspires someone. A divine influence or action on a 
person believed to qualify him or her to receive and communicate sacred 
revelation”288 This definition reminded me of the work by Sandra Ott based on 
her ethnographic research in the French-Basque commune of Santa Grazi, on 
the word “indarra.” Ott connects this Basque word with the notion of “grace.” 
However, she specifies that ‘“indarra” combines secular and physical realms with 
spiritual ones. “Indarra” is sometimes a vital quality that inheres in things or 
beings; sometimes it is a quality of relationship; at other times a force that acts 
upon the natural world.”289 I believe a compilation of the uses and the frequency 
with which the Sixteen utilize the word “fuerza,” when talking about #NASF, gives 
some keys to understanding the way they have lived this community experience. 
Also, I suggest that Navarrese Spanish speakers might use the word “fuerza” 
with the signification and cultural connotations of the Basque “indarra.” It must be 
taken into account that in 2008 almost twenty percent of Navarrese spoke this 
language and, in Navarre, the Basque language has cohabited with other 
languages since prehistoric times.290 Most of my informants do not speak the 
Basque language. However, in some cases their grandparents or their Jesuit 
elementary school teachers did, and some of their descendants do. Even if the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
288	  Merriam-­‐Webster,	  "Inspiration,"	  Merriam-­‐Webster,	  http://www.merriam-­‐
webster.com.	  
289	  Sandra	  Ott,	  "Indarra:	  Some	  Reflections	  on	  a	  Basque	  Concept,"	  in	  Honor	  and	  Grace	  
in	  Anthropology,	  ed.	  J.G.	  Peristiany	  and	  Julian	  Pitt-­‐Rivers	  (Cambridge:	  Cambridge	  
University	  Press,	  1992),	  193–94.	  
290	  Euskarabidea,	  "Situation	  of	  the	  Basque	  Language	  in	  Navarre	  2008,"	  ed.	  
Euskarabidea,	  Azterlan	  Soziolinguistikoak	  (Pamplona:	  Gobierno	  de	  Navarra,	  2012),	  
21.	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present dissertation will not devote as much attention to this subject as it 
deserves, I still consider it interesting to analyze the meaning of the word “fuerza” 
within the context of these 21st century Navarrese entrepreneurs.    
One of the travellers told me “the journey was very well organized and 
spawned coexistence between us. We came back with a lot of “fuerza”. This 
same person added, “we are a group of very different people and that is why this 
group had the “fuerza” it had. The original group was great.” Another one 
explained: “this trip blew our minds. Perhaps it is because the “fuerza” we had on 
the social media? The fact is that they (people in Navarre) followed our trip.” 
Based on Ott’s conclusions “it appears that not everything which has or is 
“indarra” can be fitted into a single analytical framework, though proper and 
employment of “indarra” do tend to be concerned with legitimacy and control in 
social relations, as well as in reproduction.”291 As I was told, on this trip they 
gained “fuerza,” “my power was to be able to free the “fuerza” I had inside of me.” 
The person who wrote #NASF’s manifesto also said that “the important thing of 
this (#NASF) is that since the beginning we were able to do things with the 
“fuerza” of all of us and with the agility of a single one” A main organizer gave me 
another point of view: “#NASF would have more “fuerza” if it dissolved.”292 How 
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  Ott,	  "Indarra:	  Some	  Reflections	  on	  a	  Basque	  Concept,"	  194.	  
292	  These	  sentences	  corresponds	  in	  order	  of	  appearance	  to	  J.M	  Izcue	  (#NASF	  
founder,)	  interview	  by	  author	  at	  Izcue&Asociados,	  Pamplona	  (Navarre),	  December	  
9,	  2012;	  and	  Ecequiel	  Barricart	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Youmedia,	  
Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  September	  10th,	  2012;	  Oscar	  Matellanes	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  
interview	  by	  author	  at	  a	  restaurant	  close	  to	  Quomai,	  Tajonar	  (Navarre,)	  November	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so? The common denominator of the “fuerza” these travelers felt was the 
empowerment, which it was driven by the cohesiveness and effectiveness of 
#NASF’s original group. I argue that these three facts favored the legitimacy that 
this group needed in order to establish themselves as the real representatives of 
the entrepreneurial culture in Navarre. 
Actually, corporations, political parties and educational programs use 
journeys to create cohesive and empowered teams. This happens with LEINN, a 
Finnish Team Academy learning method, applied at the “Entrepreneurial 
Leadership and Innovation” courses offered at the Basque University of 
Mondragon. I had the chance to visit them at their Bidasoa campus (Irún,) and 
talk both to students and coaches. They explained to me that in the first year 
their students traveled to Finland, in the second one to Silicon Valley. During the 
third and fourth years students have the opportunity to travel to the BRIC   
countries. One of the coaches gave me an outright answer about the main 
reason to organize these trips: “students go there from the first semester of the 
first year to “build teams.”’293 The fact is that a journey might facilitate the right 
conjuncture in building collaborative teams since it helps to build and maintain 
social relationships throughout the group, boosts a collaborative behavior and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11,	  2012	  and	  Guzmán	  Garmendia	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Hotel	  La	  
Perla,	  Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  October	  27,	  2012.	  	  
293	  Sari	  Veripää	  (LEINN	  coach)	  interview	  by	  author,	  University	  Mondragón,	  Campus	  
Bidasoa.	  February	  10th,	  2013.	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collaborative culture, improves some specific skills required for collaboration, and 
supports a sense of community by sponsoring events and activities.294  
#NASF members’ decision to travel to Silicon Valley as a destination was 
not a random choice. #NASF original group considered Silicon Valley almost a 
sacred place. Consequently, this journey might be considered an entrepreneurial 
pilgrimage and Silicon Valley could also be understood as an online celebrity 
region followed by millions of worshipers. 295 Throughout history, pilgrimage has 
endowed the pilgrim with “healing, miracles and contact with the divine forces of 
the other world. It helped to build and reinforce the identity of devotees, initiates 
and believers through shared rituals and experience.”296 No doubt #NASF first 
trip met some of these virtues and its participants felt empowered, inspired, 
legitimated, and endowed with an alleged economic healing power. Also the 
actual experience justified the right for actors to use a first-person narrative, 
which got performed as an entrepreneurial narrative. Hence, the personal 
narrative of 21st century “entrepreneurial pilgrims” is being nourished by Silicon 
Valley’s storytelling, also known as the renewed American Dream. Alan 
Deutschman’s second book about Steve Jobs297 claims that Jobs was the one 
who rescued the American dream. “He became one of my personal heroes. And 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
294	  I	  have	  applied	  to	  #NASF’s	  journey	  some	  of	  the	  patterns	  given	  by	  Linda	  Gratton	  
and	  Tamara	  J.	  Erickson,	  "Eight	  Ways	  to	  Build	  Collaborative	  Teams.	  Key	  Ideas	  from	  
the	  Harvard	  Business	  Review,"	  	  BNET	  (2007).	  	  
295	  This	  is	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  phenomena	  popular-­‐culture	  religions	  and	  celebrity-­‐based	  
religions,	  taken	  to	  the	  scope	  of	  the	  cyberspace.	  Brenda	  E.	  Brasher,	  Give	  Me	  That	  
Online	  Religion,	  1st	  ed.	  (San	  Francisco:	  Jossey-­‐Bass,	  2001),	  137.	  
296	  Simon	  Coleman	  and	  John	  Elsner,	  Pilgrimage	  :	  Past	  and	  Present	  in	  the	  World	  
Religions	  (Cambridge,	  Mass.:	  Harvard	  University	  Press,	  1995),	  29.	  
297	  Steve	  Jobs	  was	  the	  Co-­‐founder,	  chairman	  and	  CEO	  of	  Apple	  Inc.	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as his legend flourished in the early eighties, he would become our leading 
symbol of the renaissance of American business and the tenacity of the 
American Dream.”298 In this sense, I maintain that #NASF’s travellers went to 
Silicon Valley looking for this renewed dream and brought back its storytelling.  
Thus, “pilgrimage is as much about returning home with the souvenirs and 
narrative of the pilgrim’s adventure.”299 Sharing it was part of what #NASF 
travellers thought was their mission. One of the four #NASF promoters laughed 
when they remembered how at #NASF’s creation stage they had an inside joke: 
their blog would be named after a song, “En el eco de tus montes” (The echo of 
your mountains) dedicated to San Francisco Javier. This Navarrese Jesuit and 
saint, especially venerated in his region, traveled as a missionary through Asia 
and arrived into Japan where he died.300 Humorously, Barricart compared 
Jesuits’ evangelization with the entrepreneurial evangelization #NASF wanted to 
accomplish. Therefore, the journey to Silicon Valley began to take the shape of a 
mission embodied as: promotion of entrepreneurship in Navarre through “civil 
society.”301  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
298	  Deutschman,	  How	  Steve	  Jobs	  Changed	  Our	  World.	  Kindle	  edition.	  
299	  Simon	  Coleman	  and	  John	  Elsner,	  Pilgrimage	  :	  Past	  and	  Present	  in	  the	  World	  
Religions,	  Bl619.P5	  C65	  1995	  (Cambridge,	  Mass.:	  Harvard	  University	  Press,	  1995),	  
29–6.	  	  
300	  Ecequiel	  Barricart	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Youmedia,	  Pamplona	  
(Navarre,)	  September	  10th,	  2012;	  The	  song	  Himno	  de	  Navarra	  a	  San	  Francisco	  Javier	  
o	  En	  el	  eco	  de	  mis	  montes	  was	  written	  on	  1922	  by	  the	  Navarrese	  musician	  Joaquín	  
Larregla	  (1865-­‐1945)	  and	  lyrics	  of	  Navarrese	  poet	  Alberto	  Pelairea.	  Also,	  the	  trip	  
took	  place	  in	  at	  Navarre’s	  day,	  which	  is	  celebrated	  the	  day	  of	  San	  Francisco	  Javier.	  
301	  This	  is	  the	  expression	  most	  of	  informants	  chose	  to	  specify	  the	  lack	  of	  institutions	  
in	  this	  trip’s	  and	  later	  this	  community’s	  organization.	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In this regard, #NASF’s first self-definition, which appeared in their blog’s 
first post, became a manifesto when Oscar Matellanes rewrote it while they were 
still in California.  
#NASF’s Manifesto: 302 
1 #NASF is an attitude. 
2 We are # NASF, the ones who believe that supporting talent, dreams and effort 
of those who want to create and to make this a better world, is what it is worth.  
3 #NASF is a creative attitude: The Future belongs to those who make the cut 
and decide to see their ideas becoming true. We support entrepreneurs and any 
creative initiative.  
4 # NASF is an active attitude: ideas and dreams move the world when we act to 
make them real. A person with a #NASF attitude doesn’t just think but acts.  
5 # NASF is an open attitude: collaboration and the power of shared knowledge 
encourage and multiply opportunities. 
6 # NASF is a free and responsible attitude: we believe in people, and in citizens’ 
responsibility and ability of action. We are committed to civil society with initiative 
to lead its future. 
7 # NASF is respectful and has an inclusive attitude: We believe in local as much 
as we value diversity and are committed to a world of global opportunities. 
Creativity, enthusiasm, talent and efforts know no boundaries. 
8 People participate in # NASF. We only represent ourselves and not companies, 
institutions or organizations. 
9 In # NASF we believe that the best guarantee for our actions’ independence it 
is not to use grants or sponsorships.  
10 # NASF is an attitude worth spreading. 
Once the Manifesto was published online a number of Navarrese signed it 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
302	  Oscar	  Matellanes	  to	  #NASF,	  Se	  Caballo	  No	  Carroza,	  November	  22nd,	  2010,	  2010,	  
http://nasf.es/manifiesto/.	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up to support to this movement.303 Therefore, it is from now on when this group 
of people passes to be a self-branded entrepreneurial innovation community of 
practice.  
The actual trip was organized using #NASF’s members’ social 
connections. ItsasLur is a local travel agency whose owner is acquaintance with 
some of the organizers. This agency booked the plane tickets and rented two 
vans in San Francisco, which Navarrese travelers used to move around the bay 
area. Most of the visits to Silicon Valley companies were arranged by means of 
these sixteen people’s acquaintances, although, in some cases visits were 
booked thanks to these travelers’ perseverance The schedule #NASF prepared 
for its first trip follows: 
 
09:00 GOOGLE 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View, CA 94043 
12:30 LINKEDIN 2029 Stierlin Ct Mountain View, CA 94043 
16:00 INNOVALLEY 350 Townsend St San Francisco, CA 94107 
 
December 2nd, 2010 
09:30 BIO X Stanford University 
10:30 Stanford Business School / Center for Entrepreneurship Stanford 
University 
11:30 Pitch Johnson Talk & Discussion Stanford University 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
303	  #NASF	  is	  first	  defined	  as	  a	  movement	  in	  their	  blog.	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14:00 HSTAR Stanford University 
15:00 School of Engineering Entrepreneurial Center Stanford University 
20:00 Dinner with VC Pitch Johnson 
 
December 3rd, 2010 
9:00 SOFTONIC 315 Montgomery St. San Francisco, CA 94104 
11:30 FINDLAW 800 West California Avenue, 2nd Floor Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
15:00 HUB SAN FRANCISCO 901 Mission St San Francisco, CA 94103 
 
December 6th, 2010 
10:00 TWITTER 95 Folsom St San Francisco, CA 94105 
12:00 DOUBLEDUTCH 2601 Mission Street San Francisco, CA 94110 
17:00 IDEO 100 Forest Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94301 
 
Their memories of remembrances of this trip are worth mentioning. One of 
the participants considered this trip as an initiatory moment, a consideration that 
others interviewed approved when saying this trip was a milestone in their 
lives.304 A traveler emphasized he felt special by the proximity of their admired 
Californian entrepreneurs.305 Pitch Johnson’s explanations about Silicon Valley’s 
entrepreneurial ecosystem and the alleged lack of governmental sponsorship 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
304	  Oscar	  Matellanes,	  Javier	  Abrego,	  David	  Luquin,	  Puy	  Trigueros.	  
305	  Javier	  Abrego.	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had a profound impact upon its Navarrese audience.306 However, there were two 
prominent impressions made on #NASF’s travellers. One was related to their 
own initiative, namely, to #NASF. In this sense, these sixteen entrepreneurs 
agreed when pointing out their group’s five characteristics: it gathered different 
kinds of people, it was collaborative, its executive ability and a posteriori, its 
continuity. The other one was the impact of IDEO, “a design firm that takes a 
human-centered, design-based approach to helping organizations in the public 
and private sectors innovate and grow.”307. I return to this fact when analyzing 
the way #NASF’s events are performed. 
Therefore the benefits they obtained from this trip include: having the 
experiential pretext to acquired Silicon Valley’s attributes, and to share them, 
evangelizing Navarre with the entrepreneurial discourse. These are reflected in 
the new organizational practice, personal narrative, personal branding, and the 
discourse they diffuse, the entrepreneurial one. Also, this trip and the actions that 
followed it strengthened their network, which has continued active over time. 
According to my informants’ testimonies, this experience encouraged them to 
change the direction of their professional lives.  
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
306	  When	  I	  talked	  to	  Pitch	  Johnson	  he	  expressed	  some	  agreement	  with	  a	  
governments	  helping	  entrepreneurs,	  at	  least,	  in	  Europe.	  However,	  when	  Navarrese	  
met	  him	  in	  Stanford	  they	  got	  the	  idea	  that	  in	  the	  US	  entrepreneurs	  receive	  not	  help	  
from	  the	  governments	  and	  some	  of	  took	  it	  as	  the	  desired	  model	  to	  follow.	  	  
307	  IDEO,	  "Ideo's	  Web	  Page,"	  	  http://www.ideo.com/about/.	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CHAPTER V 
 
#NASF ACTION 
 
This chapter, which consists of two parts, focuses on the evolution of 
#NASF. It started as a business-oriented trip, became an Innovation Community 
of Practice,308 due to IDEO’s inspirational influence, and it evolved into an 
established local entrepreneurial hub.  
The first part of this chapter describes the idea #NASF’s founders had for 
the implementation of an innovative community of practice in Navarre. This idea, 
which is based in a community-based corporative organizational approach, in 
Navarre is “applied to build capacity in the civil sector.”309 Thus, on the one hand, 
I pay attention to the organizational knowledge behind IDEO’s corporative 
culture, such as the structural perspective of organizational innovation as well as 
organizational learning.310 On the other hand, I follow the guidelines to nurture a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
308	  “Innovation	  communities.	  All	  communities	  innovate	  by	  encouraging	  individuals	  to	  
develop	  and	  contribute	  practices.	  But	  the	  specific	  intent	  of	  some	  communities	  is	  to	  
foster	  unexpected	  ideas	  and	  innovations.	  They	  are	  similar	  to	  helping	  communities,	  but	  
they	  intentionally	  cross	  boundaries	  to	  mix	  members	  who	  have	  different	  perspectives.”	  	  
Wenger,	  McDermott,	  and	  Snyder,	  Cultivating	  Communities	  of	  Practice	  :	  A	  Guide	  to	  
Managing	  Knowledge,	  Kindle	  Edition.	  
309	  Ibid.	  
310	  Alice	  Lam,	  "Innovative	  Organizations:	  Structure,	  Learning,	  and	  Adaptation,"	  in	  
Innovation	  Perspectives	  for	  the	  21st	  Century	  (Madrid:	  BBVA,	  2010).;	  Henry	  
Mintzberg,	  The	  Structuring	  of	  Organizations	  :	  A	  Synthesis	  of	  the	  Research	  (Prentice-­‐
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community that Etienne Wenger, Richard A. McDermott, and William Snyder give 
when studyng different communities of practice.311  
The second part of this chapter delves into the implementation of the initial 
idea, namely, #NASF’s actual practice.312 Thus, I pay attention to #NASF’s 
events, sociability, and impact on its environs. Also, I argue local sociability is an 
important reason for #NASF to be born from the civil society, survive without 
sponsors, and continue in time. This chapter includes graphics highlighting the 
quality of the projects presented at the “Superdías,” and it also offers a sample of 
the criticism received by #NASF during these past three years.  
To this end I turn to the interviews carried out with #NASF’s participants 
and my participant observation while attending ten “Superdías,”313 #NASF’s 
events, two of which were broadcast in real-time. Also, I have taken into 
consideration some #NASF’s peripheral events that I attended.314 #NASF’s blog 
has been a great source of information about events and projects and I have 
repeatedly resorted to such information, as well as, Twitter and the local press. 
Since the first “Superviernes” offline event (January 2011) until the last one I 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Hall,	  1979).,	  and	  Lave	  and	  Wenger,	  Situated	  Learning	  :	  Legitimate	  Peripheral	  
Participation.	  
311	  Wenger,	  McDermott,	  and	  Snyder,	  Cultivating	  Communities	  of	  Practice	  :	  A	  Guide	  to	  
Managing	  Knowledge,	  Kindle	  Edition.	  
312	  	  Practice	  in	  the	  sense	  of	  “a	  set	  of	  frameworks,	  ideas,	  tools,	  information,	  styles,	  
language,	  stories,	  and	  documents	  that	  community	  members	  share.”	  Ibid.	  
313	  “Superdías”	  are	  #NASF’s	  events	  which	  consist	  of	  two	  events:	  “Superviernes”	  and	  
“Supermartes.”	  	  
314	  Such	  as	  a	  meeting	  hold	  at	  the	  Otazu	  Wineries	  in	  Summer	  2011	  and	  other	  
reunions	  of	  #MultipliKdor,	  Innovation	  Games,	  and	  #ForSM,	  which	  I	  consider	  
#NASF’s	  spin	  offs.	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chronicled (December 2013,) thirty-three “Supermartes” and “Superviernes” have 
been held. These have taken place in thirty-one different places in Pamplona, 
and always have been free of charge.315  
 
During the past few years I have come across groups in the region that 
are similar to #NASF. In most cases these groups are both locally and 
internationally oriented, and their space of socialization is both online and in the 
actual world.316 Their primary goal is typically to improve the businesses and 
professional life of their participants and to create innovative, inviting regional 
spaces. Even though I do not have data or statistics that confirm my 
observations, anecdotal evidence suggests that the average age of participants 
is around 40 years old. These entrepreneurial communities often are part of  
broader institutions such as universities, governmental programs, and banks. In 
Navarre, in addition to #NASF, there are also some groups that belong to several 
organizations: The Club for Entrepreneurs, which is organized by the University 
of Navarre and also aims to drive new business projects and reinforce 
innovation. Luce is part of the Public University of Navarre. Its primary objective 
is, like that of #NASF, to promote entrepreneurship. Another group, Yuzz, is 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
315	  In	  2014	  events	  continued	  taking	  place	  but	  I	  stopped	  gathering	  information.	  
316	  I	  use	  the	  term	  “actual	  world	  as	  Tom	  Boellstorff	  uses	  it	  based	  on	  Bronislaw	  
Malinowski.	  Tom	  Boellstorff,	  Coming	  of	  Age	  in	  Second	  Life:	  An	  Anthropologist	  
Explores	  the	  Virtually	  Human	  (Princeton	  University	  Press,	  2008),	  Kindle	  Edition.	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driven by Banco Santander, a Spanish bank.317 In the Basque Provinces, at least 
two other institutionalized groups, Euskal Valley and Innovandis, serve similar 
purposes. The latter is linked to the University of Deusto. A third group, 
Eutokia,318 is a public institution in Bilbao that helps entrepreneurs develop 
projects, teaches courses on innovation and offers last generation infrastructure 
for workshops on creativity. 
Nonetheless, there are at least three factors that distinguish #NASF from 
these other groups. The first one is the lack of a sponsor or institutionalized 
organization supporting #NASF. Second, unlike the others, the #NASF 
community was born as a result of an initiative by members of the civil society. 
Third, the Silicon Valley company IDEO has been a great source of inspiration for 
#NASF.  
Patterns of local sociability substitute the absence of sponsors and 
influenced #NASFat its inception, during its development, and underpins its 
survival. Intense and long-standing social bonding intertwines different 
communities and facilitates the creation of non-institutional social groups. As I 
have explained in previous chapters, #NASF founders knew each other for 
several reasons, but their sharing the same city of origin, the same background, 
and interests were fundamental factors in the genesis of #NASF. #NASF doesn’t 
own or rent any physical space, yet thanks to the social links of its members this 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
317	  Diana	  González	  (#NASF’s	  active	  participant)	  interviewed	  by	  author,	  Plaza	  del	  
Castillo,	  Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  June	  5th,	  2012	  
318	  In	  the	  course	  of	  this	  research	  Eutokia	  has	  ceased	  to	  exist.	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community’s offline events have regularly taken place in different sites. In this 
way, many more actors, local businesses, institutions, and organizations have 
gotten involved. #NASF’s members build trust and reinforce relationships as they 
work toward a common vision for their community, bolster entrepreneurial values 
in Navarre and strengthen their personal brand.319 The organizational way they 
chose to pursue these goals, which also have been a guide to action, were an 
adaptation of the workflow of IDEO.  
#NASF relationship with IDEO began while founding members organized 
the tour schedule for the Silicon Valley trip. María Sanz de Galdeano, one of the 
travellers, who was NavarraFactori’s creative space chief, proposed visiting 
IDEO. In her words IDEO is her profession’s “maximum and therefore, a matter 
of inspiration and motivation.”320 She organized the visit. A few years before, she 
had met Alex Castellarnau, IDEO’s senior program leader, in Barcelona. “That 
was in an innovation festival called Infonomía, organized by Alfons Cornella. I 
went representing IDEO and María was there, we exchanged emails and that is 
how she contacted me.”321 
In Palo Alto, #NASF’s visiting schedule was divided into three main 
groups, according to another member of the tour, “Disney, inspiration and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
319	  Wenger,	  McDermott,	  and	  Snyder,	  Cultivating	  Communities	  of	  Practice	  :	  A	  Guide	  to	  
Managing	  Knowledge,	  Kindle	  Edition.	  
320	  María	  Sanz	  de	  Galdeano	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Navarra	  Factori,	  
Noain	  (Navarre,)	  October	  10th,	  2012.	  
	  
321	  Alex	  Castellarnau	  (former	  IDEO’s	  senior	  program	  leader)	  interviewed	  by	  author,	  
IDEO,	  San	  Francisco	  (California,)	  October	  31st,	  2013	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entrepreneurship companies. IDEO belongs to the second one, the inspirational.” 
322 #NASF’s 16 Navarrese members shared impressions with Castellarnau for 
almost three hours and, as some of them observed, they felt very comfortable, 
and “recognized each other as equals.”323 In addition, Alex Castellarnau gave the 
Navarrese visitors what, from then on, became their main slogan: “Be a horse, 
not a carriage,” “Sé Caballo, no Carroza.” 324  
Furthermore, as I said, IDEO largely inspired #NASF’s organizational 
model and future action. This fact was explicitly stated in the first #NASF’s offline 
event, held three weeks after their return to Pamplona, which most #NASF’s 
founders attended. The defunct local public bank, CAN, allowed them to use its 
social room and around 200 people joined the meeting. I was not there but the 
event was video recorded and then uploaded to #NASF’s blog.325 That day, for 
different reasons, several speakers referred to IDEO. However, it was at the end 
of the event when the organizational proposal for #NASF’s future actions was 
specified. In the following paragraph I reproduce Oscar Matellanes’ speech at 
#NASF’s launch event.   
 
“…that agility is a lesson that we brought from Silicon Valley. (We believe) 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
322	  Guzmán	  Garmendia	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Hotel	  La	  Perla,	  
Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  October	  27,	  2012.	  
323	  Alex	  Castellarnau	  (former	  IDEO’s	  senior	  program	  leader)	  interviewed	  by	  author,	  
IDEO,	  San	  Francisco	  (California,)	  October	  31st,	  2013	  	  
324	  Oscar	  Matellanes	  to	  #NASF	  "Se	  caballo,	  no	  carroza",	  December	  21st,	  2010,	  2010,	  
http://nasf.es/empieza-­‐nasf-­‐2-­‐0/.	  
325	  #NASF	  to	  #NASF,	  04/29/2014,	  2011,	  http://nasf.es/2011/01/04/videos-­‐
presentacion-­‐nasf/.	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These actions should be launched in an “#NASF environment,”326 (these 
are) initiatives that have life of its own, autonomous, and logically, 
somehow we will try for them to have the greatest diffusion; so that 
#NASF community’s people get to know them, can participate, support 
them, and help broadcasting them. We also had the idea of, well it was not 
really our idea, this is something that already done in IDEO, which has 
inspired us. Perhaps we should find a few moments, an environment 
where we can pull together these proposed actions, and can give diffusion 
to them. At IDEO, in fact, what they do is use lunch time, once a week, so 
that people who are working on setting up new initiatives, who are in the 
process of forming a team to launch a project, looking for or giving up a 
team, meet and know about each other. We believe that it would be worth 
to mark certain dates. We are thinking of the second and fourth Tuesday 
of each month. Thus, for an hour, in a very limited but enough period of 
time while sharing a casual meal, we will devote our attention…Thereby, 
people of the #NASF community, who have ideas and proposals for 
actions, may go there and share them. They can come with people who 
will support launching their initiatives but also in that environment they will 
be able to find new supporters. This is a way to look and for from there, to 
have a moment in which these initiatives can be known by the whole 
community. These events should have a very open format and of course 
we should try to bring it to the internet giving some visibility to those 
actions.”327  
 
Navarrese travellers learned from IDEO how important it was to have a 
physical encounter in which to strengthen entrepreneurial networking. Tim 
Brown, founder and current CEO of IDEO, also emphasizes this idea and so he 
prefers on-site interaction to relations mediated by technology. Certain authors 
take a similar stance when writing about nurturing communities. They 
complement this thought by saying that “regular events help to ‘anchor 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
326	  In	  this	  case,	  #NASF	  is	  used	  as	  and	  adjective.	  	  
327	  #NASF	  to	  #NASF	  Sé	  Caballo,	  No	  Carroza,	  04/29/2014,	  2011,	  4th	  video	  of	  4	  
from	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0:00	  a	  02:21,	  http://nasf.es/2011/01/04/videos-­‐presentacion-­‐nasf/.	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communities,’”328 I argue that this is what has happened to #NASF.  
#NASF’s founder, Matellanes, also advanced another organizational 
decision, which later got implemented although not as successfully as desired. 
This is the idea of small teams undertaking concrete projects. In this regard, 
Brown explains how large creative teams usually work in the implementation 
phase of a project but the inspirational moment is carried out by small and 
focused teams. These projects, in the process of nurturing a community, should 
be worth sharing.329 Matellanes, in the founding speech, stressed the importance 
of these projects’ and events’ self-mass diffusion. In a similar way, Tim Brown 
attaches importance to the communication within the team and with its partners, 
followers, supporters or clients. Specifically he explains how “a well-curated 
project space, augmented by a project Web site or wiki”330 is helpful for team 
members, as it might improve productivity and communication with outside 
partners and clients.  
Networking and action are two additional ideas that Matellanes repeated 
in that first event. Both are fundamental when cultivating a civil community or a 
community connected to a business organization. Along with this, the way a 
community of practice, in this case #NASF, nurtures the new/young community 
members is a point to consider. The idea of legitimate peripheral participation 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
328	  Wenger,	  McDermott,	  and	  Snyder,	  Cultivating	  Communities	  of	  Practice	  :	  A	  Guide	  to	  
Managing	  Knowledge,	  Kindle	  Edition.	  
329	  Ibid.	  
330	  Tim	  Brown,	  Change	  by	  Design,	  (HarperCollins	  e-­‐books,	  2009).	  Kindle	  Edition.	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illuminates the route in which “s(he) acquires the skill to perform by actually 
engaging in the process.”331  
 
When I asked Alex Castellarnau to define IDEO’s organizational model, he 
told me it was project and team centric management.332 That is to say, when a 
company’s management is based on the projects and teams that are working on 
them. Castellarnau specified that in IDEO there is a weekly marketplace, also 
mentioned by Matellanes in his speech, where supply and demand new projects 
and available people. Thereby, after a negotiation process projects and teams 
get reorganized. From there on, both projects and teams have their exclusive 
space and its members work full time on them. According to Castellarnau, there 
is a project manager who is also the accountable for the delivery of the project 
and an account manager in charge of the relationship with the customer.  
Examining IDEO through the structural perspective of the development of 
innovation in organizations, 333 the structure of this company is organic,334 which 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
331	  This	  concept	  denotes	  de	  particular	  mode	  of	  engagement	  of	  a	  learner	  who	  
participates	  in	  the	  actual	  practice	  of	  an	  expert,	  but	  only	  to	  a	  limited	  degree	  and	  with	  
limited	  responsibility	  for	  the	  ultimate	  product	  as	  a	  whole.”	  Lave	  and	  Wenger,	  
Situated	  Learning	  :	  Legitimate	  Peripheral	  Participation,	  14.	  
332	  Email	  sent	  by	  Alex	  Castellarnau	  answering	  to	  my	  questions.	  	  
333	  "Organisational innovation means the implementation of a new organisational 
method in the undertaking’s business practices, workplace organisation or external 
relations.” European	  Commission,	  "Community	  Framework	  for	  State	  Aid	  for	  
Research	  and	  Development	  and	  Innovation	  "	  Official	  Journal	  of	  the	  European	  Union	  	  
(2006):	  10. 
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responds to the following characteristics:  
A. “Individuals contribute to the common task of the organization 
and there is a continual adjustment and re-definition of individual 
tasks through interaction with others. 
B. There is spread of commitment to the organization beyond any 
technical definition, a network structure of control authority and 
communication, and the direction of communication is lateral 
rather than vertical.  
C. Knowledge may be located anywhere in the network, this ad hoc 
location becoming the centre of authority and communication. 
D. Importance and prestige attach to affiliations and expertise valid 
in industrial, technical and commercial milieus external to the 
firm.”335 
According to Henry Mintzberg, ‘configurational hypothesis’ firms are 
dominated by one of five archetypes.336 With its organic structure, IDEO’s 
dominant archetype is the adhocracy. “This is a highly flexible project-based 
organization relying on the mutual adjustment of problem solving teams, which is 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
334	  Tom	  Burns	  and	  G.	  M.	  Stalker,	  The	  Management	  of	  Innovation	  by	  Tom	  Burns	  and	  G.	  
M.	  Stalker	  (London:	  Tavistock	  Publications,	  1961).	  
335	  Summary	  of	  the	  characteristic	  of	  Burns	  and	  Stalker’s	  Organic	  structure	  by	  Lam,	  
"Innovative	  Organizations:	  Structure,	  Learning,	  and	  Adaptation,"	  167.	  
336	  These	  are	  the	  five	  archetypes:	  Simple	  structure,	  machine	  bureaucracy,	  
professional	  bureaucracy,	  divisionalized	  form,	  and	  adhocracy.	  Mintzberg,	  The	  
Structuring	  of	  Organizations	  :	  A	  Synthesis	  of	  the	  Research.	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capable of radical innovation in a volatile environment.”337  
The theories of organizational learning and knowledge creation 
understand innovation as a cognitive process. This standpoint would also agree 
with the fact that IDEO is an adhocracy. Furthermore, “the most successful 
examples of adhocracies are found in regional based industrial communities, as 
in the case of Silicon Valley, and other high-technology clusters.”338 Therefore, 
these environments  
“tend to rely more upon individual specialist expertise organized in flexible 
market-based project teams cable of speedy response to changes in 
knowledge and skills, and integrating new kinds of expertise to generate 
radical new products and processes.”339  
This same author says that this model is often seen in organizational 
subunits, which are involved in creative work or knowledge intensive professional 
service fields.340 Management consultancies such as IDEO are a good example 
of adhocracy learning organizations. The notion of “community of practice” is also 
applied to these business environments, insofar as “learners participate in 
communities of practitioners.”341 Literature on organizational learning often 
discovers the importance of “social interaction, context and shared cognitive 
schemes for learning and knowledge creation.”342 In this regard, the learning 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
337	  Lam,	  "Innovative	  Organizations:	  Structure,	  Learning,	  and	  Adaptation,"	  166.	  
338	  Ibid.,	  172.	  Quoting	  Annalee	  Saxenian,	  Beyond	  Boundaries:	  Open	  Labor	  Markets	  
and	  Learning	  in	  Silicon	  Valley	  (1996).	  
339	  Lam,	  "Innovative	  Organizations:	  Structure,	  Learning,	  and	  Adaptation,"	  171.	  
340	  Ibid.,	  172.	  
341	  Lave	  and	  Wenger,	  Situated	  Learning	  :	  Legitimate	  Peripheral	  Participation,	  29.	  
342	  Lam,	  "Innovative	  Organizations:	  Structure,	  Learning,	  and	  Adaptation,"	  169.	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perception of #NASF’s participants is as follows. Many of my interviews reveal 
that the most novel and interesting learning has been achieved through #NASF’s 
“methodology of work.”343 Some interviewees emphasized the organizational 
aspect. In the words of one individual, “it has been pleasing to discover that in 
horizontal organizations the base is goodness.” Another informant found it most 
interesting “to be in an organization in which people get organized without an 
actual direction.” Others have emphasized the emotional aspect of the work 
method. As one interviewee put it, “I have learnt to share empathy with other 
entrepreneurs,” “to appreciate entrepreneurs in an emotional way,” and “#NASF 
stressed the emotional side of entrepreneurship, to blend into what you are 
doing.” According to these informants, participating, repeating, and observing 
have been the best ways to learn.344  
 
The second part of this chapter presents #NASF actual practice through 
its events and interactions, which must be understood in the context of local 
sociability. I also assess #NASF’s impact on its environment. More specifically, I 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
343	  Methodology	  is	  the	  word	  some	  of	  my	  interviewers	  used.	  I	  assume	  they	  refer	  to	  
the	  way	  #NASF	  was	  created,	  how	  events	  and	  social	  media	  were	  coordinated,	  and	  the	  
format	  of	  the	  events.	  
344	  Ecequiel	  Barricart	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Youmedia,	  Pamplona	  
(Navarre,)	  September	  10th,	  2012;	  Eduardo	  Valencia,	  interview	  by	  author,	  TipTop	  
bar,	  Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  October	  23rd,	  2012;	  Guzmán	  Garmendia	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  
interview	  by	  author,	  Hotel	  La	  Perla,	  Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  October	  27,	  2012;	  Javier	  
Abrego	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  author,	  LUC	  (David	  Luquin’s	  office,)	  Mutilva	  
(Navarre,)	  October	  31st,	  2012,	  and	  Enricco	  Bertelletti	  (#NASF	  founder,)	  interview	  by	  
author	  through	  Skype,	  December	  21st,	  2012.	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display how, where, by whom, and what kind of projects were presented at the 
“Superdías” as well as the description of the social encounter led by these 
events. I also identify #NASF’s peaks of popularity as well as the perception of 
learning #NASF’s participants have related to me. In this way, I pose #NASF 
received criticism, and my own assessment.  
At the beginning #NASF’s founders planned to organize two lunches a 
month where entrepreneurs would present their new projects and would create 
new working teams. However, when one hundred people wanted to attend the 
first lunch, #NASF’s travellers decided to change the format of the meeting. As I 
said in previous chapters, the organizers shared a high professional profile and in 
some cases enjoyed considerable popularity in Navarre, which surely influenced 
the drawing power of #NASF. This coincides with the fourth characteristic of an 
organic organization, according to which importance and prestige of the firm’s 
workers may be external to the company. #NASF’s founders agreed to some 
formal rules, as well as the naming these events. The term, “Supermartes” and 
“Superviernes,” came from an inside joke. Being aware of #NASF’s local and 
limited strength, they wondered, “how would Americans do? Really big,” they 
answered.345 From then on, these events had attached the adjective “super.” 
During the five first months, each month had a “Supermartes” (Super-Tuesday) 
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  Rafa	  Aguilera	  (#NASF’s	  founder)	  interview	  by	  author,	  Plaza	  del	  Castillo,	  
Pamplona	  (Navarre,)	  June	  5th,	  2012	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and a “Superviernes,” (Super-Friday)346 later was held once a month.   
Thus, the first “Supermartes” took place on January 12th, 2011. A private 
“coworking” space in Pamplona, “Cocoworking,”347 welcomed around 100 
people. This was also the first time Rafa Aguilera, #NASF’s founder, acted as a 
master of ceremonies, an assignment that he has been performing since then in 
almost all #NASF’s stage events. Aguilera has been supported in his role by the 
rest of the participants, as a newly born community’s need is to legitimize its 
coordinators.348 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
346	  When	  talking	  about	  “Supermartes”	  and	  “Superviernes”,	  whose	  translation	  is	  
“SuperTuesday”	  and	  “SuperFriday,”	  I	  am	  also	  using	  the	  word	  “Superdays.”	  
347	  The	  name	  Cocoworking	  makes	  a	  pun:	  “coco”	  in	  Castilian	  means	  head.	  Therefore,	  
cocoworking	  is	  where	  heads	  work.	  	  
348	  Wenger,	  McDermott,	  and	  Snyder,	  Cultivating	  Communities	  of	  Practice	  :	  A	  Guide	  to	  
Managing	  Knowledge,	  Kindle	  Edition.	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Figure	  10:	  “Supermartes”	  at	  Cocoworking349 
The timing of this event was clear: Presentation of #NASF, presentation of 
projects, feedback, and networking. Three entrepreneurs explained their projects: 
Ignacio Aramendia shared his successful business experience in Colombia and 
invited Navarrese to go to that Latin American country to do business. Thus he  
proposed a trip, called #NASF-NACOL. Then, Eduardo Valencia put forward the 
“Feedback Conf,” a series of events, which unlike #NASF does not aim to create 
teams but only to share ideas. This event uses the 20 X 20 Pecha Kucha 
presentation format. 350 “Feedback Conf” was held several times but then they 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
349	  This	  picture	  belongs	  to	  #NASF’s	  blog,	  which	  shows	  first	  “Supermartes”	  at	  
Cocoworking.	  
350	  This	  is	  a	  Japanese	  presentation	  format	  according	  to	  which	  ideas	  or	  projects	  must	  
be	  presented	  using	  twenty	  slides,	  lasting	  twenty	  seconds	  each.	  In	  total,	  each	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stopped doing it due to the number of events of the same type that were being 
held by that date in Pamplona. The third project presented at this first 
“Supermartes” it was “Talent Square,” organized by Daniel Echeverria. Talent 
Square wanted to become a digital local entrepreneurial plaza.  
As a firm with an organic structure, in the early events #NASF’s founders 
individually contributed to the common task of preparing for the occasion. They 
presented projects, looked for places to hold the events, circulated the 
information through social media, and wrote posts for #NASF’s blog. Also, as I 
describe below, they contributed to the adjustment and redefinition of #NASF, as 
well as to the definition of individual tasks. 
Two weeks after the first “Supermartes” the following “Superviernes” took 
place. On this occasion the Foundation for Environmental Resources of Navarre 
(CRANA) invited #NASF to use their facilities. Again, in this event some local 
entrepreneurs presented three projects: an online magazine, a web platform for 
local craftsmen and their clients, and a shop linked to the fiesta of Pamplona, 
San Fermín. However, the most remarkable change took place during this 
second event. It was the evidence of improvement in its organization and form. 
This is it, in a matter of two weeks there is a display of adjustment and 
redefinition of the events which get posted in their blog.  #NASF’s blog reflected 
the progress, thus this online publication, besides announcing the date, place, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
proposer	  should	  use	  six	  minutes	  and	  forty	  seconds	  for	  presentation.	  After	  the	  
presentation	  and	  without	  any	  pause,	  come	  eight	  minutes	  and	  twenty	  seconds	  of	  
feedback	  from	  the	  audience.	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and hour of the next event also brought some novelties. For instance, it attaches 
a link inviting the assistant to sign up through an event organizer digital platform. 
In this way, #NASF’s organizers kept track of the number and name of the 
attendees. From then on, Marta Borruel stands out as "official" chronicler of the 
blog and her #NASF’s colleagues, as with Rafa Aguilera, encouraged her in that 
function. Also, the post about the first “Superviernes”351 announced that the next 
events’ presentation format would be Pecha Kucha, adopting the format 
proposed a week before for the “Feedback Conf”. Furthermore, #NASF’s 
organizers decided to slightly change this Japanese format, adapting it to local 
needs. Thus, instead of having some feedback time at the end of the whole 
event, they changed it to the end of each presentation and left time for 
networking at the end of the event. It is also true that later on they changed this 
format for being too rigid. The situated need entailed more time for networking 
and greater flexibility in the time agreed for interventions. Also, supporting their 
organic structure, #NASF’s founders believed knowledge could be located 
anywhere in the network, therefore the knowledge and networking go in concert. 
However, networking must be understood in its local context. Thus, attendees to 
#NASF’s events frequently arrived around twenty minutes early in order to talk 
informally with other assistants. At the end of the encounters, outside of the 
building, they continue talking for a while, people circulating from one group to 
another group, conversing cheerfully, exchanging ideas, opinions, jokes, and on 
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  Marta	  Borruel	  to	  #NASF	  Se	  Caballo,	  No	  Carroza,	  2011,	  
http://nasf.es/2011/01/25/y-­‐ahora-­‐toca-­‐superviernes-­‐1/.	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occasions giving and taking business cards. I will delve into Pamplona’s 
sociability later in this chapter. 
There are several patterns regarding the performativity displayed at the 
events. On the one hand, most of the people I got to see presenting their projects 
knew how to use the appropriated technology for public presentations.352 
However, there were other ones who did not use any technologic support and 
often, in the feedback time they got that objection. Many of the presenters offered 
an elaborated narration, rehearsed and adapted to the slides. On more than one 
occasion this narration interspersed set-phrases, which I have often read in the 
entrepreneurial oriented social media websites. For instance, in the presentation 
of a local show room for designers and craftsmen, I heard: “if you do not dream, 
you will never find what is beyond your dreams.”353 On other occasions, these 
phases had attached the name of the new business or idea. This is the case of 
the presentation of “Cluers,” a digital platform aiming to help communication 
between brands and clients, in which I took note of the phrase “Cluers we are 
here to change the world.”354 This shows awareness of a narrative apt to a 
business presentation and reusable in other formats, as videos or slogans and in 
other media as the internet.  
As I said above, each project gets its feedback, which entailed questions 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
352	  Digital	  softwares	  depicting	  slides	  on	  the	  screen,	  creating	  videos	  for	  the	  occasion,	  
and	  using	  Internet	  while	  their	  presentation	  offering	  more	  details	  to	  it.	  	  
353	  “Supermartes”	  observed	  by	  the	  author	  (10/20/2012)	  at	  the	  private	  University	  of	  
Navarre.	  
354	  “Superviernes”	  observed	  by	  the	  author	  (09/21/2012)	  at	  the	  CNAI,	  public	  
Language	  School	  of	  Pamplona.	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and suggestions. Following IDEO’s recommendations, Rafa Aguilera, the host, 
reminded participants not to censure but to add. As Tim Brown explains, ‘“build 
on the ideas of others” defer judgment, encourage wild ideas, and stay focused 
on the topic.”355 Thereby, the collective responsibility over projects was 
enhanced. Generally, that is what happening, questions uncovered weaknesses 
and suggestions reinforced the project. From time to time, a judgment took place 
but the host stopped these situations.  
In the meanwhile, attendees broadcasted these events through Twitter 
and other social media platforms.356 This resulted in a parallel online event and 
conversation, enriching remarkably the “Superdías”, which reached those who 
could not physically be there, as myself. These events (as I will explain in the 
next chapter,) benefit the entextualization and circulation of text and so helped to 
expand the community, authorizing and legitimizing participants in the 
entrepreneurial local ecosystem.   
The peak of #NASF came in March 2011, a year after its founding. 
Californian venture capitalist, Pitch Johnson, met with #NASF in Pamplona.  
Xavier Verdaguer, a popular entrepreneur in Spain, published his opinion of 
#NASF. A special “Superviernes” was held, and the campaign 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
355	  Brown,	  Change	  by	  Design.	  Kindle	  Edition.	  
356	  As	  Instagram.	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#Emprenderiamejor357 collected hundreds of tweets and gave them to the 
Navarrese political elite. 
I had the chance to interview Pitch Johnson at his office in Silicon Valley 
and ask him about his impression of #NASF. He explained how back in 2010, 
Santiago Cervera, #NASF founder, former politician of Partido Popular, and Mr. 
Johnson’s family friend, asked him about the possibility of visiting Stanford 
University. This is how Navarrese entrepreneurs were able to access this 
prestigious university’s Bio X and HSTAR programs, its Business School’s 
Entrepreneurial Program, and the School of Engineering Entrepreneurial Center. 
In Johnson’s words back in 2011 he was spending some time in Spain when: 
“IESE, the Business School of the University of Navarre, run by Opus Dei 
and of which I am an adviser, asked me if I would go up there (Navarre.) 
And then they asked me to meet with this group and with the leader of the 
university. They listened (#NASF’s members,) they were intensely 
interested. I have talked to a lot of groups all around the world but they 
(about #NASF) were really paying attention.”358  
 
Pitch Johnson founded his own venture capital company in 1965, Asset 
Management Company, which is still in operation investing in biotechnology and 
informatics. His visit was widely covered by the traditional local media and 
echoed in #NASF’s social media profiles. Xavier Verdaguer’s visit and opinions 
of #NASF made a similar media impact and opinion’s of #NASF. Likewise 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
357	  #Emprenderiamejor	  (it	  could	  be	  translated	  into	  
#itwouldbegoodforentrepreneursif	  )	  It	  is	  a	  campaign	  to	  gather	  opinions	  of	  
entrepreneurs	  through	  twitter.	  They	  explain	  what	  changes	  would	  be	  good	  for	  
entrepreneurialism.	  This	  campaign	  was	  boosted	  by	  some	  #NASF’s	  founders	  and	  
gained	  much	  attention	  in	  Navarre.	  
358	  Pitch	  Johnson,	  interview	  by	  author,	  Asset	  Management	  Company,	  Palo	  Alto	  
(California,)	  October	  28th,	  2013	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happened with the campaign #Emprenderiamejor. I believe that all this cause the 
success of the special “Superviernes” held in March 2011 where the projects 
submitted so far were reviewed. On top of this, at the end of 2011, nine 
Navarrese traveled to Israel. Hence, being in the limelight of the entrepreneurial 
actuality of Navarre, #NASF’s gained the attention of statewide newspapers.359  
Another important time in #NASF’s trajectory took place in March 2012. 
Then is when three #NASF’s members were invited to participate in the “Day of 
Entrepreneurship” that the European Parliament organized. Also around this 
time, a person from IDEO got in touch with a #NASF’s member. Tom Kelley, 
partner at this design and innovation consultancy and his brother David Kelley, 
its founder, were writing the book “Creative confidence: unleashing the creative 
potential within us all.”360 They were looking for examples of innovative and 
creative communities. Thus, Tom Kelley conducted a video-conference with 
some #NASF’s participants to include #NASF experience in their book. For these 
Navarrese, attracting IDEO’s founders’ attention constituted the maximum 
compliment.  
“Creative Confidence” was released in October 2013 but there is not any 
mention of #NASF. The Navarrese entrepreneurs did not give much importance 
to the case. However, taking into account that for #NASF IDEO is so important 
and considering the expectations this book forged, I found it interesting to know 
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  EFE	  (News	  Agency),	  "The	  Navarrese	  Entrepreneurs	  Who	  Were	  Born	  in	  San	  
Francisco,"	  ABC	  2011.	  
360	  Tom	  Kelley	  and	  David	  Kelley,	  Creative	  Confidence	  :	  Unleashing	  the	  Creative	  
Potential	  within	  Us	  All,	  (New	  York:	  Crown	  Business,	  2013).	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what the Kelley brothers’ thought of #NASF. Thus, in October 29th I went to the 
Commonwealth Club of California to attend the presentation of their book. I  
intended to ask Tom Kelley about #NASF. During the time of the reception I 
approached him through the crowd. After a short introduction he realized which 
community I was talking about: “they have no fear, no planning, they are brave, 
you have a great story there,”361 he told me. I insisted and asked if he knew 
anything about Navarre, Tom Kelley admitted he did not. It was Alex 
Castellarnau, the Catalonian man working at IDEO who talked to Tom Kelley 
about #NASF. Again, on this occasion I got to understand the importance of 
acquaintances, i.e. the weak ties.  
In February 2013, #NASF starred in a report produced by the Public 
National Television of Spain,362 in this way the Navarrese community of 
entrepreneurs occupied the place that once had inspired them.  
 
The following graphics give information of the type, success of projects, 
places, as well as presenters of #NASF’s events. 363 I must say that the 
information I present is an approximation based in the information published at 
#NASF’s blog. The volunteers who wrote this blog usually had enough 
information about the projects but from time to time some facts may be missing. 
This is why, the graphics and data I present on #NASF’s projects must be 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
361	  Tom	  Kelley	  interview	  by	  author,	  Commonwealth	  Club	  of	  California,	  San	  Francisco	  
(California,)	  October	  29th,	  2013	  
362	  Cámara	  Abierta	  2.0,	  Nasf	  Community	  (Madrid2012).	  
363	  Find	  attached	  the	  complete	  list	  and	  characteristics	  of	  #NASF’s	  projects	  since	  
January	  2011	  to	  December	  2013.	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understood only as a guide. According to my interpretation, from January 2011 to 
December 2013, the presentation of 114 projects took place at the “Superdías.” I 
am not taking into account parallel events such as visits to universities and 
companies and their presentation. Nor am I not counting the trip three #NASF’s 
members took to Brussels to present this community in a conference about 
entrepreneurship held by the European Parliament.  
Thus, I have divided these 114 projects into eight categories, taking into 
account their mission: Networking, project linked to a place, digital platform, 
social innovation, public institution, accelerator consultancy, internationalization 
facilitator, and miscellaneous.  
Mission of the Projects Presented at #NASF’s “Superdías” 
1. Networking 
2. Project Linked to a Place 
3. Digital Platform 
4. Social Innovation 
5. Public Institution 
6. Accelerator Consultancy 
7. Internationalization Facilitator 
8. Miscellaneous 
 
Table 2: Eight Cathegories of Projects 
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In this section the main conclusions are that start-ups proposing digital 
platforms have been #NASF’s main users, followed by projects linked to a place, 
which usually were local business. Consultancies also have understood #NASF 
as a favorable space for their business, as social innovation projects have found 
in #NASF interested audience and nurturing feedback. Thereby, through practice 
#NASF has defined its role in the Navarrese society and consequently, it has 
strengthened and consolidated its domain.  
 
Figure 11: Types of Projects Presented at #NASF’s “Superdays” (January 2011-
December 2013) 
Many projects continue running.  Nevertheless, according to my data, it is 
more common for these projects to fail. Among the latter, I have identified two 
tendencies. The first one is the group of projects that were never started. The 
second one gathers the projects that having begun only lasted about two years. 
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Figure 12: Success in Time of the Projects Presented at #NASF’s “Superdays” 
(January 2011-December 2013) 
Authors such as Alice Marwick have studied entrepreneurship from a 
gender point of view. I am not delving into this aspect. However, it may be 
illuminating to make a comparison between men and women who have 
presented their projects at #NASF’s “Superdías.” Men have three times more 
presentations than women. Nevertheless, during four years, together with Rafa 
Aguilera, Puy Trigueros, a woman, has coordinated #NASF’s online and offline 
events. 
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Figure 13: Gender of the Projects’ Presenters at #NASF “Superdays” (January 
2011-December 2013) 
The places where they have performed the events give information about 
the supportive ecosystem surrounding #NASF community. The “Superdías” have 
taken place thirty-three times in thirty-one different places. Navarra Factori and 
Cocoworking have opened their doors twice. In any case, spaces managed by 
public institutions have been the most hospitable hosts, followed by private 
businesses such as a winery or a coworking space. 
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Figure 14: Places Hosting #NASF’s “Superdays” (January 2011-December 2013) 
As a result, on the one hand, private businesses promoted their spaces 
and products.  On the other hand, local institutions engaged in entrepreneurship 
and innovation approached #NASF. Thus, several times, public institutions such 
as SODENA or CEIN used #NASF’s events to present their new projects and 
policies. This is something they have also done through #NASF’s social media 
profiles, mostly through Twitter and Linkedin’s discussions. The latter 
agglutinates Navarre’s innovation ecosystems most important private and public 
institutions as well as individual actors.  
The legitimate peripheral participation of the new or young participants 
was reached through different channels. Thus, attending these and other 
#NASF’s peripheral events I realized that many of the people who presented 
their projects in the “Superdías” had some kind of relationship with #NASF’s 
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founders. In some cases, the entrepreneur worked as an employee for one of 
them. In other cases, he or she worked for a company with one of the travellers 
who went to Silicon Valley. Also, local institutions engaged with innovation and 
entrepreneurship provided information about #NASF to entrepreneurs.364 It can 
be said that #NASF’s new participants were in other ways already involved in the 
innovation local ecosystem. Therefore, networking between those interconnected 
local communities helped recruiting the ones willing to present innovative ideas 
at #NASF’s events. Recognizing that many of these relationships happened first 
in the actual world made me realize that often the online connection was a 
consequence of the actual one. This coincides with the idea of learning as “an 
integral part of generative social practice in the lived-in world.”365However, it has 
been more problematic to maintain that involvement and interest in time. 
In addition to this, year after year, the most regular participants forged a 
stronger relationship, which got translated into common projects. Several people 
worked together in new projects such as Shokesu, a content aggregator digital 
platform, born in Pamplona and with international vocation. Another case is the 
one in which a #NASF member shares its office with other #NASF’s participants. 
As an anecdote, I remember few times somebody arriving late to a “Superdía” 
and the master of ceremonies greeting him or her by her name.  
I argue that #NASF reflects Navarre’s sociability’s advantages and 
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  As	  CEIN,	  Navarra	  Factori,	  and	  the	  universities	  around.	  	  
365	  Lave	  and	  Wenger,	  Situated	  Learning	  :	  Legitimate	  Peripheral	  Participation,	  35.	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disadvantages as for create a new community. Taking into account that the 
Navarrese sociability still is “tightly bounded, densely knit, group-centered 
worlds” presumably active in “less-developed world.”366 As happens in southern 
Europe, the streets of the old town of the city are a place to meet and interact 
with acquaintances, friends, and family. For instance, at the main street of the old 
town, “Calle Mayor," it is common to see small groups talking. Often, while 
walking people meet friends, acquaintances, and family members. A casual 
greeting may be enough. However, they can also stop and make some small 
talk. If in the meantime another acquaintance passes through it might join the 
conversation and increase the group. Usually this small talk does not last long 
but if any of them has free time. These encounters can end in a tavern eating 
delicious food and some good Navarrese wine.  
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  Rainie	  and	  Wellman,	  Networked:	  The	  New	  Social	  Operating	  System.	  Kindel	  
Edition.	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Figure	  15:	  Calle	  Mayor	  of	  Pamplona367 
This practice is linked to the plebeian culture and the moral economy, 
terms coined by the historian Edward P. Thompson (macro-level of such a 
process) and the economist Albert O. Hirschman (micro-level issues). “Plebeian 
culture refers here first and foremost to a societal constellation where inequality 
exists and a sense of traditional egalitarianism usually prevails in these 
constellations”.368 The mentioned authors contextualize this societal life out of the 
modern class analysis and “explain that plebeian constellations and related moral 
economies can best be studies in times of transition, in cases where 
modernization has remained unfinished or incomplete.”369 According to 
Thompson,  
“it was these common customs that also helped to keep a moral economy 
alive – an economy which could take on various and different meanings 
for the plebeian crowds such as common rights, norms or obligations, day-
to-day habits, customs and practices but which, taken together, in many 
ways constituted a force that was alien and opposed to the elite 
classes.”370  
The streets of Pamplona house hundred of years of stories depicted in 
local shops passed from parents to son and daughter, secular and religious 
celebrations rigorously maintained, family relationships which may last several 
generations, revolts, and alliances. All of them are attached to a place that saw 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
367	  Picture	  taken	  by	  Maite	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them grow, to the streets of their hometown.  
Bilbao is the most important city in the Basque country with a strong 
industrial and trading tradition, and probably ten times bigger than Pamplona. 
Although the latter is closely connected to an agricultural culture, the following 
description of Bilbao’s life captures the magic ludic communion, which is also 
tangible in Pamplona.  
“Go out any evening in Bilbao and you will find the streets overflowing with 
an avalanche of people wandering from bar to bar, greeting each other, 
bantering, making plans, showing off, watching, hooking up. Everyone is 
expected to be on the street—joining a cuadrilla or simply drinking and 
eating, sharing a presence. Parade through the Gran Vía, Casco Viejo, or 
elsewhere in the city and you will be immersed in a constant urban 
spectacle of people shopping, banking, or bar-hopping. Bilbao is not only 
about the one hundred and fifty years of ruthless industrial capitalism; it is 
also, more intimately, all about primordial communities of affect, intense 
social bonding, the soccer team, and the Joycean here comes everybody 
of street enjoyment. Bilbao is first of all this society of collective desire and 
consumption.”371  
Meeting and talking on the streets serve to maintain and strengthen weak 
ties between people and therefore give consistency to a galaxy of interconnected 
communities. In previous chapters I have described the relationship #NASF’s 
founders shared and how these helped in the early stages of launching a 
community. As this community matures, these same participants’ common 
spaces, background, and interests have had at least two consequences. On the 
one hand, such commonality reinforces trust among those who share more 
affinities. Thus, I have seen how #NASF’s founders’ relationships have been 
extended in time while their connection with new participants, and #NASF itself, 
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has been weakened. When asked about this trend, they blamed it on the lack of 
time due to their new job responsibilities, and in few cases change of location. An 
interviewee said “Puy and Rafa run the organizational leadership but it is us, 
David Luquin, Ecequiel Barricart, Oscar Matellanes, and Guzman Garmendia the 
ones guiding the inspirational one.”372 The events systematically repeated the 
initial format and month after month #NASF became a space to present ideas, 
make presenters known, and meet new people. However, the original idea 
according to which after the presentations creative teams would be established 
did not happen. One reason explaining the above it may be that  
“When we meet there are two tendencies, one is the inspiring and 
then the other one it is more practical and involves stagnation. In these 
reunions there is a lot of ego, I do not say it as a criticism but as a virtue. 
Everybody has good ideas and the right to share them, there are many 
horses and not enough carriages and such is the amount that immobilizes 
us. We have been for almost two years doing the same thing. I believe 
#NASF should become into seed capital, a cooperative. #NASF would be 
a project with great future if it had a stronger leadership.”373   
This explanations concurs with a the key practice issue identified in 
“mature communities” according to which,  
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“as the community develops a stronger sense of itself, the core 
members frequently begin to see gaps in the community’s knowledge, 
identify its cutting edge, and feel a need to be more systematic in their 
definition of the community’s core practice.”374  
	  
Thus, the gap identified by Guzman Garmendia is the conflict between a 
known ritualized practice and a more fluid one, risking loosing the identity 
boundaries of the community. The result of the actual practice it has been the 
consequent weakness of #NASF and the emergence of parallel organizations as 
#ForSM, #Multiplikdor, and Innovation Games.  
Even so, #NASF’s successful implementation responds to its original 
organization flexibility, its persistent consistency, and a well-defined domain. As 
Aldous Huxley wrote that “the good life can be lived only in a society in which 
tidiness is preached and practiced but not too fanatically, and where efficiency is 
always haloed, as it were, by a tolerated margin of mess.”375 As I said, two 
#NASF’s members, Puy Trigueros and Rafa Aguilera, have been rigorously 
consistent attending #NASF’s organizational needs. Also, they themselves also 
have allowed flexibility and openness to the rest of participants. In addition, 
participant’s fidelity to the “Superdías” have helped turning #NASF into a local 
entrepreneurial institution, which reasonably has gathered praise and criticism.  
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Written disapproval of #NASF has not been too noticeable but when I 
have discovered such criticism has been published in the digital edition of a local 
newspaper and in Twitter. For instance, following a news report on the 
#Emprenderiamejor initiative, twenty-five readers shared their opinion’s about 
#NASF, some of whom were #NASF, some of whom were not. I have chosen the 
most representative. 
transparente 
(18/03/11 23:57) 
#20  
“Vasco, español, rojo, de derechas, de izquierdas, euskaldun, facha, batasuno, navarrista, 
nacionalista...estoy hasta el gorro de etiquetas en ésta nuestra tierra. Seremos y somos aldeanos de 
fácil crítica al vecino y poca aportación altruista. para observador; responder es necesario porque 
demuestra transparencia. algo a lo que tan poco estamos acostumbrados desgraciadamente. por 
cierto firmé nasf y nadie me pidió nada que no fuera estar de acuerdo.”  
"Basque, Spanish, red, right, left, Basque language speaker, 
fascist, batasuno376 (Basque leftist independentist), navarrist, nationalist ... 
I'm fed up with “labels” in this our land. We will be and are villagers who 
easily criticize the neighbor but hardly give any selfless contribution. To 
Observer (another commenter): It is necessary to answer because it 
shows transparency. This is something that we are not used to. By the 
way, I signed up #NASF’s manifest and no one asked me anything I was 
not in agreement with. "  
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jalisco 
(18/03/11 14:58) 
#12  
Mas que un trasfondo político yo veo una interesante estrategia de branding personal (de 
darse a conocer) aunque no cabe duda que la idea es muy interesante, resulta curioso ver la web de 
nasf como hay unos líderes que, visto desde fuera parecen los salvadores de la economía navarra. 
En navarra existen otras iniciativas interesantes que no consiguen tanta repercusión, tal vez porque 
no hay periódicos detrás que las apoyen o porque no tienen afán de notoriedad. De todos modos, 
aun teniendo cierto tufillo es una iniciativa buena para navarra. 
“More than a political purpose I see an interesting personal 
branding strategy. Not doubt the idea is very interesting, however, it is 
very interesting to see how at  #NASF’s webpage there are leaders who 
appear to be the saviors of Navarre's economy. In Navarre there are other 
interesting initiatives that do not get that much media impact, perhaps 
because they do not have behind any newspaper’s support or they do not 
have any desire for notoriety. Anyway, even if it has a whiff, #NASF is a 
good initiative for Navarre.” 
paco 
(18/03/11 09:42) 
#2  
Estaría bien completar la información diciendo que el fundador de NASF es Santiago Cervera y su 
jefe de campaña, Ezequiel Barricart. Es decir, que se trata de una herramienta política y de 
campaña del PPN. Me parece muy legítimo, pero creo que es interesante aclararlo.  
“It would be nice to complete the information saying that the 
founder of #NASF is Santiago Cervera (former Partido Popular’s president 
in Navarre) and his campaign manager, Ezequiel Barricart. That is, 
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#NASF is a political tool and campaign for PPN. It seems legitimate, but I 
think it is interesting to clarify it.”377 
 
These opinions summarize the main observations I have heard from my 
friends and acquaintances about #NASF while doing the fieldwork. Some of them 
feel it is time to look forward and forget about political differences when thinking 
of Navarre’s future. Other regard #NASF as an umbrella for show-offs, and some 
think #NASF is a marketing campaign for Partido Popular of Navarre. The fact is 
that when this discussion took place, many #NASF’s participants appeared 
publicly claiming their political independence as well as #NASF’s impartiality. 
Criticism has not been rife using #NASF hashtag. However, a month 
before this community’s second popularity peak an anonymous person published 
around twenty tweets showing his or her disagreement. Summarizing, this 
person accuses #NASF of being an elite, privileged, posh, blimpish, demagogic, 
and therefore living outside of reality.  
	  
	  
 
“If I want to be an authentic super-blimpish and follow the most 
privileged circles, I must follow the #nasf list.”  
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“I see @Navarre closer from the “botox valley” style than the 
“silicon valley” one. I say this because the general elite and their penchant 
programing #nasf” 
	  
	  
	  
	  
“When I see in #nasf businessmen set up by influences, CAN’s 
former subsidiaries saying  “we don’t want any #ogob’s funding, my jaw 
falls down to the floor”  
	  
	  
	  
“Not having #opendata with #transparecy there is a lot of 
demagoguery…Is #nasf playing with the seven deadly sins of the 
unwary?” 
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Figure	  16:	  Critical	  Tweets	  by	  “Fatxete”	  
	  
“There is a bunch of posh people who believe the whole Navarre is 
like “Pio XII, Gorraiz and Iturrama” or even SanFrancisco OMG…#nasf 
#numbers” 
 
This chapter’s conclusions bring together some of the most important 
ideas of this dissertation. The first conclusion arrives with the late but ultimate 
definition of #NASF: an innovative community of practice. This community is 
based in community-based corporative organizational models, however, applied 
to the civil sector. Despite the implementation of the initial idea it was not the full 
of it, I would argue that #NASF’s structure corresponds to the organic model and 
according to Mintzberg’s ‘configurational hypothesis’ is dominated by the 
adhocracy archetype. Regarding the theories of organizational learning #NASF 
would also belong to an adhocracy. Thereby, #NASF’s interviewed agreed that 
the most novel and interesting learning it has been this community’s 
methodology of work and organizational originality. Nevertheless, stagnation in 
the repetition of a known pattern, probably due to the lack of a more general 
willfulness, has resulted in #NASF’s weakness and the emergence of parallel 
organizations as #ForSM, #Multiplikdor. While it lasted, #NASF’s successful 
implementation responds to its original organization flexibility, its persistent 
consistency, and well-defined domain. 
Local sociability patterns sheltered in intense and long-standing social 
bonding has helped creating and maturing this community. At the same time, this 
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kind of sociability has hindered the development of relations between different 
while reinforcing homophily.  
#NASF’s main users have been local digital platforms start-ups, which often 
failed after being on for around two year. Men have participated three times more 
than women, but it must not be forgotten that one of the two coordinators was 
female, Puy Trigueros. Finally, spaces managed by public institutions have been 
the most hospitable hosts, followed by private businesses. 
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CHAPTER VI 
#NASF’S PARTICIPANTS’ ONLINE ENTEXTUALIZED IDENTITY 
 
Employing Richard Bauman and Charles L. Briggs’ concept of 
entextuality, Rogers Brubaker and Frederick Cooper’s uses of identity,378 and 
Roman Jakobson, John L. Austin and, John R. Searle’s studies of the speech 
act,379 I aim to uncover the resources used to strengthen the entrepreneurial 
public identity in a computer-mediated discourse. My study is based on the 
content analysis of the tweets gathered for three years at #NASF’s Twitter’s 
hashtag and it also takes into account this same community’s blog. Among other 
means, through entextualization the #NASF community and its participants gain 
legitimacy and authority as self-branded entrepreneurs. Consequently, their 
identity gets manifested in what Brubaker and Cooper understand as, on the one 
hand, particularistic self-understandings of it; namely, these Navarrese adjust 
their new expectations to their projected self. On the other hand #NASF’s 
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participants’ identity is enhanced by emphasizing their sameness among 
entrepreneurs, as a collective phenomenon of identity.  
More specifically, I have identified that the metaphor “be a horse, not a 
carriage” has been entextualized in the #NASF network appearing in several 
media, being used by different people, and different discursive resources. In this 
regard, the term “endurable object”380 coined by R. Jakobson inspires the idea of 
this metaphor as an ethos-holder. “The very conditions of production of the 
ethos, necessity made into a virtue, are such that the expectations to which it 
gives rise tend to ignore the restriction to which the validity of any calculus of 
probabilities is subordinated.”381 This ethos-holder, being prepared for 
detachability, circulates in a hybrid (online/online) local community’s social media 
channels and offline events bringing within it the Californian Dream.  
As Crispin Thurlow and Kristine R. Mroczek explain: 
We should engage with the particular historical-political context of 
contemporary language use: its commodification and its recontextualized 
use as a lifestyle resource or marketing strategy to be sold back to us, or 
as a workplace tool used to “manage” us (cf. Cameron, 2000: Heller, 
2003). This is the real stuff on symbolic power (cf. Bourdieu, 1991) and an 
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important part of the way new media language is nowadays also being 
organized, talked about, and (re-)valued (Thurlow, 2011a).”382 
 
I have already introduced different approaches and references in order to 
understand the entrepreneurial phenomenon. Along this line, Alice Marwick 
explores one of the current and most popular expressions of the entrepreneurial 
culture, which is self-branding.383 The explanation Marwick gives for the “rise of 
the marketing strategies applied to the individual” is “the popularity of huge 
corporate brands, the rise of project-based work cultures, entrepreneurial labor 
models, and the gradual popularization of the internet.”384 Both Marwick and 
Micki McGee385 assert it was in a business self-help book386where this practice 
was first explained back in 1999. Then, at the beginning of 2008, and due to the 
global economic crisis, this practice became a popular career strategy for the 
users of social media. Personal branding has been considered a “clear neoliberal 
form of self-governance.”387 According to Ilana Gershon, the shift from 
economical liberalism to neoliberalism affects the concept of agency, in at least 
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the following respect: “the liberal vision of people owning themselves as though 
they were property to a neoliberal vision of people owning themselves as though 
they were a business.”388 
Marwick recognizes several characteristics that identify entrepreneurs and 
also specifies what distinguishes the self-branded ones. Summarizing, she points 
out from the San Francisco’s tech scene five discursive attributes of the 
entrepreneur: he/she believes in meritocracy, is self reliant, and intrinsically risk 
taking. She/he creates passion-driving products and is a person owning his/her 
labor and regardless of social conditioning the entrepreneur is presented as a 
subject position attainable for anyone.389 In the case of the self-branded 
entrepreneurs they attract attention and therefore fame for their identity rather 
than for what they produce. As an alternative to precarious employment, they 
constantly promote themselves aiming to achieve economic security. Self-
branding discourse emphasizes successful blogs and retweets against 
photographs and “having many Twitter followers or blog readers carries social 
currency among self-branders.”390  
Linguistic anthropology provides necessary analytical tools to disclose and 
understand the resources used to strengthen the entrepreneurial public identity in 
a computer-mediated discourse. Moreover, if one considers that the diffusion and 
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circulation of a self-business identity is one of the main goals and 
accomplishment evidence of a successful self-branding campaign. This is how 
#NASF’s members’ practices offer a situated example of the entrepreneurial self-
branding discourse and expression. This discourse has been built in dialogic 
process, through “communicative practice (the intersubjective work of producing 
dialogic relationships) and a concomitant links that are thus established between 
and among utterances as they circulate through society and through time.”391 To 
study the above I have chosen a metaphor,392 which carries #NASF’s historical 
print on it. Therefore, entextualization and within it decontextualization, 
recontextualization, recirculation, and appropriation of text and discourse, 
uncovers the global entrepreneurial discourse while it discloses its local and 
individual manifestation.  
Entextualization is “the process of rendering discourse extractable, of 
making a stretch of linguist production into a unit – a text- that can be lifted out of 
its interactional setting.”393 This term was coined by Richard Bauman and 
Charles L. Briggs in the article “Poetics and Performance as Critical Perspectives 
on Language and Social Life,” written in 1990, as an attempt to offer a framework 
that pays attention to the dialectic relationship among performance and its 
sociocultural and political-economic context. Bauman and Briggs “stress the way 
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  Richard	  Bauman,	  "Commentary:	  Indirect	  Indexicality,	  Identity,	  Performance:	  
Dialogic	  Observations,"	  Journal	  of	  Linguistic	  Anthropology	  15,	  no.	  1	  (2005):	  145.	  
392	  “Se	  caballo,	  no	  carroza”	  (English	  translation:	  “Be	  a	  horse,	  not	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  Bauman	  and	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	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poetic patterning extracts discourse from particular speech events and explore its 
relationship to a diversity of social settings.”394 Intertextuality is another matter.  
‘“Intertextuality” (intertextualité) was coined and elaborated by Julia 
Kristeva in a series of writings (1967, 1968, 1969) in the late 1960s, and it 
amounts to Kristeva’s textualizing of Bakhtin’s dialogism, his vision of 
language as socially and historically constituted and of society as 
communicatively constituted through intersubjective discursive practices 
and the circulation of discourse.”395  
Kristeva referred to texts in terms of two axes: a horizontal axis connecting 
the author and reader of a text, and a vertical axis, which connects the text to 
other texts.396   
Bauman and Briggs raise key questions about entextuality: namely, how 
are decontextualization and recontextualization possible? What does the 
recontextualized text bring with it from its earlier context(s) (e.g., what kind of 
history does carry with it? And what formal, functional, and semantic changes 
does it undergo as it is recentered?397 Debra Spitulnik also used these three 
questions in her study about the social circulation of media discourse in Zambian 
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  Ibid,	  61.	  
395	  Bauman,	  "Commentary:	  Indirect	  Indexicality,	  Identity,	  Performance:	  Dialogic	  
Observations,"	  145.	  
396	  Daniel	  Chandler,	  "Semiotics	  for	  Beginners.	  Intertextuality,"	  	  http://visual-­‐
memory.co.uk/daniel/Documents/S4B/sem09.html.	  
397	  Bauman	  and	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	  as	  Critical	  Perspectives	  on	  
Language	  and	  Social	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  72–75.	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popular culture.398  
The second guideline to uncover the resources used to strengthen the 
entrepreneurial public identity in a computer-mediated discourse comes from 
Rogers Brubaker’s and Frederick Cooper’s different uses of identity. In this 
regard I identify two main expressions of identity in #NASF’s hashtag. One is a 
particularistic self-understanding of it, which might be understood in three 
complementary ways: ‘the first one is between self-understanding and (narrowly 
understood) self-interest. The second is between particularity and (putative) 
universality. The third is between two ways of construing social location.”399 Also, 
I find another expression of identity, which is defined by Brubaker and Cooper as 
a collective phenomenon. This one “denotes sameness among members of a 
group or category.”400 In this case, I study #NASF’s participants self-definition 
and the practices associated with it.  
The third guideline is based on Roman Jakobson, J.L Austin, and John R. 
Searle’s studies on pragmatics,401 which in the study of meaning “goes for the 
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  Debra	  Spitulnik,	  "The	  Social	  Circulation	  of	  Media	  Discourse	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  Mediation	  of	  
Communities,"	  in	  Linguistic	  Anthropology:	  A	  Reader,	  ed.	  Alessandro	  Duranti,	  
Blackwell	  Anthopologies	  in	  Social	  and	  Cultural	  Anthopology	  (Malden	  and	  Oxford:	  
Wiley-­‐Blackwell,	  1996),	  93.	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  Brubaker	  and	  Cooper,	  "Beyond	  "Identity","	  6–7.	  
400	  Ibid.:	  7.	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  Jakobson’s	  functions	  of	  language	  (referential,	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  phatic,	  
metalingual,)	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interpretation that is best suited to the context.”402 In this regard, I avail myself of 
the speech act theory, according to which a performative utterance is defined in 
terms of the speaker’s intentions and the effect it has on a listener.403  
“With performative utterances are contrasted, for example and essentially, 
'constative' utterances: to issue a constative utterance (i.e. to utter it with a 
historical reference) is to make a statement. To issue a performative 
utterance is, for example, to make a bet.”404   
 I have not been able to find concise and reliable definitions of these 
terms, thus, let me define speech act’s meaning through Austin’s examples:  
“Act (A) or Locution 
He said to me 'Shoot her!' meaning by 'shoot' shoot and referring by 'her' 
to her. 
Act (B) or Illocution 
He urged (or advised, ordered, &c.) me to shoot her. 
Act (C. a) or Perlocution 
He persuaded me to shoot her. 
He got me to (or made me, &c.) shoot her.  
Act (A) or Locution 
He said to me, 'You can't do that'. 
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  Chierchia,	  "Formal	  Semantics,"	  in	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  ed.	  Keith	  Brown	  (Amsterdam:	  Elsevier	  Inc,	  2005),	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  Austin,	  How	  to	  Do	  Things	  with	  Words.	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  William	  James	  Lectures	  Delivered	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Act (B) or Illocution 
He protested against my doing it. 
Act (C. a) or Perlocution 
He pulled me up, checked me.  
Act (C. b) 
He stopped me, he brought me to my senses, &c. He annoyed me. 
Act (C. b) 
He stopped me, he brought me to my senses, &c. He annoyed me. 
We can similarly distinguish the locutionary act 'he said that...' from the 
illocutionary act 'he argued that… and the perlocutionary 'he convinced 
me that…”405 
Since #NASF’s hashtag began to gather tweets back in January 2011, it 
has been the most important online meeting point for Navarrese self-branded 
entrepreneurs but not the only one. #NASF’s participants have shared 
information, conversations, expressions, metaphors, links to another semiotic 
material, and discourse styles through their own blogs, #NASF’s blog, Twitter’s 
local entrepreneurial hashtags, and other social media spaces. However, I have 
collected tweets at #NASF’s hashtag, posts at this community’s blog and 
#NASF’s members’ blog’s production. In order to localize and identify these I 
have not used any interface or engine. I am aware these tools provide 
remarkable possibilities to accomplish far-reaching investigations such as the 
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ones trying to find patterns in the diffusion of tweets, that is to say, retweeting 
patterns; the ones looking for communities’ members’ patterns; the use of tweets 
in the news; the use of Twitter in a company’s branding; and the emotion in 
tweets affecting retweets. Nevertheless, I considered that the best way to 
understand what these Navarrese wanted and were looking for when 
participating in #NASF was to read every single tweet and post they wrote. It has 
been an arduous task to categorize thousands of tweets, and hundreds of blog 
posts but this decision has, first of all, kept my archive secure from irremediable 
policy changes and therefore, permanent loss. Second, this classic methodology, 
according to which reading and understanding documents are paramount, has 
led me to realize that entextualization and circulation of text constitute an 
important pattern in the social media environment and contribute to the 
construction of identities. Third and last, this multi-faceted ethnography has 
shown that in the social media environment it also applies features associated to 
mass mediation for the formation of a community in large-societies.  
Much has been written about metaphor. However there is a simple 
definition that says, “when we use a metaphor we have two thoughts of different 
things active together and supported by a single word, or phrase, whose meaning 
is a resultant of their interaction.”406 Nevertheless, if I were to give a more 
sophisticated definition, ”be a horse, not a carriage,” it would be a standardized 
symbol and this symbol, a metaphor. This is it because the horse stands for a 
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proactive individual and a carriage for a passive one, not being a prior 
relationship between A and B, namely, the zoological context of a horse to the 
psychological context of the proactive person. “Where metonymy implies 
contiguity, metaphor depends upon asserted similarity.”407  
In addition to being devices to organize thought, metaphors are also “core 
manifestations of the local cultural imagination. Furthermore, in baserri408 society 
animals serve as the basic source of similes and metaphors appropriated by 
people when formulating personal identities.”409 In Basque mythology there are a 
number of spirits that take on the form of animals and the horse is one of the 
main ones. According to the fourteenth-century legend of Don Diego López, Mari 
is believed to hold sway over the other Basque spirits and gives a magic horse to 
Iñigo Guerra as a present. This horse, without any food and water, is able to 
transport Iñigo mysteriously quickly from Bizkaia to Toledo. Pardal, which was 
this horse’s name, conferred invincible powers on the Basque warrior.410 The 
horse in the American dream’s mythology also is a symbol of	  overcoming spirits 
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  Ronald	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  Culture	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  Communication	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  Symbols	  
Are	  Connected	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  Introduction	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  In	  the	  Basque	  country,	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  baserri	  farmstead	  is	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  discrete	  land	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  is	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  that	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combined	  land	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  A.	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  Joseba	  Zulaika,	  Basque	  Culture	  :	  
Anthropological	  Perspectives	  (Reno,	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  Center	  for	  Basque	  Studies	  University	  of	  
Nevada	  Reno,	  2007),	  213.	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  Joseba	  Zulaika,	  "Basque	  Violence	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  Metaphor	  and	  Sacrament"	  (University	  of	  
Nevada	  Press,	  1988),	  239–42.	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  Selected	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  Jose	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  De	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Prehistory	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  Ethnography	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  Center	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  Studies	  University	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and competitiveness. The racehorse Seabiscuit is an example of it. In the 1920’s 
this horse had an unfavorable racing start. However, its coach’s tenacity plus its 
own physical qualities took this horse repeatedly to victory Seabiscuit became a 
living symbol of surmounting the Great Depression. Metaphors in which animals 
are one of its two parts must answer to a fairly universal human language 
pattern.  
Roman Jakobson in his article “Closing Statements: Linguistics and 
Poetics” recalls Wimsatt and Beardsley quote in which the term “enduring 
objects” is first coined: “A performance is an event, but the poem itself, if there is 
any poem, must be some kind of enduring object.” 411 Then, Bauman and Briggs 
retrieve this term to raise awareness of the constant need “to question the 
equation of poetics with immanent features of particular discursive acts.”412 
Therefore, an “enduring object” is useful “for the synchronic and historical 
analysis of poetry” provided that the poetic is the function of language that 
focuses on the message. I consider “be a horse, not a carriage” to be an 
enduring object, part of the Californian entrepreneurs’ discourse, which has been 
entextualized. I claim the recontextualization and circulation of this metaphor 
illustrates the adoption of the Californian ethos by #NASF’s participants. This 
enduring object born in California brings with it, the Californian dream.  
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“Be a horse not a carriage” first appeared in a face-to-face guided visit that 
took place in IDEO (Silicon Valley), at around 5pm on December 3, 2010. Alex 
Castellarnau,413 former senior program leader at IDEO, conducted a guided visit 
for the Navarrese visitors. I consider this to be a performance, on the grounds 
that a “performance is seen as a specially marked, artful way of speaking that 
sets up or represents a special interpretive frame within which the act of 
speaking is to be understood.”414 As I said, this performance took the form of a 
guided visit, with a face-to-face “speak act.”415 At that moment, unfortunately, I 
was not there. However, two years later I went to the headquarters IDEO in San 
Francisco, and I talked to Alex Castellarnau about #NASF’s visit. Among many 
other things, he explained to me how special that visit was for him and how 
confortable he felt with the Navarrese, with some of whom he still keeps in touch. 
Castellarnau is a renowned speaker, who over the last years has explained 
IDEO’s corporative culture all over the world.416 I assume the day this innovator 
met #NASF’s founders he made full use of all his communicative skills. What it is 
certain is that Castellarnau demanded that the Navarrese be proactive, the basic 
requirement for an entrepreneur to succeed. At least, that is what the metaphor, 
“be a horse, not a carriage,” shows as a text representing a stretch of the 
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discourse that took place that day. In this sense, according to Roman Jakobson’s 
classification, on the one hand this metaphor is placed in the “poetic” function of 
the language, which “focuses on the message for its own sake.”417 On the other 
one, since “be a horse, not a carriage” uses an imperative, it can also be 
considered conative, and referential because the context involving it is 
fundamental. John R. Searle’s classification of illocutionary acts418 clarifies that 
the attempt by the speaker, in this case, Castellarnau, to get the listener to do 
something corresponds to the category of the directive.419 Austin clarified that “an 
'imperative' may be an order, a permission, a demand, a request, an entreaty, a 
suggestion, a recommendation, a warning ('go and you will see'), or may express 
a condition or concession or a definition ('Let it...')”420  
In further examples I will show how some of its communication functions 
through the circulation of the metaphor and change of its illocutionary and acts. 
This occurs because the “circulation of linguistic and discursive constructs from 
one communicative space to another affects what it is said, why something it is 
said and how the message is understood.”421 	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(1976):	  1.	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communication.”	  Other	  authors	  have	  defined	  it	  as:	  Locutionary	  act	  is	  the	  basic	  act	  of	  
utterance,	  or	  the	  basic	  act	  of	  producing	  a	  meaningful	  linguistic	  expression,	  
illocutionary	  act	  is	  the	  act	  of	  what	  the	  speaker	  intends	  to	  communicate	  to	  the	  
addressee,	  and	  perlocutionary	  act	  is	  the	  act	  of	  interpreting	  of	  what	  the	  speaker	  says.	  	  
419	  Ibid.:	  11.	  
420	  Austin,	  How	  to	  Do	  Things	  with	  Words.	  The	  William	  James	  Lectures	  Delivered	  at	  
Harvard	  University	  in	  1955,	  76–77.	  
421	  Leppänen	  et	  al.,	  "Entextualization	  and	  Resemiotization	  as	  Resources	  for	  
(Dis)Identification	  in	  Social	  Media.,"	  13.	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Next I am making use of Bauman and Briggs’ guidelines, transformed into 
questions, with the aim to discover the available means to make discourse into a 
text and find the factors helping the circulation of it. The first one wonders about 
the ability of, in this case, a metaphor to get decontextualized and 
recontextualized, which ones are the factors that may promote the circulation of a 
text. Thus, first of all, metaphors, for being figurative language, are “key to 
performance,”422and performance potentiates decontextualization.423 This 
metaphor has circulated, hence it has been recontextualized in different media 
and events. Social media it has been the most relevant and within it, the 
microblogging platform, Twitter, and #NASF’s own blog set through Wordpress. 
The original and hosting media affect the possibilities of decontextualization and 
recontextualization of the text. Therefore, Twitter’s and Wordpress settings also 
have added some conditions that may help or difficult entextualiazation.424  
The participants in a performance, in this case #NASF’s entrepreneurs 
and IDEO’s worker, “may be directly and strongly concerned with the social 
management of entextualization, decontextualization, and recontextualization.”425 
I believe this is exactly the case for both the Navarrese entrepreneurs and the 
Catalan innovator. They are trained and want to improve their use of the social 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
422	  Bauman,	  "Verbal	  Art	  as	  Performance,"	  295.	  
423	  Bauman	  and	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	  as	  Critical	  Perspectives	  on	  
Language	  and	  Social	  Life,"	  73.	  
424	  I	  delve	  in	  this	  sense	  when	  answering	  to	  Bauman	  and	  Briggs’	  third	  question.	  
425	  Bauman	  and	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	  as	  Critical	  Perspectives	  on	  
Language	  and	  Social	  Life,"	  74.	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media, which paradoxically is based on the management of the 
decontextualization, recontextualization and circulation of discourse. 
When looking at this metaphor and its ability to get decontextualized and 
recontextualized the issue of social power arises. Both #NASF members’ and Mr. 
Castellarnau’s ICT skills are high due their specialized training and professional 
practice. They hold graduate degrees in business and communication. They 
have access to privileged information, and they have achieved multilingual 
competence. Therefore, both #NASF’s members and Mr. Castellarnau show the 
“differential competence in the use of text.”426 Accordingly, they are aware of the 
legitimacy that both Silicon Valley and the text produced in that environment 
gives to the one who appropriates it. They also know the values that context 
confers on this metaphor. Such values are linked to the entrepreneurial 
discourse. At the moment, entrepreneurialism is highly valued all over the world. 
Bruno Latour’s “ANT perspective turns to knowledge circulation as the process 
through which the social construction of truths takes place. Information becomes 
facts by travelling through networks in patterned ways that imbue the piece of 
knowledge with authority and relevance.”427 
and 
“Control over decentering and recentering is part of the social 
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  Ibid.:	  76.	  
427	  Ilana	  Gershon,	  "Bruno	  Latour	  (1947–),"	  in	  Agamben	  to	  Zizek:	  Contemporary	  
Critical	  Theorist,	  ed.	  Jon	  Simons	  (Edinburgh:	  Edinburgh	  University	  Press,	  2010),	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framework and as such is one of the processes by which texts are 
endowed with authority, which in turn places formal and functional 
constraints on how they may be further recentered: An authoritative text, 
by definition, is one that is maximally protected from compromising 
transformation.”428 
So, to conclude, this metaphor, “prepared for detachability,”429 has been 
decontextualized due to several interactive aspects. “All of these factors access, 
legitimacy, competence, and values bear centrally on the construction and 
assumption of authority.” 430 Authority is what Navarrese entrepreneurs gained by 
traveling to Silicon Valley. They also brought but also, bringing Silicon Valley’s 
discourse back with them.  
On January 4th 2011, a month after the trip to Silicon Valley, these sixteen 
Navarrese organized an event to explain their experience in California. Around 
one hundred people met in a room of the defunct Navarrese savings bank, CAN. 
Each one of the travellers described an aspect of the trip. This event was 
recorded and then four videos of approximately thirty minutes each were posted 
on #NASF’s blog.431 One of these videos shows Jose Manuel Izcue and Ecequiel 
Barricart explaining the visit of #NASF’s founders to IDEO432 and describing this 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
428	  Bauman	  and	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	  as	  Critical	  Perspectives	  on	  
Language	  and	  Social	  Life,"	  77.	  
429	  Ibid.:	  74.	  
430	  Ibid.:	  77.	  
431	  #NASF.	  
432#Nasf	  21	  December	  2010	  -­‐	  2	  of	  4	  (VIMEO:	  #NASF,	  2010).	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company’s corporative culture. One of their slides displayed the metaphor, “be a 
horse not a carriage.”433  
 
 
Figure 17: First written appearance of metaphor “Be a horse not a 
carriage”  
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  “Sé	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  no	  carroza”	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This is the first case of a text’s recontextualization that I found in the 
ethnography of #NASF, and I believe I have identified a discursive practice that 
“mediates between the situated use of language within speech events and those 
larger structures.”434 Thus, what does the recontextualized text bring with it from 
its earlier context(s)?435 “Be a horse, not a carriage” travelled from the heart of 
Silicon Valley to Pamplona and it was presented in public at the headquarters of 
the former public local bank. As I said above, in its translation from a guided visit 
to a local formal presentation in which hosts are on stage and the audience is 
seated, this metaphor brought the legitimacy and authority of a situated 
entrepreneurial discourse from California. Thus, when the metaphor appeared on 
screen, it was presented as an entrepreneurial authoritative text. Based on the 
above, through the local presentation, it gained, at least apparently, the local 
economic institutions’ approval. Also, since the room was crowed, it also 
obtained assistants understanding and appreciation. “Even when audience 
members say or do practically nothing at the time of the performance, their role 
becomes active when they serve as speakers in subsequent entextualizations of 
the topic at hand.”436 In this process, #NASF’s founders, who hosted this event, 
acquired the same attributes as the authoritative text I am studying, the 
metaphor.  
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  Bauman	  and	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	  as	  Critical	  Perspectives	  on	  
Language	  and	  Social	  Life,"	  79.	  
435	  Second	  question	  of	  Bauman	  and	  Briggs.	  	  
436	  Bauman	  and	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	  as	  Critical	  Perspectives	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Language	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When this metaphor was first presented in public, even if it appeared on a 
slide it was not specifically mentioned or explained to the assistants. It was an 
illustrative element, a phrase bringing together IDEO’s corporative culture. In this 
case, this recontextualized metaphor’s main role is referential, guiding the 
audience to the context.437 Likewise, the metaphor was involved in a 
representative illocutionary act, as long as “the point or purpose of the members 
of the representative class is to commit the speaker (in varying degrees) to 
something's being the case, to the truth of the expressed proposition.”438 
However, since the grammatical mood of “be a horse, not a carriage” is 
imperative, to some degree its illocutionary act is also directive, which consists in 
the fact that “they are attempts (of varying degrees, and hence, more precisely, 
they are determinates of the determinable which includes attempting) by the 
speaker to get the hearer to do something.”439 Both representative and directive 
work together when the speakers command listerners to conduct themselves as 
what they claim is the true entrepreneur. 
 Thereby, legitimacy validated these sixteen Navarrese individuals as true 
cultural bridges between California and Navarre. Their local professional 
trajectory and the fact that they carried out an entrepreneurial trip authorized 
them as the genuine entrepreneurs. That first public event entailed an 
entrepreneurial self-understanding and social location, and an external portrayal 
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  Regarding	  R.	  Jakobson’s	  functions	  of	  language.	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  Searle,	  "A	  Classification	  of	  Illocutionary	  Acts,"	  10.	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  Ibid.:	  11.	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of oneself by others, namely, a public appearance as self-branded Navarrese 
entrepreneurs. “Self-understanding is a dispositional term that designates what 
might be called “situated subjectivity”: one’s sense of who one is, of one’s social 
location, and of how (given the first two) one is prepared to act.”440 Accordingly 
this corresponds to a particularistic self-understanding of oneself, while it also 
denotes identification with the entrepreneurial category through discourse.441  
“Be a horse, not a carriage” soon became the motto, the brand slogan of 
#NASF. However, what formal, functional, and semantic changes undergo as this 
metaphor is recentered?442 In order to answer this question I am following these 
authors’ scheme of interrelations: “Framing, form, function, indexical grounding, 
translation, and emergent structure”443of the metaphor “be a horse, not a 
carriage:”  
In the first place and regarding its new framing, this metaphor was chosen 
as #NASF’s blog’s and Twitter’s account’s subtitle. In their template, Twitter, 
microblogging platform, and Wordpress blog platform with which #NASF’s blog 
runs, offer the possibility to add a text, always visible.444 Thereby, a phrase that 
at the beginning was chosen but not emphasized, in its translation to another 
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  Brubaker	  and	  Cooper,	  "Beyond	  "Identity","	  17.	  
441	  Ibid.:	  16–17.	  
442	  Bauman	  and	  Briggs’	  third	  question.	  
443	  Bauman	  and	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	  as	  Critical	  Perspectives	  on	  
Language	  and	  Social	  Life,"	  75–76.	  
444	  In	  the	  case	  of	  Twitter	  this	  can	  be	  added	  through	  settings-­‐profile-­‐bio	  and	  allow	  
160	  characters.	  In	  the	  case	  of	  Wordpress	  this	  space	  are	  General-­‐Settings-­‐Tagline	  
and	  General	  Settings-­‐Users-­‐My	  Profile-­‐Basic	  Details-­‐About	  You	  (07-­‐16-­‐2014)	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media, passed to be #NASF’s definition. Among other factors, this happened 
because it suited the design settings of these social media spaces.  
 
Figure 18: A Metaphor Is #NASF’s Twitter’s Account’s Subtitle 
 
However, beside their template, in the case of Twitter, this microblogging’s 
inescapable condition is its limited writing space of 140 characters. Traditional 
blogging does not have these restrictions but both share some style 
characteristics. In this sense, David Crystal’s descriptions of chatgroups may 
help map the dimensions of this metaphor’s transformation in the new 
microblogging and blogging spaces.  
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The analogy (of the chatgroups) with newspaper style is compelling. 
Headlines which are idiosyncratic and ludic attract the reader, and make it 
more likely that their accompanying articles will be read. The same point 
applies to chatgroup messages. With so much competition for readership, 
the message which has the intriguing title is the one more likely to be 
picked up and responded to.445   
At one moment of its transformation, the metaphor “be a horse…” took the 
form of a slogan but not only that. It should be noted that in the last years there 
has been a decline in the use of the slogans, so much that widely known brands 
have stopped using them. Nevertheless, “ultimately, taglines that issue invitations 
appeal more to people's current connection-based sensibilities. Perhaps in this 
hyper social age, modern taglines can function not only as welcome signs, but 
highly concise mission statements as well.”446 Therefore, I argue that in this 
context “be a horse, not a carriage” works also as a mission statement of #NASF. 
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  David	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  Language	  and	  the	  Internet,	  (New	  York,	  2006).	  Kindle	  Edition.	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  Denise	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Figure 19: A Metaphor Is #NASF’s Blog’s Account’s Subtitle 
  
 
Thus, this metaphor’s function, when acting as a slogan can be 
considered both referential for being a sign and conative as an imperative. Under 
Searle’s taxonomy, it can be considered a representative and again a directive 
illocutionary act. In this case, again, the speaker is committed to the truth of the 
expressed presupposition. In other words, in this context “be a horse, not a 
carriage” intends to communicate: “I assert that we are entrepreneurs” and “be 
one of us.”  
However, in this same context, when “be a horse, not a carriage” works as 
#NASF’s mission statement, its function and illocutionary act changes. In this 
regard, I argue the Jakobsonian function is conative and illocutionary act 
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commissive, “whose point is to commit the speaker to some future course of 
action.”447   
 
Once used as a motto on the main page of several media spaces, “be a 
horse not a carriage” was recontextualized in numerous tweets, blog posts, and 
#NASF’s events by both in presentations and casual conversations. In mapping 
its recontextualization where “texts both shape and are shaped by the situational 
contexts in which they are produced,”448 a new emergent structure can be 
anticipated. Furthermore, I argue that this new framework is mainly shaped by 
the success of the circulation of the text.  
The constant and intense online diffusion of a sentence, a video, an idea, 
or as in this case, a metaphor, it has been defined in various ways. At the 
moment, the most popular one is Meme. 449 “Be a horse, not a carriage” is viral 
within a small community, so I am defining it as a short-range meme. “In this 
culture of circulation (Lee and LiPuma 2002,) cultural entities take on a dynamic 
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  Searle,	  "A	  Classification	  of	  Illocutionary	  Acts,"	  11.	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  Bauman	  and	  Briggs,	  "Poetics	  and	  Performance	  as	  Critical	  Perspectives	  on	  
Language	  and	  Social	  Life,"	  76.	  
449	  Allow	  me,	  as	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  exception,	  to	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  Wikipedia	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  Meme’s	  definition,	  since	  I	  haven’t	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  a	  better	  and	  a	  more	  complete	  one.	  	  	  
“A	  Meme	  acts	  as	  a	  unit	  for	  carrying	  cultural	  ideas,	  symbols	  or	  practices,	  which	  can	  
be	  transmitted	  from	  one	  mind	  to	  another	  through	  writing,	  speech,	  gestures,	  rituals	  
or	  other	  imitable	  phenomena.	  The	  word	  'meme'	  is	  a	  shortening	  (modeled	  on	  'gene')	  
of	  'mimeme'	  (from	  ancient	  Greek	  μίμημα	  Greek	  "something	  imitated")	  and	  it	  was	  
coined	  by	  the	  British	  evolutionary	  biologist	  Richard	  Dawkins	  in	  The	  Selfish	  Gene	  as	  a	  
concept	  for	  discussion	  of	  evolutionary	  principles	  in	  explaining	  the	  spread	  of	  ideas	  
and	  cultural	  phenomena.”	  Wikipedia,	  "Meme,"	  	  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meme.	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of their own; in this movement, value is added.”450This value can also be 
translated into social capital by, for instance, reinforcing a community, which I 
argue has been #NASF’s case. In this sense, Greg Urban and Debra Spitulnik’s 
reflection on the mass media can be applied to the case in hand. They explain 
how “common reference points such as frequency of consumption, common 
exposure, and simultaneity do not ensure the formation of the community. 
Nevertheless, community and belonging are indexically constructed in texts.”451 
These characteristics also make sense in the new communication model we 
share in the present, which Manuel Castells defines as mass self-
communication.452   
Benedict Anderson said that consumption of newspapers in a modern 
society could be considered a mass ceremony. I think that frequent participation 
in the social media creates a community ceremony, which often gets extended to 
hybrid space events and vice versa, if geographical proximity allows it. 
At the same time, the newspaper reader, observing exact replicas of his 
own paper being consumed by his subway, barbershop, or residential 
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  Lash	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  Celia	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  Global	  Culture	  Industry	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  Mediation	  of	  Things	  
(Cambridge,	  UK	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  Malden,	  MA:	  Polity,	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  "The	  Social	  Circulation	  of	  Media	  Discourse	  and	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  Mediation	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Communities,"	  163-­‐64.	  
452	  Castells,	  Communication	  Power,	  Kindle	  edition.	  “It	  is	  mass	  communication	  
because	  it	  can	  potentially	  reach	  a	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  and	  the	  retrieval	  of	  specific	  messages	  or	  content	  from	  
the	  World	  Wide	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  communication	  networks	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neighbours, is continually reassured that the imagined world is visibly 
rooted in everyday life. As with Noli Me Tangere, fiction seeps quietly and 
continuously into reality, creating that remarkable confidence of 
community in anonymity, which is the hallmark of modern nations”453  
The sense of belonging pointed out by Anderson gets “understood as a 
core aspect of (individual or collective) “selfhood”’454 by Brubaker and Cooper. 
The content with which #NASF’s entrepreneurs fill their social media channels 
doesn’t pay much attention to the creation of a national identity.455 
Entrepreneurship is an individual behavior and therefore this is the facet they 
want to boost. However, “the repeating, recycling, and recontextualizing of media 
discourse is an important component in the formation of community in a kind of 
subterranean way, because it establishes an indirect connectivity or 
intertextuality across media consumers and across instances of media 
consumption.”456 At this point it must be taken into account that the network, the 
dominant social form under informationalism, becomes the message itself.457 
Next example proves that “be a horse, not a carriage” in its circulation it 
has continued working to show affinity to #NASF, reinforce the Navarrese 
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entrepreneurial collective identity, as well as, utter a first person self-definition, 
therefore, boosting the emergent structure. This fragment of #NASF’s history 
begins when Xavier Verdaguer, mentioned in the Genesis of #NASF, visited 
Navarre and attended a superviernes event in March 2011. Afterwards, he wrote 
a post in his own blog titled “#NASF Meeting in Pamplona.” “I wish to return soon 
to see this fabulous group of entrepreneurs who are demonstrating how much 
can be done from civil action. "Be a horse, not a carriage."’458 As it can be read, 
the last sentence of this post borrows #NASF’s motto, and Verdaguer uses it as 
a summary and conclusion in his article. As has happened in previous cases, 
Verdaguer also uses the metaphor as a sign as well as a mission statement. 
Therefore, this metaphor’s function is once again referential and conative and 
appears as a representative illocutionary act. However, since Mr. Verdaguer is 
the one who undertakes this mission by himself, even though the function 
continues being commissive, it also works as a declaration: “the successful 
performance of one of its members brings about the correspondence between 
the propositional content and reality, successful performance guarantees that the 
propositional content corresponds to the world.”459 Searle explains this case as 
follows: “I successfully perform the act of appointing you chairman, then you are 
chairman.” I argue that Verdaguer is saying “I appoint myself as an 
entrepreneur,” and ‘If I appoint you as entrepreneur, then you are an 
entrepreneur.” This declaration entails an entrepreneurial self-understanding and 
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social location. Accordingly Verdaguer’s contribution corresponds to a 
particularistic self-understanding of oneself. 
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Figure 20: Xavier Verdaguer’s Blog’s Post 
However, regarding the emergent structure the most interesting interaction 
begins when Natalia Sara, a frequent #NASF’s participant, shares Verdaguer’s 
blog post in Twitter. Natalia Sara adds the recurrent metaphor to her microblog 
post, a tweet,. Once in the flow, Sara’s tweet gets retweeted or shared by 
#NASF’s participants over and over.  
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Figure 21: The Metaphor in #NASF’s Twitter’s Conversation 
 
An ethnographic investigation of blogging carried out in adjoining 
residences to Stanford University concluded “blogging is an unusually versatile 
medium, employed for everything from spontaneous release of emotion to 
archivable support of group collaboration and community.”460 This is also a way 
in which #NASF’s participants show their belonging to this community while 
adopting  #NASF’s motto and mission as their own. Participants are showing a 
collective understanding of identity, which “denotes a fundamental and 
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consequential sameness among members of a group o category.”461 In this case 
this sameness reinforces their #NASF’s membership and their entrepreneurial 
identity and fortifies #NASF structure. The functions used in this regard are 
emotive for the attitude of affinity shown by the participant and phatic because 
with these tweets they want to start or sustain communication. As an illocutionary 
act it is commisive.   
The following examples show how #NASF’s participants recontextualize 
the metaphor through their blogs, using “heterogeneous linguistic and discursive 
resources.”462 In the first two cases, the metaphor gets modified and diluted in 
the narrative when the writer of the post defines some #NASF’s participants as 
horses, proactive role models for the rest of the community. In another 
paragraph, the writer asks “are you a horse?” Thereby, on the one hand, “their 
membership in this particular community thus gives them access to and 
socializes them into the use of linguistic resources and their intended meanings, 
histories and ideologies.”463 On the other one, I consider these different cases of 
entextuality, metaphoric replacements and resemiotization as clear examples of 
a particularistic self-understanding of #NASF’s members’ identity.  
A year and a half after the trip, #NASF’s blog post “NASF, NANY, NAIS Y 
SIMILARES,” written by Marta Borruel, says: “the horses that pulled that carriage 
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were: Ecequiel, David Luquin, Santiago Cervera, Guzman Garmendia and Emilio 
Linzoain.”464 In this way, Borruel “explicitly points to the central role of 
entextualization and resemiotization as means of self-identification,”465of  
#NASF’s participants who aim to adopt the entrepreneurial identity. The function 
of the language in this and the following cases are “referential” and “poetic.” 
However, these are not performative utterances but constative. Therefore they 
do not imply an effect or an act from the appealed.  
Figure 22: The Metaphor in a Tweet 
In a post written a year and a half later, Puy Trigueros uses this same 
resource. However, this time the writer appeals to #NASF’s potential participants, 
asking them: “Are you a horse or a carriage? Next SuperFriday we will be waiting 
for you for the beginning of a new course. Here there is room for everyone who 
wants to act, to listen, to collaborate, to find partners, to offer businesses, to find 
work or just to get energized in a positive environment, which is something!”466 
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Figure 22: The Metaphor at Puy Triguero’s Post 
Also, in this same post there are two more examples of entextualization. In 
the first place, Trigueros presents the “be a horse, not a carriage” as a mantra; 
specifically she defines it as “an inspirational spirit.”  
Then, as in the first example, Trigueros also replaces #NASF’s members 
with horses, thereby, identifying them with a proactive symbol. “We also invite 
you to make your proposals to improve and expand #NASF; with ideas that you 
are willing to lead by the spirit "Be not horse, not a carriage," which inspired this 
movement since its origins. Can you think of new actions, events, trips, visit, to 
foster entrepreneurship? Raise an idea, lead the project, and seeks support from 
the NASF to help you push. Unfortunately it is difficult to find horses. So, we do 
not want to miss any!”467 
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Figure 23: The Metaphor at Puy Triguero’s Post 2 
 
Representing meaning through visual material, thus, resemiotizating a 
picture, NASF’s producers express their ethos, community, and entrepreneurial 
identity. In so far as, “resemiotization is about how meaning making shifts from 
context to context, from practice to practice, or from one stage of a practice to the 
next.”468 In the post I have introduced above, the one written by Trigueros, there 
was a picture of a vintage hearse. First of all it should be clarified that, as far as I 
know, this picture’s author and first source got lost in the internet. In any case, 
according to my search in Google web search engine, the first fourteen results 
show that this picture has been used in five different languages and, al least, 
forty-seven different online publications.  
“The new realities of the semiotic landscape are…primarily brought about 
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by social and cultural factors: the intensification of linguistic and cultural 
diversity within the boundaries of nation-states, and by the weakening of 
these boundaries, due to multiculturalism, electronic media of 
communication, technologies of transport and global economic 
development. Global flows of capital dissolve not only cultural and political 
boundaries but also semiotic boundaries”469 
In Spanish a “vintage hearse” can be translated as a “funeral carriage.” 
Trigueros, by choosing this picture, adds the meaning of passivity to the one 
“carriage” has: “a large vehicle with four wheels that is pulled by a horse and that 
carries people.”470 Thus, extending its meaning, so that being called a “carriage” 
is equivalent to being “dead.”  
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Figure 24: Representing meaning through visual material471 
 
In conclusion, in an attempt to study the resources used to strengthen an 
entrepreneurial public identity in a computer-mediated discourse, I have found 
the way that they have gained legitimacy and authority in the adoption and 
diffusion of the global entrepreneurial discourse. Navarrese self-branded 
entrepreneurs adopting a foreign ethos have ignored the “reasonable” and 
“unreasonable” local conditions to internalize some expectations, alien to their 
local environment. Thereby, they have acquired the attributes of the outsiders, in 
this case Californian entrepreneurs. Nevertheless in order to do that, #NASF’s 
participants show differential competence in the use of text. Therefore, one might 
think this could be a requirement to fully participate in this community. 
Entextualization and more specifically of the social circulation of mass-self 
“prosumtion” play vital roles in the formation of personal and collective identities. 
Considering the metaphor as an endurable object, “ethos-holder,” I have proved 
this format is appropriate for its circulation through the social media and offline 
events. Also, it has been shown that this metaphor has changed purpose 
according to the context where it has been used. However, I have also pointed 
out that as an authoritative text its meaning is “protected from compromising 
transformation.”  
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 #NASF members’ decision to travel to Silicon Valley was not a random 
choice. #NASF original group considered Silicon Valley almost a sacred place, 
regarded their first journey as an entrepreneurial pilgrimage, and Silicon Valley 
as an online celebrity region followed by millions of worshippers.472 #NASF’s 
travellers took as their mission one of the most important functions of a 
pilgrimage, which is about returning home, sharing souvenirs and understanding 
a narrative. In this sense, I maintain that #NASF’s travellers went to Silicon 
Valley looking for the American renewed dream and brought back its storytelling. 
As a consequence, self-branded entrepreneurial self-narrative is performed, 
which is related to so-called emotional capitalism.473 In any case, the benefits 
#NASF’s participants obtained from this trip included the following: having the 
experiential pretext to acquire Silicon Valley’s attributes, and to share them, 
evangelizing Navarre with the entrepreneurial discourse. Also, these are 
reflected in the new organizational practice and the strengthening of #NASF’s 
participants’ network.  
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#NASF’s participants are immersed in a new form of communication, the 
mass self-communication. #NASF’s information prosumers share a good deal of 
experiences, common spaces, and meanings. The fact that #NASF published a 
blog from the outset has been a determining factor in generating a common story 
for, with and between the participants of the community I am referring to. Also, 
their masterful use of Twitter has generated several interesting results. For 
instance, they “may be directly and strongly concerned with the social 
management of entextualization, decontextualization, and recontextualization.”474 
Thus, they are trained and want to improve their use of the social media.  
Paradoxically, social media bases its operation on the management of the 
decontextualization, recontextualization and circulation of discourse. As a 
consequence, through the circulation of a “prepared for detachability”475 
metaphor, legitimacy, competence and authority have been reclaimed by 
#NASF’s participants. Also, online tagging facilitates the participation in the 
Electronic Networks of Practice. The concept of Electronic Network of Practice476 
(ENP) might be relevant to understand the wide online connection #NASF shares 
with similar communities. However, I have extended this idea towards the 
diffusion of discourse over the knowledge contribution. Therefore, it could be said 
that in a post-industrial society ruled by the mass self-communication paradigm, 
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“entrepreneur” is an effective tag. Nevertheless, even if all around the world 
people identify themselves as entrepreneurs the attributes attached to this word 
are being understood and performed differently. This is possible because the 
word entrepreneur works as a boundary object allowing identification with it while 
maintaining the specific characteristics of each as boundary objects do. 
Inasmuch as the entrepreneur is also a key figure in the neoliberal paradigm 
since, among other things, the entrepreneur is the highest status individual in the 
tech scene, namely, the main actor in the environment of the “mythology of 
success.”  
Local sociability patterns have influenced #NASF in several ways. Intense 
and long-standing social bonding intertwines different communities and facilitates 
the creation of non-institutional social groups. Local sociability patterns sheltered 
in intense and long-standing social bonding have helped to create and mature 
this community. At the same time, this kind of sociability has hindered the 
development of relations among people who might share few similarities while 
reinforcing homophily. Therefore, I have identified the conflict between a known 
ritualized practice and a more fluid one, risking loosing the identity boundaries of 
the community. The result of the actual practice has been the consequent 
weakness of #NASF and the emergence of parallel organizations. Also, 
recognizing that many of these relationships happened first in the actual world 
made me realize that often the online connection was a consequence of the 
actual one.  
One should not lose sight of the fact that #NASF’s main organizational 
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inspiration for being was a design-management consultancy, IDEO. In this 
regard,  #NASF’s successful implementation responds to its original 
organizational flexibility, its persistent consistency, and well-defined domain. 
Also, this success is due to its participants’ collective understanding of identity, 
which “denotes a fundamental and consequential sameness among members of 
a group or category.”477 Thus, this sameness reinforces their #NASF’s 
membership and their entrepreneurial identity. It also fortifies #NASF’s structure. 
However, it has been problematic to maintain that involvement and interest over 
time. 
Finally, I argue that one of the reasons for the appropriation of the 
Californian entrepreneurial478 discourse is the lack of a European one. 
Paradoxically enough, I argue #NASF is a genuine example for the guides about 
entrepreneurial input offered at “The Concept.” The document “The Concept” is a 
fundamental keystone for the RIS3479, another name of EU’s Smart 
Specialization Strategy.  
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
477	  Brubaker	  and	  Cooper,	  "Beyond	  "Identity","	  7.	  
478	  In	  this	  identification	  process	  I	  will	  mostly	  use	  Richard	  Barbrook	  and	  Andy	  
Cameron,	  "The	  Californian	  Ideology,"	  Science	  as	  Culture	  6	  (1996).;	  and	  Marwick,	  
"Status	  Update:	  Celebrity,	  Publicity	  and	  Self-­‐Branding	  in	  Web	  2.0".	  
479	  RIS3	  is	  a	  process,	  at	  the	  end	  of	  which	  regional/national	  strategies	  should	  identify	  
activities,	  in	  which	  an	  investment	  of	  resources	  is	  likely	  to	  stimulate	  knowledge-­‐
driven growth.	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APPENDICES: 
LIST OF PROJECTS PRESENTED AT #NASF’S EVENTS BETWEEN 2011 
AND 2013: 
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Table 3: List of Projects Presented at #Nasf’s Events Between 2011 and 2013, 
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